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Reseqtrbher Says-

Lovelorn Anxiety Traces

Shown in Shamanism
By Ann

Shamanism is closely
related to man’s longing for

love that soothes weariness
and tension, said a specialist

recently.

Prof. So Chong-bom of

Kyunghee University said
some people became shamans
in an attempt to avoid the
feeling of deprivation of love

from their associates.
“About 70 per cent of

shamans were deprived of

parental love when they were
young” he asserted. “Many of

hem suffered from the death
of their spouces or their

children and were depressed.
“To fulfill their need for lost

iove they tended to make
.hemselves similar to the
character of the opposite
;ex,” he said. “This tendency
lad something to do with the
neutral character of

ihamanism in general.”
i He said that the neutrality of

,
shamdnism has exerted

' considerable influence on
; Korean religion and

literature. “It can be also
found in the neutral character
of the Korean Buddhist
images.”

Hey-song

shamans cannot be un-
derstood in a physical sense,”
he said. “Their love is

spiritual.”

Because of such a
character, shamanism may
appeal to those who want to be
relieved from their tension-
filled life, despite criticism
against the shamans, he
concluded.

“We can witness the in-

fluence of shamanism in our
ancient literary classics,” he
said. “Hyanga, poems of the
Silla Dynasty (B.C. 57-935),

and literary works by Chong
Chul (1536-1593). show that
they were under the influence
of shamanism.”
The deities of shamans, he

said, were shaman’s “lovers”
who can console their

(

loneliness. “Since shamans
like flowers they describe

,
their after-world as a world
full of flowers,” he noted.
“The
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By Jeon Kyu-tae

A totem pole is an ethnic
custom deeply rooted in Ko-
rea. It was a guardian deity
which was e-

rected by
the roadsides
where people
come and go.

They would
make images
of human be-

ings from
wood or stone.

The function Jeon

was not only that of guardian

deity, but also that of mile-

stone, temple and farmers’

landmark. As a rule they
would erect two totem poles;

sometimes one faced another,

and sometimes they stood

side by side. Only faces were
sculptured and in the other

parts they just carved the

wood or stone straight and
smooth. They would carve a

cap on the male idol, and
there would be no decoration
cn the female idol. Engrav-
ing in relief was used in

carving physiognomy.

In cases where the totems
were not the guerdian deities

of a village, people carved or

wrote in black, “The Strong-
est General on the Earth” in

front of the male idol, and
“The Strongest Female Gen-
eral Underground” in front

of the female one. Those e-

rected as the guardian deities

of a village bore the names
of the gods of the local com-
munity.

If totem poles were erected
as a border or landmark they
would list the names of lands
and streets on every side.

According to the original

purpose of the poles, there

are some classifications—the
guardian deity of a village,

which has a simple and rough
expression aimed at driving

enemies off without any in-

scription of letters.

There is no fixed pattern
in totem poles. Size and ex-

pression differ according to

producers and material. It

was usual to paint male idols

red and female idols green.
Those erected for safety from
the unconscious fears were
a sort of divine poles dating
from the Days of the Three

“sot” means “male sex or-

gan.” Farmers in the even-

ing of the Bright Full Moon
of January in the lunar cal-

endar gave delicious food

the “sotte” of totem poles.

Then they present a

of music and dance followed

by prayers for peace perform-

ed by shamans led by high

ranking persons of the vil

lage.

The totem poles of

country as guardian
with various meanings
altars located nearest to re-

sidential area. It was an ob-

ject of constant civil belief,

Han. Most “eups” and not a momentary one. It was
“myons” had such poles in the a place of prayer where our
lS40s. Those foreigners who people unburdened their
travelled our country • around souls clouded with anxieties,

1900 wrote books, saying that

these totem poles were most
strange, interesting and im-
pressive.

Worship to Gods

The prayers over the poles
instead of group worship of

the gods asked for relief

from present suffering and
blessings in a future life. It

is evident that they chose in-

cantatory prayer as a way of

seeking the harmony of my-
stery and reality in their

simple lives in that they only
knew to offer food to the
dead not flowers as in the
West.

Before the totem poles de-

veloped into guardian deities,

landmarks and milestones,
they were tribal cult emblems
and used in phallic worship.
It was an expression of re-

verence for the origin of life

itself. The word “So” of
“Sottee” means “male,

and absorbed the exquisite

power of heaven.
Though there is a round-

about behavior between man
and god in Korea and
habit of dependence on oth-

ers in the totem pole which
is a standing mark of popular
belief, there is a will of weak
Korean people faced with
trials without any strange

way in its empty posture.

We now feel the necessity

of protecting these poles in

a different sense. If every vil-

lage erects such poles not as

idol worship but as standing
statues of traditional Korea
or as a work of art they
would be distinctive symbols
of the village, and could be

a good draw for tourism as

they would make evident the
local customs peculiar to our
country.

The writer is a professor of
the Korean literature at Yonsei

and University. — Ed.

Korea

GUARDIAN DEITIES —
These poles of such fearful

aspect stand beside country
paths leading to villages.

Villagers for generations

believed such grotesque

poles served as a sure guard
against ill fortune. The
poles are sometimes used as

milestones or border mar-

kers.



Shaman Dance Seen Folk Art Origin
'in

o
By Lee Kyung-sik

The “Kut” (sibylic per-
formance) has been with the
common people in Korea for

5,000 years. The excorcist
practice, which even the
imperial courts in the olden
days used at times, has been
used to comfort patients,
invite good luck, invoke spirit,

placate angry spirits, avoid
misfortune , expel evil spirit,

and to pray for rain. The
sibylic rite consists of
prayers, songs, dance, and
offerings of food and drink to

the spirit.

The sibylic practice,
however, has been dis-
countenanced as being a

superstition among learned
people since the influx of

Western culture into the
country in the past century.
The performers, mostly
women called “Mudang,”
incurred loss of their reputa-
tion from the people because
some of them made dishonest
use of Kut for selfish purposes
and monetary gain preying
upon helpless clients.

Now, Kut is being ap-
proached by a number of

scholars in Seoul from an
artistic angle. They assert
that Kut must be treated as
the origin of the Korean folk

art and that Korean music,
dance, and drama have their
derivation in the exorcist Kut.
They maintain that study of

the Kut is important in un-
derstanding the religious
minds of the Korean people
and their concept of drama.

Prof. Kim Yol-kyu of
Sogang University says that
Kut was originally a form of

festival in the ancient days
related with agriculture,
season, and communal ac-
tivity. The Kut has been
inherited without interruption

by both the common people
and the sibyls.

He says that the Kut
properly and originally was a
meeting of people where they
performed dancing, singing,

and legend-telling full of

humor and spiced with
eroticism. Both the per-
formers and the audience took
part in the original Kut, he
said. Kim says that there is no
doubt that Kut is a form of

religious practice because the
origin of Kut traces back to

the time when god existed

— Winter lecture series for

collegians and youth by the

Seoul YWCA, Aloha Room of

the YWCA, every Monday,
Wednesday, Friday 2 p.m.

Jan. 22-Feb. 7.

— German film, Faust,

auditorium of the Goethe-

Institut Seoul, 7 p.m. Jan. 22.

— ’ Drama Pill-Peddler by

Oh Tae-sok, produced by the
Sanha Theatrical Group in

Seoul, Space Theater, 4 and 7

p.m. daily through Jan. 21.

— Exhibition of prints and
replicas of sculptures
preserved at the Louvre and
memorial museum of Rodin,
Sejong Cultural Center
Gallery, daily through Feb. 28.

A local form of shaman rite, kut, performed on remote
Chin-do Island off the southwestern coast of Cholla Namdo
Province. The shaman Is comforting the soul of a villager,

who died out at sea while fishing.

together with man.
Another scholar, Prof. Lee

Sang-il of Songkyunkwan
University in Seoul, says that
the Kut should not only be
treated as a traditional folk

shamanist rite but also from
the angle of drama. In a
recent article in the univer-
sity’s newspaper, The
Songdae Sinmun, Prof. Lee
said that the 12 different parts
of the Kut, which may be put
together into five main
groups, namely purification,

introduction of spirit, com-
forting of spirit with dance
and songs, /divine message-
conveying, and departure of

spirit, correspond to the
beginning, development,

critical situation, reversion,

and finale in a drama.
He said that, in that

framework, Kut has in-

termissions between the
different groups and that in

this respect it may be com-
pared to a descriptive drama.
He also hinted the existence of

a link between Kut and the

traditional Korean mask
dance, inferring from the 12

different parts characterizing
both Kut and the mask dance.
He suspected that the tradi-

tional Korean mask dance,
mask drama and field show
derive from Kut and con-

cluded that Kut is a good
subject of study for experts

from a dramatic angle.



Shamanist Influence Persists

Though primitive and ar-

iehaic, sibanianism still exer-

cises a strong influence on the

minds of Koreans. A majority
of urban and rural people in

Korea maintain shamanistie
orientations.

Bv Klin Suk-hyon sa tenple at Ipsok village in.

|iPuan, Cholla Pukto, has tradi-

[Ji tonally officiated at commun.

As churches and temples do

to Christians and Buddhists,

shamanistie shrines _ serve as

the source of spiritual solace

for Koreans to a large extent.

Shamans are believed to be
empowered with magic to com-
municate with the dead, to

cure sickness, to exorcise evil

spirits and to escort the dead

souls to the other world.

Then, do Christians, Buddh- Prof. Kim

Ists and Confucians live quite mnistic rituals,’’ Prof. Kim ex- Christians.’

aloof from this primitive sha- plains. Corfuc:an practices are rot

m&nistie belief? Prof. Kim Also stemming from sha- also devoid of shamanistie m.

Tae-gon, director of the Folk- manism the professor con- fluences. He views worshin

lore^ .Research Institute of tinues, are temples that still services for ancestral spmts

Wongwang University in Iri, erect “Changsung” (long strictly observed by Confuc-

Cholla Pukto, gives a negative wooden statues that chase Ians as the developments of

answer to this question. evil spirits away) in front of the immortality of sp
:

r'ts and

In his article carrier in their courts and house special reverence for heavenly god?

“Space,” a magazine of archi- shrines dedicated to mountain underlined in shamanism,

lecture, urban designs and art gods. “Buddhist priests and Confucians also please

in Seoul, Kim reviews the re- laymen often conduct worship mountain 'spirits with food,

levancy of shaman,ism to au- services for mountain gods
antj cie3p bows before they

ihoritative religious practices and star gods. Th» recognition breaw ground for the construe-,

in Korea. of 27 natural gods specific to ^on 0 £ tombs for their dece.

As an embodiment of sha- Korean Buddhist services also
aS grl famTjr members,

manistie ideas, he cites the derives from shamanism,” he Their placement of 'thrive

Buddhist practice of placing adds
^ _

bowls of" steamed rice and
money and food on the temple Go$S Worshipping three straw shoes in front of

altar and of praying 'for good According to his survey, ns- house gates immediately after

fortune and recovery from ill- tural and human gods worship- the death of family members
ness. Other traces of shaman- e ,t

-jn Korean shamanism num- also derives from shamanistie
ism cited by him are large b?r ten times the number of Ideas. “Believing, that three

rituals conducted by temples shamanistie gods admitted in messengers wil lcoms from the

on the occasion of 43 days and Buddhist services. ether world to lead the dead
100 days after a person’s Directly proving the rs- sp'rits to it, Confucians offer

death. “The rituals designed levancy of Korean Buddhism shoes and bowls of rice to

to help the dead souls to abide to shamanism, he records in them so that they can lead thei

comfortably in paradise are Ms article, is the fact that dead spirits in comfort,” Prof,

the transformations of sha- the chief priest of the TNTaeso- K ;m explains.



Seminar: Westerner’s Views — (2)
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Utilitarianism Dominates

The following is the sec-

ond in a series of excerpts
from papers presented dur-
ing a seminar on “Korea As
Seen Through Western
Eyes,” held at Academy
House in Seoul last week.
Mr. Guillemoz, author of the
following paper on “The Re-
ligious Spirit of the Korean
People,” is a lecturer in psy-
chology at Seoul National
University. — ED.

By Alexandre Guillemoz

I would like to review some
of the informative facts re-

garding the religious spirit of

the Korean people which I

have obtained in during inter-

views and in the course of

my fieldwork.

Ceremonies called kosa ( jl

aY ) are generally conducted
by professionals, and may be
held indoors in the spring for

the benefit of an entire fam-
ily. More commonly, the kosa
is celebrated in order to ob-

tain good fortune for those
who have it offered: during
the dedication of a building,
for a good catch at sea, or
even for success at university
entrance examinations.

Confronted with examina-
tions or with some deep per-
sonal suffering, Korean peo-
ple are led to draw unself-
consciously from the back-
ground of magic which their
society provides. It is not a
question of censuring indivi-

duals, but rather it is a mat-
ter of establishing that this

magical behavior is embeded
in the makeup of Korean so-

ciety.

In France, mothers go to

burn one or more candles be-
fore the statue of the Virgin
Mary or of a saint on the day
before the national entrance
examinations to the universi-
ties. There too we are con-
fronted with the same type
of magical behavior.

This search for the bless-
ings of fortune manifests it-

s e 1 f in a grand ceremony
which is held in the spring or
in the autumn along the
southeastern coast of Korea,
and which is known as Pyol-
sin-lcut ( “4 'ii pj- ) ,

a ceremo-
ny dedicated to several gods.
This ceremony follows the sa-

crifice offered to the protect-
ing god of the village.

The village community ga-
thers together around a group
of mudangs for several days.
It is held every two to five
years, and is the occasion of
a genuine feast for the villag-
ers. The food and drink,
songs, dances, music, jokes,
decorations, and money offer-
ing for the gods are the de-
light of the men, and espe-
cially of the women for whom
this represents a rare oppor-
tunity of amusement.

Community Celebration

On this happy occasion
they laugh and they cry, but
a serious tone would be out
of place. It is a community
celebration full of the love of
life, despite all their worries,
cares, and fears. The villagers
amuse themselves, and the
gods also in the hope that
this will render the latter
more amenable to their re-
quests. This is but another
instance of that love of life
“in this earth and in that
wind” which characterized the
Korean religious spirit.

The desire for good fortune
in the world of the living is
not at all alien to Korean fol-
lowers of other religions.
Consider the mother who goes
to mass every day at seven
o’clock in the morning to in-
sure the health and well-be-
ing of her family; whereas
the meaning of Christianitv

praise the god, but to earn
his favor in order that the
wishes of the supplicant may
be achieved. In sum, Korean
folk religion is “a method of

utilizing divine power in or-

der to control the events of

everyday life.”

This same type of strictly

utilitarian relationship can
also be found in the Korean
practice of putak f -r- ^ #
sh ) or requesting favors.
One who is approached in

that way finds himself sur-

rounded by affectionate at-

tention, gifts, and various so-

cial invitations. This “custom”
has its economic causes no
doubt in that those who wield
a certain degree of power are
insufficiently compensated.
However, economic causes

alone are inadequate to ex-
plain the existence of this

“custom.” Rather, it is an
aspect of a much larger phe-
nomenon regarding interper-
sonal obligations which are
aimed at establishing or main-
taining an amicable social re-

lationship with those who are
useful or might be useful to
you.

It is not so much bribery,
although that is sometimes
the result, as it is a matter of
creating social ties, or a cer-

tain atmosphere, in order to

contribute to the conclusion
of a contract, or for the ob-
taining of official approval, or
in o^der to succeed in a par-

ticular enterprise that one
wishes to undertake. But
when the individual whose fa-

vors are requested has lost

his power, he is abandoned,
and he is no longer worth
anything. Thus, the individual
himself is not the object of
one’s attentions, but rather it

is the power that he is able
to wield.

Blessings

Like the gods, these men
are honored for the sake of
the services which they can
render. Thus, the same spi-

rit manifests itself in the re-
ligious domain and in the do-
m a i n of professional rela-

tions.

In Korean folk religion,

there is no notion of release
from sin, or of repentence or
atonement for one’s faults.

Nor is there any method of
purification, of spiritual up-
lifting or any notion of spiri-

tualism. Instead, there is a
deep concern for the blessings
of this world.

Unlike Buddhism, there is

no renunciation of the illu-

sions of the world, the cause
of all sufferings and distress.
Although there is as in Bud-
dhism, an attempt to suppress

such suffering, it is aimed in
an entirely different direc-
tion. For Buddhism, it is a
matter of suppressing suffer-

ing in order to achieve the
cessation of desires, the sour-
ce of all suffering.

For Korean folk religion,

on the other hand, it is a

matter of satisfying those de-
sires which, when achieved,
will bring about the cessation
of the suffering which their
non-satisfaction had caused.
That is why one should not
confuse Buddhism with Ko-
rean folk religion. Their ends
are very different, and we are
justified in saying that if the
7,200,000 Koreans enter Bud-
dhist temples to give money
and bow before the image of
Buddha, this does not mean
that they are actually Bud-
dhists, in the strict sense of
the term.

In fact, one gets the im-
pression that Korean folk be-
liefs have crept into the sub-
stance Buddhism and have
emptied it of its original doc-
trine comDletelv. while adoot-

choosmg a spouse.
Prior to marriage, the two

families consult a fortune-tell-

er (Chomjaeng-i ** °1 ) in

order to find out if the birth

dates of the future spouses
are auspicious and in order
to determine a favorable date
for the celebration of the
wedding. Since the years of

the tiger and the horse are
inauspicious, girls born in

those years experience diffi-

culty in finding husbands, and
certain parents will officially

register these children as hav-
ing been born in the follow-
ing year.

This is a Korean way of be-
lieving in fate or destiny, and
yet trying to change it by de-
ceit or trickery. In other
words, one can also have his

own say in the determination
of his future.

These fortune-tellers are not
only consulted for marriages,
but for all of the other criti-

cal times in life. Even Chris-
tians have recourse to them
during the more difficult mom-
ents of their lives. One ex-

pects from them a hope, an
explanation, and this expecta-
tion, like almost all expecta-
tions which are strong enough,
will be Satisfied.

I know a person who had
attended an American univer-
sity and whose sole comfort
for some weeks had been the
answers which a fortune-tell-

er had been able to provide
him about a family problem.
Thus it is not a matter of

education, but rather the way
in which Korean society res-

ponds to mental stress.

The mudang may also be
consulted in order to deter-

mine the causes of an illness.

Formerly, they were frequent-
ly consulted for smallpox,
which is regarded as a sort of

special sickness. A complete
magical pharmacopia still
exists. For example, there is,

a cross made on a person’s
fingernails for getting rid of

styes which form on the eye-
lids, and also packets of salt

sewn to the inside of clothing
in order to wax'd off dangerous
spirits.

Sometimes the mudang may
be called upon for the health
of a weak infant. These prac-
tices take place among moth-
ers who have been taught in

primai'y school, high school,
and even at universities that
it is all superstition and
falsehood. Faced with a diffi-

cult situation,- such as the
sickness of an infant, they
tend to refer to the attitudes
of their .own mothers, and as
their own mothers had done
before them, they too call

upon the mudang.
We find here an instance

of one of the most important
elexxients of the Korean reli-

gious spirit: the referring back
to a tradition which is looked
upon as efficacious.

Faced with the sickness of
a close relative, every attempt
is made to save him. Former-
ly, traditional methods were
tried before finally going to

a hospital, a practice which
was sometimes catastrophic.
But nowadays when the most
modern means appear to be
ineffective, back to tradition

they will turn.

Funerals

In the country, when an old
man dies, it is an occasion for
bringing together the entire
family. Except for certain
moments when cries and lam-
mentations fill the air a holi-

day atmosphere prevails. In
such a case, death is regarded
not as dramatic but as a nat-
ural thing. These funerals ex-
hibit a touch of Korean real-

ism as well as that love of life

which characterizes all com-



duals, but rather it is a mat-
ter of establishing that this

magical behavior is embeded
in the makeup of Korean so-

ciety.

In France, mothers go to
burn one or more candles be-
fore the statue of the Virgin
Mary or of a saint on the day
before the national entrance
examinations to the universi-
ties. There too we are con-
fronted with the same type
of magical behavior.

This search for the bless-

ings of fortune manifests it-

s e 1 f in a grand ceremony
which is held in the spring or
in the autumn along the
southeastern coast of Korea,
and which is known as Pyol-
sin-kut ( 'll "S ) ,

a ceremo-
ny dedicated to several gods.
This ceremony follows the sa-

crifice offered to the protect-
ing god of the village.

The village community ga-
thers together around a group
of mudangs for several days.
It is held every two to five

years, and is the occasion of
a genuine feast for the villag-
ers. The food and drink,
songs, dances, music, jokes,
decorations, and money offer-
ing for the gods are the de-
light of the men, and espe-
cially of the women for whom
this represents a rare oppor-
tunity of amusement.

Community Celebration

On this happy occasion
they laugh and they cry, but
a serious tone would be out
of place. It is a community
celebration full of the love of
life, despite all their worries,
cares, and fears. The villagers
amuse themselves, a n d the
gods also in the hope that
this will render the latter
more amenable to their re-

quests. This is but another
instance of that love of life

“in this earth and in that
wind” which characterized the
Korean religious spirit.

The desire for good fortune
in the world of the living is

not at all alien to Korean fol-

lowers of other religions.
Consider the mother who goes
to mass every day at seven
o’clock in the morning to in-

sure the health and well-be-
ing of her family; whereas
the meaning of Christianity
and the message of Christian
prayer is supposed to be re-
presented by the words of
Christ at Gethsemen; “Let
not My will, but Thine be
done.” (Mathew 26:39)
To the contrary, followers

of Korean folk religion are
trying to achieve their own
ends, to fulfill their own de-
sires, and to persuade the
gods. To paraphrase the words
of Christ, “Let my will and
not Thine be done.”

Moreover, the gods them-
selves do not seem to have
any particularly specific will
of their own. They are neith-
er good nor bad, but are well
or badly treated. Thus, the
most important thing is that
one should say his prayers
sincerely, with all of his heart
and should offer sacrifices and
money to show the gods that
they are not being ignored
or abandoned.
The Korean gods are not

worshipped for their own
sake, but because of strictly
utilitarian interests on the
part of the worshipper. The
purpose of the rite is not to

LECTURE on “Separated from
essay? German essayists in the
first half of the 20th century" by
Prof. Dr. R.R. Wuthenow at 6:15
p.m. today at the Goethe Insti-
tute, Seoul (43-6071).

EXHIBITION of ancient bronze
mirrors at an exhibition hall in
Changdok Palace, daily through
May 10.

DISCUSSION on “Wounded
Knee, 1973 -— Why?" by George
Lichtblau of the U.S. Embassy and
Dennis P Barrett; of USAID /K
at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the Music
Room of the Yong^an Libarary.

EXHIBITION of/ art works by
the Ministry of Culture and In-
formation at the Sowol-lo Road-
side Gallery on Namsan Hill, daily

when the individual whose fa-

vors are requested has lost
his power, he is abandoned,
and he is no longer worth
anything. Thus, the individual
himself is not the object of
one’s attentions, but rather it

is the power that he is able
to wield.

Blessings

Like the gods, these men
are honored for the sake of
the services which they can
render. Thus, the same spi-

rit manifests itself in the re-
ligious domain and in the do-
main of professional rela-
tions.

In Korean folk religion,
there is no notion of release
from sin, or of repentence or
atonement for one’s faults.

Nor is there any method of
purification, of spiritual up-
lifting or any notion of spiri-

tualism. Instead, there is a
deep concern for the blessings
of this world.

Unlike Buddhism, there is

no renunciation of the illu-

sions of the world, the cause
of all sufferings and distress.
Although there is as in Bud-
dhism, an attempt to suppress

such suffering, it is aimed in
an entirely different direc-
tion. For Buddhism, it is a
matter of suppressing suffer-

ing in order to achieve the
cessation of desires, the sour-
ce of all suffering.

For Korean folk religion,
on the other hand, it is a
matter of satisfying those de-
sires which, when achieved,
will bring about the cessation
of the suffering which their
non-satisfaction had caused.
That is why one should not
confuse Buddhism with Ko-
rean folk religion. Their ends
are very different, and we are
justified in saying that if the
7,200,000 Koreans enter Bud-
dhist temples to give money
and bow before the image of
Buddha, this does not mean
that they are actually Bud-
dhists, in tile strict sense of
the term.

In fact, one gets the im-
pression that Korean folk be-
liefs have crept into the sub-
stance Buddhism and have
emptied it of its original doc-
trine completely, while adopt-
ing certain aspects of its out-

ward appearance. The same
thing seems to have happened
with Taoism; whereas Jesus,
on the other hand, has been
assimilated in a rather nega-
tive way, as a Kwisin ( ),

or wandering spirit.

We have looked at the re-
ligious attitude of Koreans
when they are trying to ob-
tain or preserve their good
fortune, or that of their fam-
ily or village. But we have
yet to more mention the more
critical and dramatic phases
of one’s life: birth, marriage,
sickness, and death.

Giving birth is surrounded
by a certain number of pro-
hibitions (against visiting),
and devotions to the god or
goddess of fertility. Samsin
C'tJ' 'll ). Great importance is

attached to the time of one’s
birth because the signs of the
year, month, day, and hour of

one’s birth determine his fate
(palja, A ^ )• It is a funda-
mental cultural idea which
few people are willing to ig-
nore, especially at the time of

through Apr. 30.

PERFORMANCE by the Contem-
porary Music Society in Seoul at
7:30 p.m. Wednesday at the Na-
tional Theater.

EXHIBITION of pictures of
dragons and tigers with phoenixes
and turtles at the Korean Art
Gallery (Tel. 75-2246), daily
through Apr. 30.

TOUR of Ewha Womans Uni-
versity by the American Women’s
Club on Apr. 24. The bus leaves
Yongsan at 12 noon. Tickets are
50g or 500 won and available by
phoning YS 4353.

• EXHIBITION of porcelain paint-
ings by Suh Se-ok at the Shinse-
gye Department Store Gallery,
daily through Apr. 22.

education, but rather the way
in which Korean society res-
ponds to mental stress.

The mudang may also be
consulted in order to deter-
mine the causes of an illness.

Formerly, they were frequent-
ly consulted for smallpox,
which is regarded as a sort of

special sickness. A complete
magical pharmacopia still
exists. For example, there is,

a cross made on a person’s
fingernails for getting rid of

styes which form on the eye-
lids, and also packets of salt

sewn to the inside of clothing
in order to ward off dangerous
spirits.

Sometimes the mudang may
be called upon for the health
of a weak infant. These prac-
tices take place among moth-
ers who have been taught in
primary school, high school,
and even at universities that
it is all superstition and
falsehood. Faced with a diffi-

cult situation,- such as the
sickness of an infant, they
tend to refer to the attitudes
of their .own mothers, and as
their own .mothers had done
before them, they too call

upon the mudang.
We find here an instance

of one of the most important
elements of the Korean reli-

gious spirit: the referring back
to a tradition which is looked
upon as efficacious.

Faced with the sickness of
a close relative, every attempt
is made to save him. Former-
ly, traditional methods were
tried before finally going to

a hospital, a practice which
was sometimes catastrophic.
But nowadays when the most
modern means appear to be
ineffective, back to tradition
they will turn.

Funerals

In the country, when an old
man dies, it is an occasion for
bringing together the entire
family. Except for certain
moments when cries and lam-
mentations fill the air a holi-

day atmosphere prevails. In
such a case, death is regarded
not as dramatic but as a nat-
ural thing. These funerals ex-
hibit a touch of Korean real-

ism as well as that love of life

which characterizes all com-
munity gatherings.

In the case of an accidental
death or a suicide, there is

held a ceremony or kut as it

is called. Its purpose is to help
the wandering soul reach the
next world, to refrain from
coming back to trouble the
living, and to furnish him with
all that he needs for his de-
parture (e.g., clothing, money).
These ceremonies take place
before the entire village, and
except for the close relatives,
the occasion is not a sad one
but rather one of enjoyable
entertainment for the villag-

ers.

By way of a conclusion, we
can say that the Korean reli-

gious spirit from the point of
view of folk religion, is char-
acterized by:

1. A lack of spiritual con-
cern, which differentiates it

from Christianity. Its concern
is to realize the desires of the
individual, the group, and the
family.

2. A refusal to renounce the
illusions of this world, which
differentiates it from Bud-
dhism. Its concern is to satis-

fy these desires, not to deny
them.

3. The search for good for-
tune in the world of the liv-

ing, that which expresses the
joy of living in this earth and
on that wind. But fortune is

fickle, incessantly brought into
question by the realities of
everyday life, such as examin-
ations, worries, sicknesses,
failures, thefts. Also, the Ko-
reans may try to rationalize
and explain such events with
tl._ idea of destiny or fate.

But sometimes one is free to
alter this fate to his own ad-
vantage whether it be earning
the favor of men (putak) or
of the gods (kut), according
to a tradition which is ancient
and time-honored.
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In “Women of Korea,”
Kim Yung-chung writes: “The
symbols in shamanistic wor-
ship, even as late as the Koryo
period, were still closely re-

lated to totemism. Animals
such as deer, tortoise, and
magpie were worshipped.”
These shamanistic beliefs are
reflected in Korean folktales

which frequently deal with ani-

mals. Some of these stories

such as “Mr. Hong and the

Dragon,” “The Clam, the

Stork and the Fisherman,”
“Hunting for Pheasants in the

Kitchen,” “How to Catch a

Bear,” or “The Tiger and the

Widow’s Children” praise

cleverness and diligence.

“The Tiger’s Reprimand”
recounts the adventures of

Master Kwak Book, a learned
yangban scholar, who preaches
the Confucian doctrine of sep-

aration of the sexes to his

students. One night the young
scholars catch sight of their

master making love to a

charming widow. Unable to be-

lieve this passionate scene be-

tween the noble scholar and
the virtuous widow, the boys
suppose it to be a thousand-

year-old fox disguised as their

master, and chase him out of

the house. Pursued by the stu-

dents, Master Kwak Book es-

capes to the tigers’ camp, and
tremulously begs his captors

not to devour him. The tigers

spare his life and "hastise

him: “You honey-coated yang-
ban thief listen. I have never
eaten your kind for hatred of

filth: Now I see you are the

dirtiest of your family of

thieves, honey-tongued and
honey-coated.” This story ap-

parently aims at criticizing the

hypocrisy of the yangban and
satirizing the existing social

system.

A volume of Korean fairy

tales translated into English,

“It’s Fun Being Young in Ko-
rea,” was published in 1979 in

conjunction with the Interna-

tional Year of the Child. While
the stories contained in this

anthology represent only a

small sample, by examining
several of them we can gam
some understanding of the role

of animals.

“The Heavenly Maiden and
the Woodcutter” opens with

.
a

poor woodcutter protecting a
deer which is being pursued by
a hunter in the forest. In order
to repay the woodcutter, the
deer tells him of the secret

spot where the heavenly maid-
ens bathe. By concealing the
garments of one of the maid-
ens, the woodcutter prevents
her from returning to heaven
and carries her off as his

bride.

After bearing him three chil-

dren, the maiden begs the

woodcutter to return her magic
garments. Immediately she re-

turns to her heavenly home
and the distraught husband
again seeks * the aid of the

deer. Ascending a rope to

heaven, the woodcutter is re-

united with his supernatural
family. However, the woodcut-
ter is unable to resist descend-
ing back to earth on a dragon-
horse in search of his earthly
mother. Separated from his

magic steed, the woodcutter is

forced to remain below and
dies of grief. The woodcutter’s
spirit enters a cock, and
henceforth the origin of cock
crowing is explained as an at-

tempt to regain heaven.

In “The Hare’s Liver,” the

Dragon King becomes ill and
can only be cured by the liver

of a hare. The turtle, acting

as a messenger, cleverly con-

vinces Miss Hare to ride on
his back down to the Dragon
King’s realm. When the Drag-
on King informs the hare of

her destiny, she slyly insinu-

ates that she must return to

earth to remove the precious
liver. Once safely back on
land, she taunts the turtle, re-

minding him that medicine is

powerless since even a king
must die.

The story of “Kong-jui and
Patjui” tells of Kong-jui, a
motherless girl who is cruel-

ly mistreated by her step-

mother and step-sister. Magi-
cally, her mother’s spirit, in

the form of various animals,

aids her in performing tasks.

When a wedding party is held,

the step-mother and sister

leave Kong-jui behind. How-
ever, supernatural aid comes
in the form of a black cow
and some sparrows, who be-

stow radiant garments on
Kongjui and enable her to

attend the party. When the

governor, struck by Kong-jui’s

beauty, makes her his bride,

Pat-jui is overwhelmed with
jealousy and drowns her step-

sister in a lotus pond. For a

while Pat-jui usurps her sis-

ter’s place, but the murder
is revealed by the lotuses and
Kong-jui is restored to life.

The fundamental pattern

which emerges from these
three tales may be outlined

as follows: a lack, need,- or
imbalance exists; rectifying

this initially unstable condi-

tion involves contact with the

supernatural world; after a
passage to the supernatural
realm, the hero returns to the
everyday world and the bal-

ance of nature is restored.

The role of animals is pivotal

since they act as intermedi-

aries between the two opposed
worlds.
The ultimate force which

sets these stories in motion
is an imbalance or lack. Seek-
ing his wife, the woodcutter
ascends to heaven, and miss-
ing his mother he returns to

earth. The Dragon King’s ill-

ness, which can only be cured
by the hare’s liver, necessi-
tates a passage from the earth
to the bottom of the sea and
back. Kong-jui’s lack of a liv-

ing mother is overcome by aid
from the spirit world, and her
own absence and return re-

store the proper balance.
In these stories the lack is

overcome through the actions
of animal intermediaries. In

“The Hare’s Liver” the am-
phibious turtle bridges the gap
between the earth and the
Dragon King’s underwater
realm. By providing a pas-
sage for the hare from land to

sea and back, the turtle is the
pivotal point of the story. In
“The Heavenly Maiden and
the Woodcutter,” animals link

heaven and earth, or the
supernatural and everyday
worlds. The deer brings about
the woodcutter’s supernatural
marriage and ascent to heav-
en, while the magic dragon
horse carries him back to

earth. When the woodcutter
dies, his spirit is transformed
into a cock attempting to re-

gain heaven. The gulf between
life and death is overcome by
animals and natural pheno-
mena in “Kong-jui and Pat-
jui.” Through the black cow
and sparrows Kong-jui’s dead
mother magically aids her.

Kong-jui returns to life after

her death has been revealed
by the lotus flowers.

Two levels of meaning can
be identified in these stories:

the overt moral and the un-
derlying message. On the one
hand, the stories end with ex-
plicit conclusions. The wood-
cutter’s story attempts to ex-
plain a natural phenomenon —
the crowing of cocks. Thus a
mythic significance is attri-

buted to nature. At the end
of “The Hare’s Liver,” the
Dragon King is advised to re-

concile himself to death as an
inescapable natural condition.

Kong-jui’s return extolls the

virtues of womanhood and re-

affirms the unity of the family.

On a deeper level these sto-

ries portray the restoration of

harmony and natural balance.

While the deer enables the

woodcutter to marry a heaven-
ly maiden, the hero is ulti-

mately drawn back to earthly

society. The Dragon King at-

tempts to overcome nature
and render himself immortal
by claiming the hare’s liver.
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Shaman Thanksgiving
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By Jon Carter Coveil

If any tiny detail went as-

tray over the weekend festivi-

ties in Cholla-namdo, it’s all

due to the fact that the pig

offered for sacrifice on the

Shaman altar had only one
ear! Now everyone knows that

pigs normally have two ears,

, but the local farmers who kill-

ed this handsome porker must
have been celebrating a little

(a pre-ceremony snort of mak-
koli?) because the 200 pounds
plus, otherwise beauty-of-a-

pig got his ear sliced off when
he was killed for the sacrifici-

al rite. This pig was intended
as the central altarpiece for

the Shaman Thanksgiving or

“Hung Puri” held this past

weekend in the vicinity of So-

sawon. This is where the

famed Wan Yan retreated in

J525 A.D., disgusted with the

Yi government’s politics and
the way it had exiled and sub-

sequently poisoned his beloved
teacher, Cho Kuang-jo.

Chusok is Korea’s fall an-

cestral festival, while this is a
sort of “Chusok-eve” to giv;

thanks to the Shaman spirits

of the earth for a good harvest.

Today it is only observed in

the two Chollas, I am told, the

too sophisticated or industri-

alized.

Well, let’s return to the one-

eared pig and his possible

baleful influence. This animal
certainly was responsible for

the fact that it rained Satur-

day afternoon in Cholla! (The
fact that AFKN also predicted
“rain” had only a minor in-

fluence over the Shaman
spirits who may have felt

slightly insulted with a less-

than-perfect specimen of pig

manhood). But as the host

said, “That wasn’t an entire-

ly bad thing, as it kept away
about 700 people.” As it was,
even with the rain, about 500

came. That doesn’t include a

busload of forty-four “experts
in folk culture” from Seoul.

When the farmer-butchers
saw what they had done to

the sacrificial pig, they asked
Zo Zayong, their neighbor-host,

“What shall we do about this

dead pig? Is it correct to use
it for the altar since it now
has only one ear?”

“Oh, that’s all right,” he re-

assured them. “I’m in good
standing with the Shaman
Mountain Spirit because I col-

lected so many paintings of

him for the Emillle Museum.
Thus I’m sure that the deities

won’t mind if one ear is miss-
ing.”

But apparently the pig him-
self did feel a little miffed,

so sent the ram to remind
mortals of the power of spi-

rits, and throw off their fun,

but he didn’t succeed. This
Heung Puri was held at the

Taigal House or “House of

Grapevines” and was also a
sort of a housewarming cere-

mony for a 250-year-old tea-

house that Zo Zayong has
bought and restored since the

New Year.
This whole valley has been

owned for centuries by a cer-

tain Yang family, and they
didn’t relish at first having “an
outsider from Seoul” buy any
of their land, even a deserted,

tilting, ratinfested building.

However, at last they consent-

ed, and Zo now has a pungnyu
teahouse of the seventeenth

century in a breathtakingly

beautiful setting.

Because of that certain ear
missing from that specific sac-

rificial pig, our bus from Seoul

got postponed from 10 a.m. to

half an hour after noon (Even
Civil Defense cooperated with

the pig’s anger, stopping all

traffic from about 11:30 to

noon). Thus we missed the

Shaman ritual at sunset. The
pig was all sliced up by the

time we arrived! By dusk the

ceremony was only a memory
and the visitors from Kwangju
city had returned home, as

well as about 400 other farm-
ers who lived at a distance.

Only a Channel 9 television

crew and about 100 nearby
farmers were left to dance a-

way the evil spirits which
might still be lurking in that

area.
After the long bus trip from

Seoul, most of us were glad
to stand up around a half a

dozen campfires within the

bamboo grove surrounding the

Rhode Island calls itself A-
merica’s “first vacationland.”

The claim goes back to 1524,

when the Italian explorer Gio-

vanni da Verrazano sailed the

coast. He found Narragansett
Bay so pleasant that he stay-

ed a fortnight.

In the sea, living forms
which are too small to direct

their own movement are con-

sidered plankton while nekton
are those strong enough to mi-
grate and swim.

Yellowstone, created in 1872,

was the first national park in

the country and the world.

The 77-million-acre National
Park System now ' takes in

everything from wilderness
areas to the Statue of Liberty
and Alcatraz.

arena where a circus tent had
been set up for the dancing.
We all ate mountains of pork,
along with fish, both of which
were warmed in big saucepans
and we used chopsticks to help
ourselves. Washtubs of mak-
koli were every few feet in the
bamboo grove. They were con-
stantly being refilled from five-

gallon plastic cans, but with
a creamy, white liquid com-
ing out of what I thought
should be gasoline, since the
cans looked that type. Candles
were burning everywhere on
the rocks of three terraces
which separated the bamboo
grove from the dance floor

area.
As host and master of cere-

monies Zo Zayong, all six feet

two of him, was resplendent
in pale bluish-white silk, Ko-
rean style trousers with a scar-

let red silk jacket and a five-

pointed, black horsehair
“crown” of the Confucian offi-

cial type which bespoke high
rank rather thah peasant. In

spite of the multiple tubs of

makkoli he has learned to be
pungnyu on juice or tea made
from the vine which grows
plentifully around his ancient

tea house. .This taegal vine is

like a grapevine, only thicker,

and it is claimed that it has
all the good properties of gin-

seng.
Maybe the 41 Koreans from

Seoul knew how beautiful Chol-

la is, and, of course, Alan
Heyman knew, but Michael,

an assistant editor for Korea
Quarterly and myself, as a
Roving Cultural Editor for

The Korea Times, hadn’t con-

ceived how beautiful this area,

its mountains and valleys,

could be. Bamboo groves as

far as the eye could see, and
then blue, blue mountains.
This country anciently was
Paekche, center of Korea’s
Buddhist culture in the Three
Kingdom period. It was a
place of exile during the Yi
Dynasty, but certainly a hea-

venly place in which to spend
years of “exile.”

I see my space is running
out, so I’ll have to leave for

another article what happened
between 8 p.m. .and six a.m.;

about 15 people from Seoul and
three hardy local farmers kept
at it “chasing the evil spirits

away” with song, dance and
makkoli. The next day, visiting

teahouses almost five hundred
years old with breathtaking

scenery and tantalizing glimps-

es of Korea’s ancient cultural

roots, will just have to wait.

Like the heung puri ' festival,

the glories of Korea’s tea cul-

ture had almost been wiped
from human memory. Fort-

unately, this, too, is being re-

vived. That story, too, will

have to wait for another
column.
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The following are the ex-

cerpts from two research
papers delivered by Dr. Kim
Tae-gon of Kyunghee
University in Seoul and Dr.

Tokutaro Sakurai of the
University of Komazawa,
Tokyo, at the fourth Asian
Folklore Congress of the
Association of Asian Folklore.
Speaking on the idea of soul

in Korean shamanism, Dr.
Kim Tae-gon said human
being is thought of as the

combination of body and soul
in Korean shamanism and the

soul is believed to be the
driving force and the origin of

human life.
‘

“Such view of soul could be
an answer to the fundamental
question about the origin of

human being not only in

shamanism, but also in all

religious thoughts from an-

cient time,” he said.

According to him, the soul in

Korean shamanism is

classified into two kinds, the

dead soul and the living one.
The former is the one which
goes to the after world or next
world and the latter is

believed to reside in a person’s
body. The existence of the
dead soul is evidenced from
shamanistic ritual while the
living one is assumed to

wander around the men when
they sleep or fall into a coma.

Dead soul is divided into

“ancestral soul” and “ghost of
vice,” and the dead soul of the
former leads a peaceful life

and can lead to the next world
peacefully, while the dead soul
of the latter remains in this

present world tormenting
other people due to his grudge
or dissatisfaction caused by
premature death or accident.
The ghost of vice can be sent

to the other world by a

shamanistic rite.

According to Korean
shamanism, human body is

regarded as a visible and
momental thing and the soul
attributes to the visible body
and the soul eliminates the
visible condition and then
returns to the existence. Since
the invisible existence sur-
passes the visible condition, it

exists as an eternal existence.

Thus the life and death of
human being became a
question of existence, and the
spatial continuation of a
visible thing in the present
point of view. Since the idea of
soul can be explained as the
visible momental being
returns to the invisible eternal
being of existential origin
based on arche thought and
the hope of eter.nity.of .human
being, the arche-pat tern of
idea on soul can be regarded
as a return to the existential
origin.

Delivering a paper on the
characteristics of shamanistic
possession in Japan, Prof.

Tokutaro Sakurai from the
University of Komazawa said

Kim

an outstanding feature of the
shamanic initiation in Japan
is that shamans are possessed
with a super spirit during their

trance. This means that most
shamans in Japan are the

possessed types.
A man or woman can

become a shaman after years
of learning the practice of

being a shaman and she or he
can be called an educational
type, and there is a selftrained

type, in which a man or
woman having suffered from
a personal tragedy like ex-

tremely heavy sickness may
decide to enter certain
religion to emancipate himself
from the pains. By practicing
for long austerities like bathe
in the stream or abstention
from food, he may be born.
Other types includes a calling

type in which a man comes to

suddenly hear the calling of a
spirit god. If he refuses the
calling of the god, he will be
much worse.

Discussing the ways of
being possessed. Dr. Sakurai
said a shaman can be
possessed by himself, and
there are times when a
shaman is helped by his or her
assistant called “saniwa” to

be possessed in ancient Japan.
Shamanistic seance may also
be practiced by a magico-
religious specialist who
controls a shaman with his

technique of making the
shaman possessed with a
super spirit.

The variety and charac-
teristics of the super spirits

that possess shamans are as
follows: Spirit of man,
revengeful ghost, tutelary
spirit and ancestral spirit, and
the spirit of animal.

“As we have examined, so
diverse and so colorful is the
magico-religious world of
soul, spirit, ghost and or an-
cestor in the Japanese
shamanism. “The moder-
nization of Japan, however,
have made the Japanese
shamanism much declining.
There are not so many places
where the belief in shaman
remains. But the belief in-

diviners who foretell the
fortunes of the people may be
strengthened as the social
unrest and instability of living
in -ease,” he concluded.
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IW. p-, Park’s Tomb Site

Geomancers: Most Propitious

In and Around Seoul
Most of the leading

geomancers in Korea agree
that the newly selected tomb
site for the late President
Park Chung Hee is the most

propitious one found in and
around Seoul. The tomb
location, where the former
Chief Executive will be
buried tomorrow, is right

beside the tomb of the late

First Lady, his wife, in the
Tongjak-tong National
Cemetery in Seoul.

They say that the terrain
feature and the con-
figuration of the ground are

named in geomancer’s
terminology “Kongjak
PoranHyong” meaning “A
Peacock Brooding on Its

Eggs-”
Chi Chang-yong, finder of

the tomb site and chairman
of the Korea Yokni
(Divinity) Association, says
that the site has a slope
comparable to a “Blue
Dragon” running down from
the site on its left hand side

overlooking the meandering
Han River, which gives the
dragon enough power to

safeguard the tomb site.

On the right hand side of

the tomb site, Chi says, is

another slope which he
terms a “Fierce White
Tiger’’ stretching out to

provide the tomb site a
right-flank protection. He
explains that the tomb site

for the late President and the
First Lady is the best in the

Tongjak-tong National
Cemetery.
The four large mountains

surrounding the city, namely
the Namsan, Tobongsan,
Pukhansan and the
Samgaksan, are compared
to legions of warriors and
horses at the disposal of the

two guardians of the tomb

site, namelythe Blue Dragon
and the White Tiger.
The Han River which flows

athwart the open front down
below the foot of the National
Cemetry, in the opinion of

Chi, is compared to millions
of silk streamers which add
grace, beauty and safety to

the cemetery on the strength
of the spirit and energy given
them by the Pukhan-gang
and Namhan-gang Rivers
which join the main Han
River.
The Kwanak-san Moun-

tain, on which the Tongjak-
tong National Cemetery is

located, is replete with
divine spirit, according to

Chi, whereas it represents
“Hwadok” or “Virtue of
Fire” which is one of the
“Five Virtuous Summits” of

the area. The mountain is

named “Kwanaksan” from
the shape of the mountain
top which looks as if it were
wearing a King’s crown. The
mountain top is also known
as “Munpil-bong” which
means “Writing Brush-end
Summit” based on
geomancers’ agreement that
it also resembles the end of a
writing brush standing
upright.

No Abatement Seen
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Varieties of ‘Pujok’
^.VV-Wl ' <W

Lucky Charms Popular

Among Modern Koreans
By Pak Yong-pil

It was a common custom for

Koreans to wear “pujok” by
means of which it was be-

lieved that misfortune might
be averted and good fortune

insured. They also believed

that the emblematic object
might enhance fascinating
qualities of personality and at-

tractive manners as well.

According to Han Chong-
sup, who specializes in primi-

tive religion, there exists
more than 90 pujok of 19 varie-

ties in Korea. He claimed that

a startling number of Koreans
have strong confidence in the

pujok practice. According to a

recent survey conducted by
Han of 3,000 respondents,
more than 60 per cent were
found to have various forms of

charms.

Protecting Accident

Forms of pujok include
amulet, evil eye, mascot and
talisman. Amulet is an object
worn as a pendant to protect
the wearer against evil or in-

jury such as witchcraft, finan-

cial loss, enemy, sickness, ac-

cident and death. Many kinds
of materials have been used as
amulets—stones, metals,
strips of parchment, cloth,

paper, herbs and precious
stones.

A more elaborate form of

pujok, as an inscription, a re-

ligious text, an astrological

sign or cabalistic formula
is properly” called a talisman.
If placed on doorposts or

worn, an object marked
with magical signs is be-
lieved to confer on its bearer
supernatural powers or pro-

tection.

Koreans adorn the doors of

their homes and shops with

sentences from Buddhist
scripture and Confucian doct-

rine in a gesture to safeguard

them from misfortune.
Watch charms, small

trinkets attached to bracelets
or chains, animal-shaped apel
ornaments and other designs
of costume jewelry, while not

intended to serve as talisman,
are still worn by many in-

dividuals. Likewise, belief in a

lucky coin and other symbols
of good luck is widespread
among people who otherwise
eschew superstition.

Han said his survey reveal-

ed that of those querried, most
drivers have pujok, while
some 60 per cent of all stu-

dents and 45 per cent of all

businessmen questioned wear
the objects. It is more popular
among males rather than
females, he added.
When asked about the moti-

vation to possess pujok, of

those polled, more than 56 per
cent cited the prevention of

accidents, 21 per cent the suc-
cess in the entrance examina-
tions for higher schools and
employment tests, and seven
per cent for prosperous busi-

ness.

About 50 per cent said they
got pujok from fortune tellers,

20 per cent from Buddhist
priests and 10 per cent from
shamans.
Han explained that these

primitive practices rest on the
belief that there is a mystic
connection between certain
acts performed by men and
the aims that they desire. It is

widely thought that the
powers accredited to super-
naturals could be utilized by
man to achieve wished-ends
which were beyond his ordina-
ry capacities, he noted.

Though in the Western
world it gradually disappear-
ed after the rise of ration-

alism, he said, the magic
practice is still universal.

The more generalized belief

in supernatural influences on
affairs of men figured to a
large extent in the thinking of

all primitive people. However,
Ire said, frustrations and de-
sires exist among all people,
civilized or primitive, and find

their outlet in magic acts.

‘‘Tendencies toward the
magic belief and practice is

present even among our-
selves,” Han contended. “The
practice is a species of wishful
thinking; its psychological
bases are wish-fulfillment, the

mental association of random
ideas, and the compulsive
need for some kind of action to

relieve emotional stress.”
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By Hugh MacMahon

One of the classic stories

about foreigners in Korea
concerns the missionary
whose jeep broke down on a

country road one night. Un-
able to examine his vehicle

in the dark he went to a

nearby farmhouse in search

of a candle and asked the old

gentleman who came out for

a loan of
his chaw. The
farmer ap-
peared puzzled
and while ob-
viously
ing to help
seemed unwill-
ing to part
with his chaw.
especially to a
foreigner on
a dark night.

Eventually the
misunderstanding was clear-

ed up, the missionary dis-

covered that what he wanted
wasn't a chaw ( .

the farm-
er's wife) but a cho (i, a

candle).
Even when you don't mis-

pronounce you sometimes
have to be careful of what
you say in Korean. There is

one phrase in particular of

which I am wary. When talk-

ing about the whereabouts of

someone, if you say "Oh, he
has gone back” it could be
understood as saying "He is

dead." There is a direct word
for “to be dead” in Korean
but usually you use the
euphemism “he has return-
ed.”

It is something like talk-

ing about “the departed" in

English but is far more open
to ambiguity. There's a lot

of difference between saying
that your father has gone
back home and that he has
passed away, but in casual
Korean they sound the same.
As a result I am always

careful to say where "he has
returned to” when speaking
of a living person and stress-

ing that he has gone forever
to "where he has returned”
when speaking of the dead.
However it is the question

it poses which bothered me
most. Just what does the
phrase mean? Where is the
departed supposed to have
returned to? It is not just a
careless common expression
because in funeral notices and
similar official announce-
ments the same idea of "re-
turning" is expressed in Chi-
nese characters.

The answer itself is simple
but it led me into a long
search, as long and confusing
as only a trip into the nether
world could be. It can be
slated with some confidence
that the dead were believed
to return to the earth, which
is the source of all growth.
However, a part of them also
returned to the air, which is

not just the source of breath-
ing life but is often viewed
as the essence of life itself.

There is a saying
which means the hon soul
goes up and the pae

k

soul
goes back down and that
brings a couple uf interest-
ing characters to the scene.

When a person dies the
traditional practice is for
someone to climb up on the
roof of the house and cry
out, "Come back, Mr. So-and-
so, come back.” Obviously he
is calling to the hon or spirit

which ascends. However at
the funeral various efforts,

such as the use of banners
and streamers were made to
lend the soul to the grave,
this was the paek or earth
soul. When the memorial
tablet was set up it was be-
lieved to contain the shin
soul (often also called the
kwi soul). So were there
three souls or four? Or two?
The yin-yang theory, in its

usual methodical way, lined

Y*.
f.w

them up Into two thesis-anti-
thesis groupings but you get
the feeling that that is too
neat and artificial. It is cer-
tainly a later development.
The Buddhist influence

complicates the matter. Po-
pular Buddhism got involved
in funeral rites, and while
producing colorful and inter-
esting developments such as
messengers to escort the soul
on its journey, in no way does
it help to clarify the situa-

The surprising thing is that
even the people who know
all the rituals for funerals
and memorial rites know lit-

tle about the various souls,
especially how they differ or
are related. In the reverent-
agnostic Confucian tradition
they seem to say, "It is our
duty to show respect for the
dead in this world but we
cannot expect to know what
happens to them when they
move to another world.”

It is probably true that
none of the Oriental con-
cepts of soul agree with the
Christian tradition of what
soul is but that is only nat-
ural. The respective back-
grounds differ too much to

produce similar fruit. The
Oriental tradition, despite its

obscurity and complexity has
been very practical. In front
of his father's grave the be-
reaved son will lament that

if he had been more filial,

had taken better care of his
father when he was alive, the
lately lamented would not
have left this world so early.
Similarly, a young widow in

front of her husband's grave
will exclaim, "Why were you
so thoughtless as to leave me
alone in the world with these
young children? Where was
your sense of responsibility?”

Both lamentations are this-

world rather than next-world
oriented. A lot of the atten-
tion given to the dead was
not so much to contribute to-

wards their eternal rest as to

insure that the living were
not molested by evil spirits

but enjoyed good luck. Thus
the lack of development in a
doctrine of souls and after-

life is quite understandable.
There are ancestral spirits,

spirits that possess Shamans,
harmful spirits and playful
spirits. Sorting them out is

probably now out of the ques-
tion, there were too many
contributors to the tradition.

The crossroads for the vari-
ous religions is at the door-
way of the spirit world, the
funeral. The Oriental funeral
is solemnized by Confucian-
ism, decorated by Buddhist
and Taoist practices and has
its roots in animism and
Shamanism. But if you think
that sorting out the Oriental
concept of souls is complicat-
ed it is nothing to what you
will find if you try to make
some order out of the funeral
practices.

Thus, if you take up an in-
nocent phrase like "He has
gone back” and try to figure
out why It means someone
has died you are getting in-

volved in something far deep-
er than you thought. If you
are not careful you might find

yourself in the position of the
missionary stopped in the
middle of nowhere on a dark
night. Like him you might
find yourself approaching
some old man and asking him
to shed some light on the
subject but the chances are
he won't know what you are
talking about To be on the
safe side borrow both his cho
and his chaw. You will need
someone to hold the candle
while you try to figure out
where you are.

Father M*«Mrhon works at
th; Catholic Church in Ilwa-
yanc-dong. Seoul.
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RA5 Presents Mudang Show

At Korea House for Foreigners

By Richard Rntt

(The writer. Father Rutt,

Is an Anglican missionary

In Korea. He was educated

at Cambridge Unlveca.ijr,

England.—ED.)

The woman doing the dancing

pretested that there was not

fc rough money nor a good enough

Ibacriflco. She spoke In the per-

sons of the. spirits. But her voice

suggested that she was really

expressing! her own views.

The climax of the show came
when she first balance the

large knife upended on Its

handle, and. then balanced the

trident with the pig's head on

the prongs. Neither feat could

be perfectly achieved until the

onlookers had put enough money

torward to ensure the pleasure

of the spirits (or perhaps of

the mudang).

The show closet) with the driv.

Last Wednesday evening at

Korea House the Korea
Branch of the Royal Asia-

tics Society, continuing its efforts

to make known some of the by-

ways of Korean culture to In-

terested foreigners, gave a tea

party at which two sorceresses,

better known by their Korean

name of mudang, preformed one

cf their ceremonies.
The mudang show lasted near-

,y two hours A large table was

set In the middle of the room
Tne 8now clU!>eu

with an attractive array of food
lng out of aM the evil spirit*

arranged for a sacrifice, the
fhp windows on each

centre piece being a pig s head

e Edu-
,’d not

will be

n four

between two wdne bottles and

two candle sticks. To one side

sat a band of six musicians In

plain white Korean clothes.

The older of the two mudang

began with a simple opening

dance wearing a costume that

gavo the appearance of an old

stylo bride with a buddhlst cap.

Then she performed a slightly

longer dance under a red yell,

and another, called 'of the lady

in dragon palace’ in a blue

costume. All these wero said to

be invoking blessings -

place, the people and the coun_

From this point on the older

woman acted as acolyte, and thy

performance was taken over »>

another mudang. wearing suc-

cessively Urn bright yellow robe

and black-and-gold crown of a

Ung, the deep blue coat and

plumed scarlet hat of a gener-

al, and the elaborate uniform of

a high-ranking government offi-

cial under the Y1 dynasty. Each

dance was with a huge knife and

a crude trident, or with a fan.

and each was very similar to

tho preceding saving for the
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US Urged to Pay

Close Attention

To Deportation

WASHINGTON. Sept. 1.-

(UPI)-Sen. Style* Bridges

said today the United

States should keep a close

eye on plans to let Koreans

living in Japan return to

north Korea if they wish.

Under an agreement sign

ed at Calcutta', the Japan

ese and north Korean Red

Cross Organizations, opera

ting under the Interna

tional Red Cross, will ed.

arrange the voluntary re-

patriation of Koreans from
Japan to north Korea.

Bridges said he did not

blame to South Korean

government for being con-

-erned although the Stale

Department had assured

him that any such rep ltria-

Help lion “will be on a strictly

voluntary basis."

pail Despite the assurance,

nd em [Bridges, said, "in dealing

country [with the Communists, if

I.0S9.950 I there is any evidence that

hclP the Communist north Ko-

eans are attempting to

,'eny basic rights to those

Koreans who wish to return

to south Korea, it is our

duty to expose their acti-

through the windows on each

side of the room by emptying-

water out of the windows, and

brushing them up with a fan.

Mudang are today the com-

monest kind of shaman In Ko-

rea. Shamanism Is the oldest re-

ligious expression in the country

and is still far from dead. Many

modern Koreans like to refer to

It as 'superstition', but this is a

pity because It is a genuine re-

ligion. which can have a strong

hold on people's minds, even

In Seoul The two women per-

forming were professionals of

the capital, and their fees ena.

ble them to earn a comfortable

living.

Wednesday evening's show had

ione of the ecstatic manlfesta-

lons of serious mudang perfor-

mances. But two things were

very clear Firstly that the show

entertaining to watch, and

meant to bo so. Secondly

that It was profitable to the mu-

dang even In excess of her fee.

She collected a very pleasing-

pile of mixed hwan and U S. mi-

litary script on her outstretched

flags and on her sacrifice table.

It was an Interesting fact that

they were bolng used for enter-

tainment and for the satisfac-

tion of curiosity rather than for

the sake of belief In the effec-

tiveness of their arts.

Not all Korea's mudang are so

spectacular, nor do they all have

__ many, so rich, nor such clean

clothes as these two. But the-

basis of their activities Is always

the same, and in spite of the un-

reality of this display, It would

be rash to deny that there Is

any splrlual validity In their sor-

cery or that all mudang are in-

sincere charlatans In view «r

the atmosphere among the au-

dience at Korea House It was not

surprlslnr that no Impression or

the preternatural could bo evok-

217,551

resented
tentative

.1 Affairs

Red | vi lies.

Yiu, Kishi Meet-
(Continued from Rage 1)

to Korea a list of 800 Koreans

who want to be repatriated to

south Korea. They are among

the detainees of Omura comp.

The Seoul government was
xpected to give Japan inter

.Jils week a similar list of 132

Japanese fishermen bolng held

In Pusan detention eamn who
eligible to return to Japan.

U.S. Sen. Slennis Due

Here for 3-Day Tour

Sen John C. Stennls. a mom.
u er of the Senate appropriation

committee, is expected to arrive

here Sept. 15 on a three-day tour

Inspect U.S. aid fund opera.
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Tiger

The "Painting of a Valiant Tiger" by the mid-Yi Dy-
nasty master painter Hyonjae Shim Sajong is kept at the
National Museum. The Oriental animal king by the repre-
sentative artist is in the posture of a cat with upheld
loins and a small jaw.

Folk paintings of tigers abound today, though artists

and dates are unknown. Seen above is a rather realistic

expression while many of them show fantastically abstract,

humorous brushwork.

By Kim Ji-rnyung

"Man leaves his name after death while
a tiger leaves his skin," goes an old Korean
proverb. However, the almost extinct animal,
especially that of the Korean species, seem
to survive in the zodiacal animal calendar
rather than in their skins today.

After 12 years all through the years of
the rabbit, dragon, serpent, horse, monkey,
hen, dog, hog, mouse and cow. it again is the
year of the tiger according to the Oriental
animal calendar.

The position the animal king occupies
in the hearts of Koreans has been quite ex-
traordinary, in a sense so important that it

appears
(

even possible to discover what could
be called "tiger culture" in the literary,
aesthetic and religious traditions of the na-
tion.

First of all, tigers were gods, the holy
mountain spirits for the Korean people, which
some scientists attributed to the totemism
and animism common in many savage races
in earlier stages of civilization.

Another name by which Koreans called
what scientists name felis tigris coreensis
was "sangun,” meaning king of the moun-
tains. Widely spread in mountainous forests
from northern Mt. Paikdu down to Mt. Kum-
gang, the beasts surely have been the ob-
jects of worship.

Yet it was always with a special kind of
affection that Koreans thought of the animal.
They appear even proud of the beantiful and
dignified animal.

The centuries-old friendship between the
mighty animal and the Korean people have
left inerradicable traces in every chapter of
Korean folk culture, in their myths, legends,
folk tales and folk paintings.

It is very interesting to observe that
young mothers today stop their babies from
crying by saying "Hush, here comes a mouse,"
instead of "Here comes the tiger," which
was used by previous generations.

In nature, tigers are second to almost
no other animal in intrepidity and nimble-
ness, surpassing the lion in power and size.

It was for this reason the national leader
Yukdang Choi Nam-son wanted to change a

Japanese scholar's comparision of the penin-
sula to a hare to that of an angry tiger.

As in most Asian nations in the Chinese
cultural sphere, tiger was one of the most
important characters in the national founda-
tion myth of Tangun. But unlike other coun-
tries, it was a bear that became the first

human being in the country, as the tiger

failed to incarnate.
'

The prime characteristic of the tiger,

viewed through Korean eyes, is its friend-
liness more than anything else. They thought
tigers would not eat man without reason —
which in fact is true — and understand what
is going on in the world of man. In short
they personified the wild animal.

The unique understanding of the Ko-
reans of the beast is well expressed in the
folk paintings of the giant animal, many of
which recently began to obtain recognition
in and out of the nation for their aesthetic
value as well as their originality and unique
humor.

The fellowship between the mild penin-
sula race and the admirable beast becomes
all the more conspicuous when the tiger

drawings of Korea and Japan are compared
with each other.

Religious Symbol

Lives in Hearts of Koreans

Korean tigers rarely appear in aggres-
sive posture as most Japanese tiger paintings
do, with jaws almost breakingly open where
the sharp canine teeth project outward and
with bared claws on both forefeet.

Most of the respected but beloved beasts
sit gently under pine trees sometimes in

vacant tranquility. They are full of dignity
and generosity like a good old grandpa. Their
tails must be thick and long and jaws closed,
round paws silently put in position and their
ears must be small so as not to seem loose
like those of Bengal tigers.

Zo Zayong, a tiger addict and also the
owner of a Korean folk art museum, clas-

sifies the various facial expressions of old

tiger paintings into six groups — the foolish,

the grandfather, the monster, the king, the

cat and the absentminded.
"Long, long ago, when tigers smoked ...”

is the usual beginning of old Korean tales

referring the oldest times. And it is quite

surprising there actually exists an od folk

painting of a smoking tiger.

Why did the tiger smoke? It was the
idea of the rabbits to escape from the hor-

rible animal king. They promised to herd all

the fishes in the pond for the master and
the tiger could plunge his tail into the

water. And while waiting, he smoked as re-

commended by the cunning rabbits.

Many of the folk painting of tigers were

produced for practical use, as amulets to repel
evil spirits. Blue dragon paintings, matched)
with white tigers, were glued on the beams
of newly built houses in ceremonies. People
believed in the efficacious power of the draw-
ings.

On Mt. Kairyong in Chungchong-namdo,
there stands a stone tower between the Tong-
hak-sa and Kap-sa temples, which people call

"Sister-Brother Tower." A legend of the
tower goes like this:

A faithful Buddhist monk, led by a tiger,

found a girl unconscious in the deep moun-
tains. She was a daugher of a respected family
who was kidnapped by the tiger on the first

night of her forced marriage.
Thus the girl found a new home at the

temple as a nun, in full gratitude. When both
died after long disciplinary life in sister and
brotherhood, people erected a tower to com-
memorate them.

Since the nation's ancient people of the
old kingdom of "Yemaik", reportedly paid
homage to tigers in a regular ritual, the
tradition seems to have survived thus far in

the tiger mask dance. Worship of tigers is

also present in other Asian countries such
as India, Malaysia, Nepal and Bhutan.

The tiger is the animal for the Asian
people, especially for the Korean people. The
traces of their love, awe, fear and respect
for the animal are strong in every corner
of Korean folk culture, while such things
are hard to find in foreign cultures.

"Tiger, tiger!

burning bright
In the forests

of the night,
What immortal hand or eye
Could frame

thy fearful symmetry

?

In what distant
deeps or skies

Burnt the fire

of thine eyes?
On what wings

dare he aspire?
What the hand

dare seize the fire?"

Is a rare mention on the animal king written

by the 18th century British poet William
Blake.

It Is great sorrow to learn that the pure
Korean tiger is almost extinct today. It now
is almost impossible to see them even in

zoos or in photoes.

According to Kim Chong-man, the veter-

inarian at the Changkyong-won zoo, all re-

cently reported Korean tigers — said to have
arrived here from Japan, or to have been
captured in the country — in fact are wild
cats, felis manchurica.

Not only Korean tigers but all species

of the once-mighty animal king are disap-

pearing with the expansion of civilized ter-

ritory on earth. Shocked by the alarming
decrease of the precious animal, world animal
lovers in 1972 launched a campaign to pro-

tect them.

India has designated tiger protection

areas in an $8 million project, while the Unit-

ed States and Britain have banned Imports of

all tiger skins. The devastating Korean War
surely have sped the outgoing animals from
the country and thus they appear capable of

surviving only in the zodiacal calendar, and
not in their skins.
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Tangun Cam on Namsan Hill

Replete With Surprise, Wonder
By Erna I. Moen

Life is full of surprises and
so is the city of Seoul. One
day two summers ago, our
son John came home telling

us that he had visited Tan-
gun’s Cave; he had even
made friends with the hermit
watching the sanctuary. And
who would have guessed that
such a cave existed at all?

“I was invited to bring you
along,” John beamed and on
that invitation we went.

October with its Tangun
celebration has reminded me
of that incident and of the
bright Saturday afternoon
when we stepped out of the
noisy life of today’s Seoul
for a short while and into a

world of misty legend. And
it all happened in. the center
of the capital, or rather, in

the heart of Namsan, in itseif

the nucleus of Seoul.

A lover of history, I had
plunged into that of Korea
already before coming here,

but I was also intrigued by
the legend of Tangun. In all

old countries, we have . a le-

gend to cherish. Fortunately,
the tales of Korean tigers and
good-natured mountain, spir-

its have been popularized in

the latter years, stimulating
my affection for the founder
of the land.

Namsan tops only 265 me-
ters but the importance of a
mountain isn’t necessarily
measured by its height. That
day, we passed the park
where the partriot Ahn
Chung-keun has gotten his

memorial hall, went by the
Children’s Center, up the
stone steps and beyond the
green lawns where John final-

ly led us to a path on which
we had to walk one by one.
The trail suddenly curved and
stopped by an opening in the
rock. He said: “Here it is.”

The sight was a little un-
real. Among branches I spott-
ed a door of taown, hard
wood, unshut into the black
interior. The scene could have
been taken from a children’s
fairy story had it not been
for the frame of modern ce-
ment where someone had
written: “Tangun Kul” (Tan-
gun’s Cave).

“There’s nobody here,” I

whispered, since the curve
had cut us" of? from the noise
of the city, making the site
remarkably quiet.

Our teenage daughter was
our mouthpiece as she spoke
Korean the best. Clearing her
throat, she politely announc-
ed that guests had come to
see the shrine. Something
rustled in the darkness of
the cave and a man came in-
to view.

Till then, my sole know-
ledge of hermits had been
from schoolbooks, but I can
truly say that never had I

pictured Diogenes in the tub
so dignified as the person
in front of us, nor Simeon
Stylites more impressive than
the stately solitary who si-

lently appeared in the en-
trance. He bowed to us:

“Nollesum-nida,” was the
first word he said. “I'm sur-
prised.”

We greeted him back and
asked “Why?”

“Foreigners’ faces and our
tongue.” Then he got sight
of John, whom he recognized
with a warm smile.

“Oh, it’s you,” he said.
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Hermit Park Hyo-dal holds a candle in Tangun Cave, situated in the heart of Nam-
He is one of those who have set a place apart in devotion and reverence to Tan-
the legendary founder of Korea.

just inside the grotto to the
left. To the right, of what
turned out to be a corridor,
a board — that also of wood— contained Korean char-
acters that the kids explained
as good wishes, which the
hermit later confirmed.

A couple of minutes later,

the priest was back. (I settled
for that word since I found
the expression “Tangun
Priest” quite powerful. I w,as
wrong, however, because dur-
ing the conversation that fol-

lowed, he stressed that his
service in the sanctuary had
nothing to do with religion;
according to him it was “in
piety to the legend and in
good wishing for the future
of the country.”

Shoes Shuffle

Judging from the shuffle of
his shoes which echoed out
to us, that corridor was long,
and he had lit candles along
the way, placing each in a
bottle on the cemented floor.

“Please come inside,” he
repeated grabbing John a-
round the shoulders. Before
I knew, they had disappeared
in the passage that was far
from straight. We followed
the two.

“Kibun chota,” he chuckl-
ed, “I feel good. People from
far away want to see my hum-
ble place.” Then he patted
John’s flaxen hair: “Same col-
or as me, I like him.” (Which
gladdened my mother’s heart!
And the joke was enough to
make us all smile. But the
hermit talked slowly, probab-
ly not used to too much con-
versation.

The walls were wet, chill
crept around my legs in spite

of the summer outside and I

shuddered. After all, this was
a cave and the only means
of access was already out of
sight. But the priest continu-
ed and so did we in that cor-
ridor so narrow that I reach-
ed both sides when I stretched
out my arms.

He stopped at a heavy iron
door slightly spotted by rust.
A rug was placed handy for
visitor’s shoes. When he had
led us inside, he looked at us,

solemnly chanting; “I thank
you for coming to the Tan-
gun Cave, I’m leaving you to

yourselves.” And he was gone.
I turned around in time to
watch the solid door squeak-
ingly shut behind us.

There we were in the in-
side of Namsan; for me it

was my first cave adventure
ever, subterranean research
had never tempted me. And
there was Tangun looking
down upon us exactly as in
the myth. I watched the tail

statue in awe.
The cave was round, chapel-

like I recall thinking, with
the ceiling ending in a dome,
but the ventilation was nil;

it threatened to suffocate both
us and the candles that were
lit on both sides of the altar.

Suddenly'' we sensed a slight
trembling from what my hus-
band figured was caused by
the traffic on the hill outside,
a fact that the hermit later
nodded to with a sad expres-
sion as it endangered the
place.

On the background of a
huge Korean flag that some-
how was fastened to the wall,
the Legend King presided be-
tween the well-known tiger
and the bear. I detected no
fetish or amulet on the shrine,

no rosary or symbol of any
kind apart from the two can-
dles that hardly can be placed
in the category of sacred re-
lics.

But on the wall we saw me-
morial plates with names writ-
ten in Korean of every king
in the history of Korea; it

was partly hidden by torn silk.

I compared it with the her-
mit’s good intentions and the
characters for happiness in
the doorway and couldn’t help
thinking that lucky is a nation
subject to such good wishes.

No Fetish

The air, however, was heavy
from by-gone time, incense
and the .lack of oxygen; nev-
ertheless I did fancy the rul-
er 4,000 years ago when he
built his royal town and nam-
ed his kingdom Chosun as
the myth tells.

One candle died out and
my husband opened the iron
door, whose hinges wailed.
The corridor seemed almost
fresh in contrast to the cave
itself, although the wall was
slimy when I touched it and
daylight didn’t hit us till we
were back at the main en-
trance.

The hermit waited for us on
the bench. We asked him to
let us know more about him-
self, but he didn’t seem the
least astonished that we had
had no idea of the grotto ear-
lier. “Most people are un-
aware of it,” he stated. “Very
few are visiting here.”
“How long have you taken

care of it?”

“Oh, maybe fifteen years.
This is also my home, I live
here.”

“It must be cold in winter-
time,” I uttered, but he only
smiled at that problem.
“Are there others like this

in the country?”
“Yes, maybe ten or twelve,”

he counted on his fingers.
“Where?”



memorial hall, went by the
Children’s Center, up the
stone steps and beyond the
green lawns where John final-

ly led us to a path on which
we had to walk one by one.
The trail suddenly curved and
stopped by an opening in the
rock. He said: ‘‘Here it is.”

The sight was a little un-
real. Among branches I spott-

ed a door of brown, hard
wood, unshut into the black
interior. The scene could have
been taken from a children’s
fairy story had it not been
for the frame of modern ce-

ment where someone had
written: “Tangun Kul” (Tan-
gun’s Cave).

‘‘There’s nobody here,” I

whispered, since the curve
had cut us’ off from the noise
of the city, making the site

remarkably quiet.

Our teenage daughter was
our mouthpiece as she spoke
Korean the best. Clearing her
throat, she politely announc-
ed that guests had come to
see the shrine. Something
rustled in the darkness of
the cave and a man came in-

to view.

Till then, my sole know-
ledge of hermits had been
from schoolbooks, but I can
truly say that never had I

pictured Diogenes in the tub
so dignified as the person
in front of us, nor Simeon
Stylites more impressive than
the stately solitary who si-

lently appeared in the en-
trance. He bowed to us:

‘‘Nollesum-nida,” was the
first word he said. “I’m sur-
prised.”

We greeted him back and
asked “Why?”

“Foreigners’ faces and our
tongue.” Then he got sight
of John, whom he recognized
with a warm smile.

“Oh, it’s you,” he said.

“Now I know, come in, please
come in while I light the can-
dles.” And such was my first

encounter with a hermit.

Korean Costume

We didn’t know how to title

him. I tried “monk” but he
said that “priest” would do
if we liked that. Clad in white
Korean costume with rubber
shoes, he wished us welcome
with palms flat together. His
hair was thick and gray, al-

most white, and the beard
darkened at the roots.

“Wait a little,” he excused
himself, going back in; the
darkness soon swallowed him.
We were standing there list-

ening to the city at a dis-

tance, and the strange thing
happened, that for the first

time during all my years in

Korea no one w'as around, not
a single soul. We were simp-
ly left alone in front of Tan-
gun’s Cave.
There was a wooden bench

a board — that also of wood
-— contained Korean char-
acters that the kids explained
as good wishes, which the
hermit later confirmed.

A couple of minutes later,

the priest was back. (I settled
for that word since I found
the expression “Tangun
Priest” quite powerful. I was
wrong, however, because dur-
ing the conversation that fol-

lowed, he stressed that his

service in the sanctuary had
nothing to do with religion;

according to him it was “in •

piety to the legend and in

good wishing for the future
of the country.”

Shoes Shuffle

Judging from the shuffle of

his shoes which echoed out
to us, that corridor was long,
and he had lit candles along
the way, placing each in a
bottle on the cemented floor.

“Please come inside,” he
repeated grabbing John a-

round the shoulders. Before
I knew, they had disappeared
in the passage that was far
from straight. We followed
the two.

“Kibun chota,” he chuckl-
ed, “I feel good. People from
far away want to see my hum-
ble place.” Then he patted
John’s flaxen hair: “Same col-

or as me, I like him.” (Which
gladdened my mother’s heart!

And the joke was enough to
make us all smile. But the
hermit talked slowly, probab-
ly not used to too much con-
versation.

The walls were wet, chill

crept around my legs in spite

of access was already out of
sight. But the priest continu-
ed and so did we in that cor-
ridor so narrow that I reach-
ed both sides when I stretched
out my arms.

He stopped at a heavy iron
door slightly spotted by rust.

A rug was placed handy for
visitor’s shoes. When he had
led us inside, he looked at us,

solemnly chanting: “I thank
you for coming to the Tan-
gun Cave, I’m leaving you to
yourselves.” And he was gone.
I turned around in time to
watch the solid door squeak-
ingly shut behind us.

There we were in the in-
side of Namsan; for me it

was my first cave adventure
ever, subterranean research
had never tempted me. And
there was Tangun looking
down upon us exactly as in
the myth. I watched the tall

statue in awe.
The cave was round, chapel-

like I recall thinking, with
the ceiling ending in a dome,
but the ventilation was nil;

it threatened to suffocate both
us and the candles that were
lit on both sides of the altar.

Suddenly " we sensed a slight
trembling from what my hus-
band figured was caused by
the traffic on the hill outside,

a fact that the hermit later
nodded to with a sad expres-
sion as it endangered the
place.

On the background of a
huge Korean flag that some-
how was fastened to the wall,
the Legend King presided be-
tween the well-known tiger
and the bear. I detected no
fetish or amulet on the shrine,

Rev. and Mrs. Sveinung J. Moen with their son John
in front of the Tangun Cave. At extreme left is the hermit
who cares for the sanctuary.
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in the category of sacred re-
1

lies.

But on the wall we saw me-
morial plates with names writ-
ten in Korean of every king *

in the history of Korea; it

was partly hidden by torn silk.

I compared it with the her-
mit’s good intentions and the
characters for happiness in
the doorway and couldn’t help
thinking that lucky is a nation
subject to such good wishes.

No Fetish

The air, however, was heavy *

from by-gone time, incense
and the .lack of oxygen; nev-
ertheless I did fancy the rul-
er 4,000 years ago when he
built his royal town and nam-
ed his kingdom Chosun as
the myth tells.

One candle died out and
my husband opened the iron
door, whose hinges wailed.
The corridor seemed almost
fresh in contrast to the cave
itself, although the wall was
slimy when I touched it and
daylight didn’t hit us till we
were back at the main en-
trance.

The hermit waited for us on
the bench. We asked him to

let us know more about him-
self, but he didn’t seem the
least astonished that we had
had no idea of the grotto ear-
lier. “Most people are un-
aware of it,” he stated. “Very
few are visiting here.”
“How long have you taken

care of it?”

“Oh, maybe fifteen years.
This is also my home, I live

here.”

“It must be cold in winter-
time,” I uttered, but he only
smiled at that problem.
“Are there others like this

in the country?”

“Yes, maybe ten or twelve,”
he counted on his fingers.
“Where?”
“Mostly in the mountain.”
“Are you all forming a bro-

therhood?”
“No, we are only individuals

who have set a place apart in
devotion and reverence to
Tangun.”

f

The ascetic reminded me of
a guru. “Where do you cook?”
I asked and suddenly realized
that it might be a too wordly
housewife worry under the
circumstances, but, it turned
out to be his, too.

“That is a little difficult,”

he admitted. “But I do not
need so much. I prepare my
rice outside here and some-
times visitors bring me food.
I sleep on this bench.”

Our conversation went on,
touching many matters. He
kept no holiday as far as I

understood, held no mass and
knew no rite, but he liked
that we had read about Tan-
gun to the extent we had. And
never had I dreamed of a
hermit with that much know-
ledge of geography. The talk

wandered from Namsan to
Europe to our homeland Nor-
way, including fish and 'skiing,

and now it was my turn to be
surprised.

In all, we passed an after-

noon I never will forget and
I - have often planned to go
back but somehow time runs
out of me and for all I know
I might never see him again.
Before leaving we asked his

permission to take a picture
and that’s when I discovered
that a hermit is just another
man after all. When our
daughter, Rita, set the camera
on us, he hurriedly stroked his

beautiful hair and had he had
a tie, I’m sure he would have
adjusted it.

He advised us to walk the
half-hidden footpath around
the curve which led further
to the top of Namsan, thereby
stepping on the roof over the
cave. And up there we turned
and took a full look over the
bustling metropolis, but I was
slightly bewildered for I had
just been in Tangun’s Cave
listening to an ode from an
era far gone.



The Ha Hoe Masked Dance

Danders in order of appearence;

Shaman
Two Spirits
Bride
Degraded Monk
Servant of the Yangban
Servant of the Scholar
Yangban ( nobl e man

)

Scholar with no rank
Coquette
Grandmother
Butcher

Scene I: The Si^irits' .Arrival

In tne center of the stage there is a, spirit tree.
In front of it there is a. totem pole. A shaman kneels and prays
beneath the tree. Another shaman holds the totem pole.

Farmers * Band

When the Farmers' Band is finished, the curtain rises.
At the shaman’s incantations

,
a column of smoke arises.

Sounds of wind and rooster.

The second shaman shakes the pole while the first shaman
prays to conjure up the spirits.

"The god of Andong's Young Nam mountain; god. of
the county; god of the whole world; god of Ha Hoe in Andong County.
Da ra ri, da' ro ro ri , roma ha, di rung di li, dae ri ri

,

ro ma. ha, ha do ram, da ri ri, ro ma ha, da ri rung, di ro ri ..."

"On this day, the 26 of June, in the year 19 7^>
at Axndong, we are praying for the spirits' arrival for our masked
dance. oh, spirits, come to us, come to us, come to us.
In secret, come to us."

The bells on the totem ring, signalling the spirits’ arrival
The shaman begins her dance. When she is finished, two spirits
come in and dance to exorcise the evil spirits. The shaman prays
and bows, then she and the spirits disappear.

Scene 2: The Degraded Monk

The Bride enters and dances to music.
B: "There’s no one around. Aigu, because I’m here, I want to dance."
After dancing, she urinates on the ground.
3: "I’m afraid that someone will see me. Aigu, I have to go right

here on the ground:"
The Monk enters and watches her.
M: "Oh, Oh: what’s that? It’s strange. It looks like a man, but... Mm.

.

The Monk picks up the wet soil, smells it, and is aroused by it.
He smiles strangely, stands, and does the Buddhist bow and pra.yer.



K: (laughing lewdly) "Aigu it smells so awful."
He repeats the Buddhist prayer chant.

"I'm going to get rid of this robe. I want to dance with her,"
The Monk goes to the Bride, but hesitates, repeating the Buddhist
prayer. He taps her shoulder and frightens her.
B: "Aigu, I’m afraid. A Monk out in the world;"
She runs away. The Monk boasts
K: "A, hu.uim. . .Now I'm a complete man. A, humm. . ."

He approaches the Bride.
H : "Hey, I'm human, too. Won’t- you dance with me?"
She jerks her arm away and runs off.
B: "Aigu, I've never seen a monk like that."
M: "Don't be so cold to me;"

1. First---A Monk was growing old on the first mountain.
2. Second---On his way to the second mountain. .

.

3. Third---When he was on the three-way path,
4. Fourth-—He met a woman of four high ranks.
5. Fifth— -He smelled the wet ground five times.
6. Sixth—-He was aroused six times.
7. Seventh---She didn't wear the seven jewels of a traditional

bride.
8. Eight He wanted a woman for the first time in his thirty-

eight years.
9. Ninth— -He said the Buddhist prayer nine times but he still

wanted her.

10.

Tenth He wants to have her ten times.

B: "What is the world coming to?"

1. As one bride
2. I can't serve two husbands.
3- There are Three Classics of Confucius on the behavior of wives
4. Even if I died four times, I wouldn't dance with you.
5. You can't come to me, even if you beg me five times."
6. You have worn a monk's robe for sixty years.
7. Soon you'll be seventy years old.
8. Even though you have been a pilgrimthrough eight counties;
9. And even if you study till you're ninety, I won't come with yo

10, You've already asked me ten times. Go ask your mother.
M; "Hey, Bride, don't fight with me. Let's dance;"

He takes her hand and leads her around the stage.
The Servant of the Yangban enters. He sees the Monk and the bride

and is frightened. Then he laughs at the two.

The Monk sees the Servant and is frightened.
The Bride gets on his back and they leave. She loses a shoe.
YS: "Oh, that's funny; I've never seen anything like that;

Aigu, I wonder where they went.
Oh there they are,"

He goes to them. On the way back he picks up her shoe.

"Aigu, what ' s this?
"Ah, this is her shoe. It's pretty."
He goes around the stage and falls down.
"Aigu, Whoops i"

He dances, showing the shoe to the audience.

*



''Isn’t it pretty?" "Do you want it?"
"NO?"
"What a strange world-- - a honk and a Bride dancing together.
"It makes me want to dance, too."

Scene 3 ; The Yangban and The Scholar

YS gestures to the Yangban. He enters.

Y8: "I don’t want to dance along. I'll call the Yangban."
"Come here, sir. Hurry. Stand here.
"isigu, our Yangban is so dignifid. He is very impressive."

Yangban hits his Servant with his fan.
Y: "What a creep."

"Why are you so talkative today?"
YS: "Oh, I forgot about the Monk and Bride."

"Sir, I have a story " to tell you. How could this happen?
Whon I walked in, a Monk and a Bride were dancing. They saw me
and ran away."

The Yangban doesn't like the story.

Y. "what is this world coming to?"
YS beckons to SS. He enters.
YS: "Lee May, why do you walk like that?"
SS: "Don't hassel me. Why do you walk like that?"

YS slaps his knee.
YS: "Before I got here, there was a Monk and a Bride dancing

together. When they saw me, they ran away."
SS: "What did you say? Ha, ha, ha. That's really funny:"
YS: "Hey, don't just stand there. Call youkmaster .

"

SS: "Okay I'll call him in a minute."
SS sits down, scratches, and looks at the audience.
SS: "Look at all the people."
YS goes to SS to remind him to call his master.
YS: "Hey, are you still here?"
SS: "Why?"
YS: "You dummy, I asked you to call your master." Hurry up:"
SS: "Oh, that's right. I'll get him soon."

S3 enters with the scholar. Both SS and YS praise their masters
SS: "Come quickly, sir."
Sch: "ii - hemm.
YS: "Hey, ray master is more impressive than yours."
Y: "That's right. Ha, ha..."
SS: "You’re wrong. My master is better. Right, sir?"
Sch: "Right, right."

YS goes to SS.
YS: "I don't thank he told his master about that."

"Hey, Fool, did you tell your master that story?"
SS: "What do you mean?"
YS: "You fool, I told you about the Monk and the Bride.
SS: "Oh, I see," He goes to his master.

"Master. . .

"

Sch: "What's the matter?"
SS: "is little while ago, a Monk and a Bride were dancing here, but

when they saw him, they ran that way."
Sch: "What in the world; That's disgusting:"

Sch empties his pipe and complain^. YS goes to SS with the Bride'
shoe

.



YS

:

"Hey, Fool, do you know what this is?"
SS

:

"Let me see it."
YS: "No, buddy."
SS: "Let me see it."
YS: "This shoe, the Bride lost when she ran away

Isn’t it ];>rotty?"
wi th the honk.

SS: "Let me hold it."
Y: "Hey, Servant. .

."

YS: "Yes, sir. Hey, Fool, let’s go together."
The Coquette enters, dancing. SS and YS enter
YS pats her bottom.

after her.

C: "Hey don't do that;"
YS: "Master, here she is."
Y: "What? She's here? Where is she?"
C: "Here I am."

The Yangban discusses the relationships between men and women.
C: "Do you want to dance with me?"
Sch : "How are you?"

They dance and the Yangban gets angry.
Y: "Go to hell;"

She goes from Sch. to Y.
Sch: "Damn you-"

She goes to the Sch. Yangban tabes the Scholar aside.
Y: "I’ll trick him. Come Coquette."

They dance but the Sch sees them.
Sch: "Damn him. You can’t fool me that way.

I ’ 11 trick you;

"

He takes the Yangban to another corner and points.
C: "How amusing; They are fighting over me."
Y: "No, damn. . . Goes to Scholar.

"You can’t do this to me."
Sch: "What? You took the words right out of my mouth;"
Y: "What did you say? Can you say that your position is as high

as mine?"
Sch: "What do you think you are higher than I?"
Y: "Of course."
Sch: "What do you mean by that? You’d better explain yourself."
Y: "I'm a descendant of a duke"
Sell: "What only a duke? I'm a descendant of a prince;"
Y: "What was that -- a prince? What do you mean?"
Sch: "A prince is higher than a duke. So. .

."

Y: "I don’t believe you. My grandfather was also a Prime Minister.
Sch: "Mine was a king."
Y: "Go to hell."
Sch: "Of course, position isn’t really that important."
Y: "What could bo more important than that/"
Sch: "A man's achievements count for more than his rank.

I’ve read the Seven Chinese Classics;"
Y: "What are The Seven Classics?" "I’ve read tje Fourteen Classics
Sch: "What? There’s no such thing as the Fourteen Classics;"

Can you name all Fourteen?"
YS: "Hey, hey hey. . . I know them. Don’t you?"

(to Sch.) It’s like (Warthog Comics, True Confession, Lolita,
Tiny Tim's Autobiography, Tom Jones, or All Night Stud.")

SS: "You are all right."
Y: "Even the servants know the Fourteen Classics."



Sch: "Let's not fight. Call the Coquette and dance.

"

Y: "That's a great idea-" Come here, Coquette."
C: "Yes, here I am."

Then Grandmother comes in and dance with them.
Gr : "Yangban , dance wi th me."

Yangban dances with her for a while.
Y: "Get away from me, you old hag."
Gr: "Damn you, You're a creep."

..
-Gr. goes to the Sch.

Gr: "Scholar, won't you dance with me?"
Sch dances with her, but soon ho pushes her away.

Sch: "Damn you."
Gr: "You are as bad as him. I'd rather leave than dance with you.
YS: "Where are you going, Granny?"
Gr: "I'm mad at those two."
YS: "Then dance with me."
Gr : " Thank yo u ,

you're a real gentleman .

"

Butcher enters with bull's testicles.
But: "What a disgusting sight;" "Sir, buy these eggs."
Y: "What kind, of eggs do you want to sell us while we're having

such a good time?"
But: "Don't you know what eggs are?"
YS: "Heh, heh, heh,. . .Eggs, testicles, birds eggs, and the

aristocraristocratic testicles

.

But: "You're right - testicles."
Sch: "What? --- testicles:"
But: "Heh, heh, heh,... Don't you know about bull's testicles?"
Y: "Huh, huh,... Why do you want to sell us such foul things

as bull's testicles?"
But: "If you eat them, you'll increase your virility,"
Sch: "What? Is that right? Then I want them:"
Y: "Huh, huh, . . .He offered them to me first, so they're my

testicles .

"

Sch: "No, They're mine;"
# : Sch, Yangban, and 3ut fight over the testicles.

But: "Oh, don't mess up my testicles,"
Gr: "What a bunch of idiots - fighting over a bag of testicles;

I've never seen three man fighting over a bag of testicles.
Who do they really belong to anyway? The Sch says "They
are mine, the Y yells "No, they belong to me: Then the
Butcher claims they're his.
/ill of you can go to hell:"

Scene 5= Killing the Ox

But. enters brandishing his ax. An ax enters.
He goes to the ox, but the animal charges, knocking him down.
Finally the 3ut. kills the ox and butchers him.
But asks the audienceto buy the testicles and heart.

It thunders and the Butcher runs in fear.
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i sorcery ritual to reach the chief spirit of shaiuaus.

More Tower to Male Shaman

Intrusion of Ideology

Weakened Women
to keep up wit*,

which is fast. Swt.
change rapidly in coic

and silhouette," he expla.

This is the lust installment of "culture bound depersonali-

in a three-part article on the zation syndrome,

sex role inshamanism. contri - In underdeveloped rural

bated by Marta Silvia Code- areas or in crowded urban

casa an Italian scholar who squatting areas, the pressures

has been sludyia» at Seoul exercizedl by » ruthless socle-
.... “ •

ty on its weakest members
are so strong that an isolated

individual can find a way out

of his real impotence in as-

serting a superiority in the

spiritual world.

In a caste society, those who
belong to the lowest caste (in

National University on a Ko-

rean government scholarship

•

—ED.

By Maria Silvia Codecasa

Ideology came later, and

brought discredit to woman's Deiuug mj •**«=

physical and spiritual strength Korea until a few years; _ 0 .

and on female divinities po- a woman did not even nave a

wer. The proof of it was man's name, and such patterns of

superior power, and the re- life are difficult to

suit of it was more power for even if the law has officially

those men who really had the changed them) can acquire so-

power.
cial status only by becoming

In the West Christianity and outcasts,

a very different political si- Yet besides finding a soiu-

tuation. characterised by con- tion to their own personal

tinuous and quick changes, problems, it seems to me mat

created a very complex pat- the Korean shaman, botn cne

- Korea the pat- inspired and the her
.

ed
£®fy

..I..!. . . ,-wi /vit-nr- irina iiuuA had an extraoroi-tern. But in Korea tne pai- inspired ana uie

tern seems simpler and clear- kind, have had an extraord

er. The geographical situation, narily important role in keep-

the constant fight for indepen- mg alive the native culture

dence, asked for a strong cen- of the Korean people. I,am
tralized government. oil and needs a valve 30b.

Under the Yi dynasty, a po- proud that they were mostly

litical faction moulded a truly women, since it takes courage

Chinese ideology into an in- and fidelity to defend through

strument of control of the centuries an emarginated tra-

country. It was also a guaran- dition, a culture officially dis-

tee of Korean political allegi- carded as unworthy,

ance and alliance to China. As Prof. Kim Tae-gon points

who was the overpowering for- out, in the April issue of the

eign influence. Just as the Korea Journal, shamans songs

Aryans, when invading India, contain the kernel of drama,

turned into evil spirits the epic and - lyric and didactic

gods the natives used to wor- poetry, even though "they do

ship, (and Christianity did the not constitute literature in the

same to pagan gods) female narrow sense of the term.

.
divinities and other folk-gods, _
were declassed to inferior -rol-

es in a subcultural religion.

No wonder that, on shaman's
shrines, the Yi spirit has a

place of honor: for it was a

frightfully evil and powerful

spirit, Who would take the

trouble of officiating to such

gods, except those who had

no political ambitions, name-
ly outcasts and women?
Some of these priestesses

and priests of the outcast reli-

gion . re hereditary. With lo-

yalty similar to that of the

Jewish clan of the Levites,

some families, especially in

south Korea, keep the tradi-

tion of the ancient rites of the

people. But there is another

kind of shaman, the inspired

ones, and these (rather than

the others) can be found in

Italy too.
1
Some emarginated

individuals, in Italy and in Ko-
rea, come to acquire specific

spiritual powers, in the field

of healing or divination, and
these individuals are mostly
women.
The pattern for Korea has

been described, for instance,

by Dr. Kim Gwan-il and by

Prof. Kim Tae-gon: in Italy

the classic study on the sub-

ject is De Martino's "South

and Magic." The inspired fe-

male shamans come mostly

from the lowest classes of so-

ciety, and have abnormal cli-

nical records of past neuro-

Then they go through _

sometimes year-long period of

psychosomatic disturbances

and hallucinations, until their

vocation is clear and they are

healed through the exercise

of it. (A similar pattern is

so described for shaman
men of the Kalinga tribe. ...

the Philippines, who also go

through disturbing dreams
and trembling fits, and for

Japan, where the common ail-

ment is a "mu" disease.)
'I'*,,. cimnMinru is strength

Such songs were transmitted

on the basis of the shamans
"religious consciousness." But

why. since part of national

music and dance were also

transmitted by shamans, should

we not speak of cultural con-

sciousness?

In this dry dusk of all offi-

cial literatures, it is time to

go back and reconsider the

non-official voices. The culture

of the establishment in all

countries is international, it

has no roots in the people,

anywhere. The culture of the

people has no mass media

at its disposal, no newspaper,

no broadcasting station. In tne

modern world, in Italy as well

as in Korea, national culture

is a subculture. No wonder
women have a part in it.

When Korean men adopted

Chinese Confucianism, upper-

class women kept to Korean-

ized Buddhism, and Korean

low class women kept to Ko-
rean Mountain Spirits. When
their men adopted Chinese

writing and imitated Chinese

poetry and prose, and Chinese

historical and philosophical

traditions, highclass women
kept alive the national writ-

ing system and low-class and
outcast women were chiefly

responsible for the transmis-

sion of Korean folk tales and

myths and dances, and for

the creation of a vernacular

tradition.
The nobles used the langu-

age of the sword, just as ba-

rons in Europe did, and the

learned ones used the langu-

age of the Chinese empire,

just as the clerks in Europe,
used Latin, and shamans and

witches and kisaeng and vag-

rant musicians taught the peo-

ple whatever they knew in

the only language the people

could understand, and women
who did not go to school

taught their children to speak,

and this is why Koreans speak

Korean today, and not Chinese

or Japanese. Koreans owe their

language to their women, just

as Italians pwe their langua-

ge to their mothers and not

to Latinized culture.

Let us be cautious in clas-

sifying the culture implied in -

this tradition as "low. The

form is rough, the content

hybrid, the myth obscure; it

is an unweeded garden.

But what has been the spi-

ritual food of the majority for

the major part of Korean his-

tory cannot be discarded as

low. "There are spirits every-

where...." a low, superstiti-

ous, feminine belief . . •
Yet

is this the message? Let us be

fair. To say that there are

spirits may just mean that

we owe respect to the world

we belong to, to its waters

(St. Francis' "sister water ),

and rocks, and pure air.

If women who believe in

porary recess in connection

spirits had had a voice in

the management of society, 1

our planet would not be on •

the verge of ecological disas- '



es in a subcultural religion.

No wonder that, on shaman’s
shrines, the Yi spirit has a
place of honor: for it was a

frightfully evil and powerful
spirit. Who would take the
trouble of officiating to such
gods, except those who had
no political ambitions, name-
ly outcasts and women?
Some of these priestesses

and priests of the outcast reli-

gion are hereditary. With lo-

yalty similar to that of the
Jewish clan of the Levites,
some families, especially in

south Korea, keep the tradi-
tion of the ancient rites of the
people. But there is another
kind of shaman, the inspired
ones, and these (rather than
the others) can be found in
Italy too. Some emarginated
individuals, in Italy and in Ko-
rea, come to acquire specific
spiritual powers, in the field
of healing or divination, and
these individuals are mostly
women.
The pattern for Korea has

been described, for instance,
by Dr. Kim Gwan-il and by
Prof. Kim Tae-gon: in Italy
the classic study on the sub-
ject is De Martino’s “South
and Magic.” The inspired fe-

male shamans come mostly
from the lowest classes of so-
ciety, and have abnormal cli-

nical records of past neuro-
sis.

Then they go through a
sometimes year-long period of
psychosomatic disturbances
and hallucinations, until their
vocation is clear and they are
healed through the exercise
of it. (A similar pattern is al-

so described for shaman wo-
men of the Kalinga tribe, in
the Philippines, who also go
through disturbing dreams
and trembling fits, and for
Japan, where the common ail-

ment is a “mu” disease.)
The shamaness is strength-

ened by the assistance of help-
ing spirits. In Italy helping
spirits are chosen among be-
loved dead friends or recog-
nized saints, because the ties

with a pre-Christian culture
are obliterated. Yet we might
very well apply to Italian wo-
man prophets and healers
Prof. Kim Tae-gon’s definition

i
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Cultural Climate

Shamanism (n)
By Stanley Tschopp

The Shamanists of Korea believe in two kinds
of gods: the benevolent gods which bring good
fortune and the malignant spirits which harass
the people. It is, therefore, the function of the

Shaman to invoke the supernatural power of

the gods and to exorcise the evil spirits.

As I mentioned last week, the belief in such
gods, both good and evil, was held by the
Korean people from the ancient ages, prior to

the Three Kingdoms period. According to

ancient records, the people of ancient Korea
worshipped gods in a community program
following seed planting in the spring and the

harvest in the fall. The divinities they believed
in were the god of heaven as the supreme ruler

of the universe as well as various lesser gods
under him.
More recently, during the Yi dynasty, certain

scholars applied the basic Oriental philosophy
of -the “male and female” to their theories, on
the Shaman gods. According to these theories,

a living being is composed of the elements of

male and female. The male being usually
ascends to heaven after death, but when a
person dies an unusual death by accident,

murder, or suicide, for example, the male
being keeps hovering over the earth, eventually

to transform itself into a female being— an evil

spirit which harasses the people.

Other Confucian scholars advocated a kind of

animism to explain the existence of various

gods. They held the view that the basic cause of

gods is the “fever” or soul which is lodged not

only in human beings but everything in the

universe, including all the stars, animals, and
even plants and minerals.

Such ideas spread rapidly among the people,

who believed that illness and other unfortunate

occurances were caused by the malice of evil

spirits, while good luck was a certain indication

of the benevolent god’s help. Being superna-
tural, the god’s powers were also invoked to tell

the fortune of the people through such mediums
as the Shaman and blind persons.

The tradition of ancestor-worship is another
indication that the Korean people have been
convinced of the existence of the soul after

death. Memorial services were offered to the

souls of ancestors as frequently as possible

throughout the year in the belief that ancestor-

worship was not only a gesture of filial duty but

also the way to invoke supernatural help for the

ancestors’ souls.

Korean folklore and legends are full of such
stories as the sould of an ancestor appearing in

a dream to request memorial services. And
should the person continue to be negligent in

performing this duty, it was believed that the

wrath of his ancestor’s soul would not fail to
ruin the family by such means as making the
master of the house ill or sterile.

The evil gods of Korean vintage, like ghosts,
demons, or goblines of mother countries in the
world, prefer to haunt such places as aban-
doned temples, ancient wells, caves, the un-
derside of old trees, and lonely valleys. Their
working hours are limited from sunset to dawn,
the cuckoo signalling the time when night is

over. There has never been a case where the
evil spirits have worked overtime by staying
after sunrise or appearing in broad daylight.

Various means are used to effect the exor-
cism of evil gods. One is administering a severe
beating to the afflicted person as in the case of

the attempt to cure a person of insanity. Since a
lunatic person is believed to be possessed by an
evil spirit, the Shaman incantation has to be
supplemented by beating the patient with the

bough of a beech tree which stretches to the

east, so that the physical pain will drive the evil

spirit out of the person. A legend has it that:

during the period of the Silla kingdom, the
7

nobleman Sunjong rescued his wife from the
hands of a devil by having the earth beaten with

sticks by many hired hands.

Another popular device to exorcise an evil

spirit is to scare or shock the devil away: a hor-
rible mask is worn; an image of a tiger, dragon,
or powerful military general is posted;
terrifying sounds are made by discharging
guns at midnight. In the course of the Shaman
rite of exorcism, the dancing Shaman oc-

casionally brandishes a glittering knife or
places a skeleton of a cow-head for the same
purpose-scaring the devil away.
Sometimes threatening an evil god with fire

or burning the thing possessed by a devil is

judged the best way. The old custom of setting

fire to a hut built in a field on the 15th day of the

first moon was intended to serve the same
purpose.
As you can see from this article. Shamanism

has, and still does, play an interesting and even
important role in the life of many of the com-
mon people of Korea. Be that as it may, how-
ever, it might interest my Korean readers to

know that my research on this subject over the

past several years indicates a steady rise of

occultism of various types in the United States

and Western Europe. Therefore, it would seem
that we humans, irrespective of our geographic
or even educational background, are all very
fallible, even in this modern age, when it comes
to dealing with these metaphysical and
paranormal phenomena.

+o ^andor
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Un Display at Midopa Gallery ^

Some blame the use of amulets as a superstitious Department Store gallery is designed to survey the

and primitive practice while others associate it with artistic taste and concept of Koreans as depicted in

shamanistic culture. amulets.
Regardless of the contemporary meaning of the tra- On display are 40 prints and paintings which, were

ditional practice, the current exhibition at the Midopa believed to be endowed with special powers of protec-

tion or good fortune. The dis-

played works are from the

collections of the Emille

Museum, Tae-A Middle and
High School in Chinju and a

few individuals.

Cocks, tigers, dogs and
hawks are the most common
images on amulets. Prints

hawks with three heads and
one leg were to protect the

people from three disasters

—

fire, flood and wind. Tiger
prints on inner rooms guard-

ed against obscenity and gos-

sip. The use of red on amulets
is dominant as red was long

regarded as a charm against

evil spirits.
' A long paper with Buddhist
teachings printed in red tradi-

tionally was put into a coffin

to lead the dead spirit to Bud-
dhist heaven.

The drawing of a cock on
a hillside at dawn was a token
of heralding a cheerful day
and chasing evil spirits away.
To help their children have

good eyesight, Korean ances-

tors decorated their houses
with drawings of a smiling
military officer on Tano,
which comes on the fifth day
of the fifth month by the
lunar calendar.

AMULETS -

ings used as

0392-1910 ).

- These are examples of draw-
amulets during the Yi Dynasty
Traditional amulets are now

" Korea Herald Photos

displayed at the Midopa Department Store
gallery. The designs include tiger and
dragons.
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Fortune Teller Peers (

Into Western Future 1

By Gertrude K. Ferrar

Man is a funny creature.
He buys a book, begins to

read it, gets impatient to find

out what's going to happen
and turns to the end before
he's gotten to the middle,

There are those who treat

In Korea apparently
women much more than men
consult fortune tellers for a

peek into the coming year,

but I've heard more than one

husband pooh-pooh the whole
business, then ask with bated
breath what the fortune teller

said, and sit back relieved

when the year's fortune bodes
well.

Since I don't believe in

such things either, I'd never
been to a fortune teller un-
til what I prefer to call in-

tellectual curiousity led me
to Investigate one for myself
to find out exactly what goes
on in these crystal ball estab-

lishments.

First, however, there were
weighty decisions to be made,
Which one? Whose fortune?
Certainly not mine since I

don’t believe in such things,

and suppose the fortune were
bad; I certainly wouldn’t
want it. Anyway my fortune
had been told with cards ten

years before, and the fortune
teller said she had never seen
such a fantastically good fore-

cast for the year. I was suit-

ably grateful and decided to

keep that one on a permanent
basis.

And whose hour of birth
did I know for sure? Not my
own; neither my parents nor
I had ever thought it a sub-
ject worthy of any discus-
sion whatsoever. My; children?
My recollection of the hours

. .of^tlieir births was somewhat
—' --.dim., If !the_hour. were a. .bit

off, would I get someone
else's fortune? That could
confuse the issue. Or would
the fortune teller recognize
sloppiness of detail and be
angry, perhaus even throw me
out?

As the fortune teller day
approached I spend more and
more odd moments trying to

remember the exact hour my
son had been born since he
seemed, the best subject for
fortune telling. He is over
10,000 miles away; he
wouldn't need to know and
so couldn't object even if he
might want to.

Going to a fortune teller
is something like a trip to
the doctor's office; you don’t
know what's going to happen,
but it mny be bad. and hoping
for good is like tempting fate.
Then there arc doubts about
exact procedures. How do you
act? What do you say? What
will happen? Will there be
ectoplasm floating about or
what?
We were escorted into an

apartment living room, offer-
ed seats on standard Western-
style furniture in a room
dominated by a big shiny re-
frigerator. We waited while
the fortune teller finished her
lunch, but were served coffee

and tangerines to while away
the time, an improvement
over the tattered magazine'
fare in a doctor's office.

Several women passed from
room to room and exchanged
pleasantries along the way.
One was obviously the "little

maid," and another a rather
large, heavily made up
woman in traditional Korean
dress, I guessed to be the
fortune teller.

But no, the fortune teller

was a rather diffident, small
woman who at a glance seem-
ed about eighteen. Later cal-

culations made her out some-
place in her thirties. There
was nothing of the mysteri-
ous or awe-inspiring about her
in her slacks and fashionable
white sweater, her fingernails
coated with the season's most
fashionable bright rdd polish.
The site of the operation

was a reassuringly light,
bright room — no chance
for floating ectoplasm here,
at least not visible ectoplasm.
On one wall hung a beautiful
piece of calligraphy,, one
character strongly fashioned.
In a corner stood an ordinary
two-fold screen, and in the
center of the room a large
round, black lacquer, mother-
of-pearl Inlaid table with
three red cushions arranged
two on one side for my com-
panion and me, and one on
the other for the fortune tell-

Floatlng Gossamer

We sat down, and the for-
tune teller joined us. No waft-
ing in amidst floating gos-
samer, just a businesslike
coming in and sitting down.
But from a rather diffident
looking teenager she had be-
come an assured, mature
woman.
She and my companion ex-

changed pleasantries from
which happily I was omitted
because suddenly I couldn't
remember the year in which
my son had been born.. Fran-
tic adding and subtracting
came, up with the answer in

the nick of time, and right
on cue I came up with my
son's year, day, and hour of
birth.

I waited a trifle nervously
to see if the fortune teller
might comment on the hour,
but with brush pen she was
already busy writing across
the top of a piece of paper.
She referred to a small book
that looked to be full of
charts and then to another
one, unbound but sewn to-

gether with large stitchs.
Then she wrote a few charac-
ters down the side of the
paper and continued the lines
crosswise.

After a bit of study she
allowed as to how my son was
bom in a horse year but was
approaching the turtle which
needs a lot of water and that
his other sign is the willow

His fate for the next year
would not be outstanding
since there wouldn't be much
water coming his way. but
the

,
following year would be

great, which puzzles me since
she also said that the number
five was the most dreadfully
bad luck for him, and he
shouldn't start anything on
Thursdays, the fifth day of
the week, or he'd run the
risk of a slipped disc or sto-

mach trouble. Since he. al-

ready has stomach trouble, I

guess he started something on
a Thursday.
Then she told me I ought to

provide him with a half
brother. This upset my com-
panion as it’s obviously a bit

late in life for me to start
that sort of thing, but the
fortune teller assured us that
a foster brother would do,
and luckily that's long since
been taken care of.

Also my son should be
cautioned to use light, bright
colors for his clothing and
interior decor. I thought
guiltily of the dark green
sweater I’d bought him
several years ago, but then
remembered the pale biege
one last year and the scream-
ing green necktie this year,
and reassured myself that I've
been a proper mother.
Then we got down to real

brass tacks. My son "is not
a businessman and shouldn't
try to be one.” All current
evidence seems to point in
that direction. My son "is a
good practical scientist.” Hit
the nail right on tpe head!
My son should “work to serve
the people,” and so should
I if he is to be happy. Good
advice (o ~ afiyone, it "Would -

When we were all finished,
I asked the fortune teller,
if she'd mind my asking how
she did it. She wrote her
answer in Chinese characters
which I had some trouble
having translated, but it boil-
ed down to: she uses the
standard system in Korea, the
signs of the zodiac and the
five basics of Chinese philoso-
phy: fire, water, earth, metal,
and wood, so that that part
would be the same no matter
to what fortune teller I went,
but the rest comes from her
own personal spirit or in-
spiration.

She seemed to feel that
perhaps it is an inherited
talent since her mother was
a well known fortune teller
in her home town of Kimhae.
When inspiration wanes she
prays before her own small
Buddhist shrine set up be-
hind a pair of sliding doors
in the room we were in. For
some she just cannot "see,"
and there is no reason, she
just can't.

As I rode back to the office
thinking my skeptical, super-
cilious thoughts, the name of
Duke University's Dr. Rhine
and his ESP kept popping in
and out of my thoughts.
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Picture of Sorceress

1
Inky mountains lie be-

hind, and in the foreg-
round flows the water of a
wide blaok river, while above
the blue stars look as if they
are all about to pour down
over the ridges, the fields,

and the black river. It is

the very peak of night, breath-
less and somber. On the
sandy shore of the river a

great tent is pitched, and
under it are crouched the
women of the village, spell-
bound by the chant of the
sorceress. The faces of the
women show a mournful ex-
citement and a weariness that
suggests the down is near. So
soaked in ominous lamenta-
tion that she seems to be
turned into pure spirit with-
out flesh or bone, the witch
twirls lightly with her flut-
tering garment kweja . .

.

They say that this picture
was drawn in the year that
my father married, so it is

something that happened even
before I had come into the
world.
Our family was of good and

ancient lineage, renowned for
its possessions and power,
plentiful in poets and scho-
lars, and specially known for
having one of the country's
best collections of rare calli-

graphy, pictures and objects
of art. This interest in art
was passed on from father to
son, and grandson, so that it

became a tradition that was
inherited along with the fam-
ily possessions.

Although our family for-
tunes were to end with my
father, at that time my grand-
father still sat in his sarang
dispensing hospitality just as
in the old days, so that there
was an endless flow of visit-

ing poets and artists. It was
in those days that it happen-
ed. It was an evening in

spring, when a dusty wind
had been blowing all day,
and the apricot blossoms
were bursting out in the
front yard. An unusual visi-

tor arrived before the gate.
He was a small man of about

.
•

. . . ..
. ,

fifty, with a short jacket and ®® lcl that he thought

By Kim Dong-ni
Translated by Hong Myong-hee

Roger Tennant

man who was supposed to be Lady Moon, the second Lady
Nang-i's father lived by the Water, the third Lady Cloud
shore of the Eastern Sea,

about twenty miles from

bamboo hat tied on with
piece of white silk, holding
the bridle of a donkey on the
saddle of which sat a girl
of about seventeen with a
very pale face. They looked
like a servant and his master's
daughter. However, on the
next day. the man said,

"This is my daughter. They
say that her talent for draw-
ing is astonishing, so because
of that I have dared to stand
before your gate.”
The girl was dressed in

white, with a face even whiter
than her clothes, and a look
of sadness immeasurably
deep.
"What is your name, dear?”

"How old a

The host tried to speak to
the girl, but she only gave
him a glance with her wide
eyes, and did not attempt to
open her mouth. Her father
spoke for her,
"Her name is Nang-i, and

she is seventeen years old,
sir,” and lowering his voice,
he added, “She is a little

deaf."
At this the host nodded,

and asked the man to stay
for as many days as were
necessary to show her skill.

They say that father and
daughter stayed for about a
month and half, drawing pic-
tures, and telling in detail
the sad story of their past.
And they say that on the
day of their departure.

' of

Nang-i than of anything else

in the world, so that every
spring and autumn he came to

see her, bringing the best
quality edible seaweed such
as powder-dusted tasima and
pretty bundles of myok.

If Uk-i had not in the end
suddenly appeared, mother
and daughter would have liv-

ed a lonely life on their own
in this ghostly place, with
hardly any contact with the

outside world, except for

those who came to ask for

Mo-wha’s services, and Nang-
i's father who came once in

the spring and once in the

autumn.
On those rare occasions

when someone from far away
came to ask Mo-wha to per-

form a rite, he had to walk
right up to the doorstep and
call several times,

"Hello, is Mo-wha in?”
"Hello, Mo-wha?"
He would get no answer.

Thinking nobody was in, he
woud bend down, leaning on

the wooden verandah, to pull

the door, when it would open
from the inside, and the face

of a girl peep out without a

word — her name was Nang-
i. At such times. Nang-i, who
had usually been drawing
alone, would be startled,

throw down her brush, and
with face turned blue begin

to tremble all over.
In tins way there was never

a day when Mo-wha stayed at

home to look after the house.
the day broke

though my grandfather gave she was off to'Hie town, and

the unfortunate pair gifts of
expensive silk, and plenty of
money for their travelling ex-
penses, there was nothing on
the face of the girl on the
donkey but the same deep
sadness as at first The pic-
ture the girl left behind —
tills my grandfather called
"Picture of a Sorceress," —
and the stry that I heard
from him are as follows.

There was a small village
about three miles from the
city walls of Kyongju. call-

ed Yomin-chon, or also Jap-
sung-chon. In one corner of
this village lived a sorceress

would never be back before
the sun hung on the ridge
of the western hills. Tipsy,

and with a few peaches tied

up in a cloth, she would dance
along, singing,

Daughter! daughter! dear

daughter of Kim./ Her name
is Nang-i. /lower of the wa-
ter.kingdom./ As you enter
the palace of the Dragon-
king./ All the twelve poles
are locked./ Open the cotes.1

Open the cotes.'/ Please
open the gates, all twelve.

She would be singing this

plaintive song as she enter-
ed the village.

"Ah. Mo-wha, you've been
drinking again."

If village people gave her

—and in this way, the twelfth
was Lady Flower. They were
to be married to the twelve
sons of the Mountain King;
Lady Moon to Lord Sun, Lady
Water to Lord Tree, Lady
Cloud to Lord Wind . . - each
had her marriage arranged in

order, but the youngest
daughter, Lady Flower, whose
nature it was to rejoice in

love, could not bear to wait
for her turn, and had snatch-
ed away Lord Bird, who was
to be married to the eleventh
daughter, Lady Fruit.

Lady Fruit and Lord Butter-

fly. who had thus lost their

partners, crying bitterly, had
respectively appealed to the
Dragon-king and the Moun-
tain-king, as a result of which,
first of all, the Dragon-king,
in great wrath, had punish-
ed Lady Flower by making
her deaf, and expelling her
from the Water-kingdom. She
changed into the peach
blossom that flowers pink
along the rivers and In the

mountain valleys every
spring, but however much
Lord Bird may fly on to the

branches and chirp away, she
still remains deaf and dumb.

Sometimes, when Mo-wha
was drinking at the wineshop,

or even in the middle of

dancing with the acolytes, she
would suddenly jump uo as

if possessed, and run out. If

asked whv. she would say
that at home her "Lady
Daughter" was calling her.

She would explain that the
Dragon-king had put Nang-1,

the Lady Daughter in her
care for a short time, so she
was merely looking after her.

Conscnuently, she was afraid

that if she did not serve
the girl to the best of her
ability, the Dragon-king, who
was her "Great Mother,"
would be angry.

Not only to Nang-1, but to

anyone she met, Mo-wha
might say "You are the in-

carnation of the Tree Spirit.”

or "You are the incarnation
of the Rock Spirit,” and often
told them to go and pray to

the Seven Stars, or to go and
pray to the Dragon-king and

EDITOR'S NOTE: Bom in
Kyongju, Kyongsang-pukto,
in 1913. novelist Kim Dong-
ni is one of the foremost
Korean literary men. Con-
flicts between Oriental and
Western cultures and the in-

digenous life of the Korean
people have been the main
themes of his various sto-

ries. Hong Myong-hee and
Roger Tennant, translators,
are the co-winners of the
Second (1971) Modem Ko-
rean Literature Translation
Award sponsored by The Ko-
rea Times in the short story
division.

child by a man that Mo-wha
had known when she still liv-

ed in the village of Mo-wha,
in the days before she had
begun to traffic with spirits.
The boy had been unusually
clever, so much so that he
had been known as a prodigy,
but with his poor background,
it was impossible to have him
properly educated in the vill-

age, so at the age of nine,
with someone's backing, he
had been sent away to a Bud-
dhist temple.

After that, for nearly ten
years there had not been a
word of news about him, until
suddenly, a little while before,
he had turned up at this
house. Thus, to Nang-i, shar-
ing the same mother, he was
a half-brother. When Nang-
i had been about five or six

—

at that time she had not yet
caught the disease that turned
her deaf — she had loved to
follow him about calling, "Ulc-
i, Uk-i!" But shortly after
Uk-i had gone away to the
temple, Nang-i had taken to
her bed for the three years
of mild Illness .that had end-
ed with the loss of her hear-
ing. No one knew exactly to
what degree she was deaf.
Once or twice she turned to
her mother, and asked indis-
tinctly,

"U ... Uk-i . . . where
gone?”

“He's gone to the temple
to study."
"Where . . . temple?"
"Chirim-sa, the big temple.
But this was not the truth.

Mo-wha herself had no idea
of what temple he had gone
to. but not liking to say that
she did not know, she had
just said the first thing that

|

came into her head.
When Mo-wha, returning

from market, first saw Uk-
i. a light of fear flashed on
to her bluish face, and she
twisted her shoulders in a
flurry as if about to run away,
until suddenly. from the
length of her thin, tall body
her two long arms shot out,
and she ran to Uk-i and
gathered him to her breast
like some great bird em-
bracing its young.

"Who's this? Who is this’
Ai-i-go! My son! My son!"
Mo-wha suddenly let out a

|

cry and wept.
"My son Mv .

. My s

Have

Without caring for anything
|

else, Mo-wha, let the tears

wash her whole face.

"Mother! Mother!" Uk-i also

pressed his cheek on her
shoulder and wept long.
Taking after his mother, with

(Continued on Page 6)

Mo-»... .

ed her shoulders and bowed
She would even be afraid of

a small child, and tremble.
Sometimes, she would be
flirtatious even with dogs or
pics. There were times, it was
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They say that this picture
was drawn in the year that
my father married, so it is

something that happened even
before I had come into the
world.
Our family was of good and

ancient lineage, renowned for
its possessions and power,
plentiful in poets and scho-
lars, and specially known for
having one of the country's
best collections of rare calli-

graphy, pictures and objects
of art. This interest in art
was passed on from father to
son, and grandson, so that it

became a tradition that was
Inherited along with the fam-
ily possessions.
Although our family for-

tunes were to end with my
father, at that time my grand-
father still sat in his sarang
dispensing hospitality just as
in tile old days, so that there
was an endless flow of visit-
ing poets and artists. It was
in those days that it happen-
ed. It was an evening in

spring, when a dusty wind
had been blowing all day,
and the apricot blossoms
were bursting out in the
front yard An unusual visi-
tor arrived before the gate.
He was a small man of about
fifty, with a short jacket and
a bamboo hat tied on with a
piece of white silk, holding
the bridle of a donkey on the
saddle of which sat a girl
of about seventeen with a
very pale face. They looked
like a servant and his master's
daughter. However, on the
next day, the man said,

"This is my daughter. They
say that her talent for draw-
ing is astonishing, so because
of that I have dared to stand
before your gate.”
The girl was dressed in

white, with a face even whiter
than her clothes, and a look
of sadness immeasurably
deep.
"What is your name, dear?”

"How old are you?”

The host tried to speak to
the girl, but she only gave
him a glance with her wide
eyes, and did not attempt to
open her mouth. Her father
spoke for her,

"Her name is Nang-i, and
she is seventeen years old,
sir,” and lowering his voice,
he added, "She is a little

deaf.”
At this the host nodded,

and asked the man to stay
for as many days as were
necessary to show her skill.

They say that father and
daughter stayed for about a
month and half, drawing pic-
tures. and telling in detail
the sad story of their past.
And they say that on the
day of their departure, al-
though my grandfather gave
the unfortunate pair gifts of
expensive silk, and plenty of
money for their travelling ex-
penses, there was nothing on
the face of the girl on the
donkey but the same deep
sadness as at first. The pic-
ture the girl left behind —
this my grandfather called
"Picture of a Sorceress," —
and the stry that I heard
from him are as follows.

There was a small village
about three miles from the
city walls of Kyongju, call-
ed Yomin-chon, or also Jap-
sung-chon. In one corner of
this village lived a sorceress
called Mo-wha — she had
acquired this name because
she was said to have come
from Mo-wha. It was an old
house with a traditional tiled
roof, crumbling at one corn-
er. and the tiles on the roof
were green with fungus, giv-
ing out a strong earthy smell.
A decayed stone wall, with
gaps here and there, sur-
rounded it crookedly like the
remains of an ancient castle.

Inside the wall, in the
large yard, like an empty
field, the drains had been
blocked for years, and rain-
water had gathered, so that
all through the year it was
covered with a greenish
fungus, out of which grew
weeds such as nuljanp-i,
Myong-a-ju, kanga-ji and
many other nameless kinds,
tangled in a dark green mass
ns tall as a man. Underneath,
worms as long as snakes and
toad-like ancient frogs wrigg-
led and flopped ever waiting
only for the night — it was
like some cave of ghosts from
which every trace of human
life had been cut off for
tens or even hundreds of
years.

Inside this old tumbledown
house like a spectral cave
dwelt the sorceress Mo-wha
and her daughter Nang-i. The

man who was supposed to be
Nang-i’s father lived by the
shore of the Eastern Sea,
about twenty miles from
Kyongju, keeping a road-side
shop that sold seafood. It was
said that he thought more of

Nang-i than of anything else
in the world, so that every
spring and autumn he came to

see her, bringing the best
quality edible seaweed such
as powder-dusted tasima and
pretty bundles of inyok.

If Uk-i had not in the end
suddenly appeared, mother
and daughter would have liv-

ed a lonely life on their own
in this ghostly place, with
hardly any contact with the
outside world, except for

those who came to ask for
Mo-wha's services, and Nang-
i’s father who came once in

the spring and once in the
autumn.
On those rare occasions

when someone from far away
came to ask Mo-wha to per-
form a rite, he had to walk
right up to the doorstep and
call several times,

"Hello, is Mo-wha in?”
“Hello, Mo-wha?"
He would get no answer.

Thinking nobody was in, he
woud bend down, leaning on
the wooden verandah, to pull

the door, when it would open
from the inside, and the face

of a girl peep out without a

word — her name was Nang-
i. At such times, Nang-i. who
had usually been drawing
alone, would be startled,

throw down her brush, and
with face turned blue begin
to tremble all over.

In this way there was never
a day when Mo-wha stayed at

home to look after the house.
As soon as the day broke
she was off to the town, and
would never be back before
the sun hung on the ridge
of the western hills. Tipsy,
and with a few peaches tied

up in a cloth, she would dance
along, singing,

Daughter ' daughter! dear
daughter of Kim./ Her name
is Nang-i, flower of the wu-
ter.kingdom./ As you enter
the palace of the Dragon-
king,/ All the twelve gates
are locked,/ Open the gates!

Open the gates!/ Please
open the gates, oil twelve.

She would be singing this

plaintive song as she enter-

ed the village.

“Ah, Mo-wha. you've been
drinking again."

If village people gave her

this kind of greeting, she
would give her shoulders a

shy twist, and bowing poli-

tely. say,
"Yes, yes. I've been to the

market."
Except when she was hold-

ing a rite, Mo-wha was usual-”

ly in the drinking house. She
loved wine that much, and
equally Nang-1 loved peaches.
Whenever Mo-wha came back
drunk, if it was summer, she

would be carrying some
peaches in her hand.
"Daughter! daughter! dear

daughter!"
Mo-wha would be still chan-

ting her song to Nang-i as

she entered the house, and
just as Nang-i, when a baby
had rushed to her returning
mother to suck milk from her
breasts, so now she grabbed
and ate the peaches from her
mother's cloth.

According to Mo-wha.
Nang-i was the incarnation of
the Flower Lady of the
Water-kingdom. Mo-wha. in a
dream, met the Dragon-king
who gave her a peach to eat,
and just seven days later,

Nang-i was born. She also
said that the Dragon-king had
twelve daughters in his King-
dom of the Sea. The first was

Lady Moon, the second Lady
Water, the third Lady Cloud
—and in this way, the twelfth
was Lady Flower. They were
to be married to the twelve
sons of the Mountain King;
Lady Moon to Lord Sun, Lady
Water to Lord Tree, Lady
Cloud to Lord Wind . . . each
had her marriage arranged in

order, but the youngest
daughter, Lady Flower, whose
nature it was to rejoice in

love, could not bear to wait
for her turn, and had snatch-
ed away Lord Bird, who was
to be married to the eleventh
daughter, Lady Fruit.

Lady Fruit and Lord Butter-
fly, who had thus lost their

partners, crying bitterly, had
respectively appealed to the
Dragon-king and the Moun-
tain-king. as a result of which,
first of all, the Dragon-king,
in great wrath, had punish-
ed Lady Flower by making
her deaf, and expelling her
from the Water-kingdom. She
changed into the peach
blossom that flowers pink
along the rivers and in the
mountain valleys every
spring, but however much
Lord Bird may fly on to the
branches and chirp awav, she
still remains deaf and dumb.

Sometimes, when Mo-wha
was drinking at the wineshop,
or even in the middle of

dancing with the acolytes, she
would suddenly jump uo as

if possessed, and run out. If

asked why. she would say
that at home her "Lady
Daughter" was calling her.

She would explain that the
Dragon-king had put Nang-i,
the Lady Daughter in her
care for a short time, so she
was merely looking after her.

Consequently, she was afraid
that if she did not serve
the girl to the best of her
ability, the Dragon-king, who
was her "Great Mother,"
would be angry.

Not only to Nnng-1, hut to

anyone she met. Mo-wha
might say "You are the in-

carnation of the Tree Spirit,'

or "You are the incarnation
of the Rock Spirit," and often

told them to go and pray to

the Seven Stars, or to go and
pray to the Dragon-king and

Whenever she met people,
Mo-wha alwavs. shyly twist-

ed her shoulders and bowed
She would even be afraid of

a small child, and tremble.

Sometimes, she would be
flirtatious even with dogs or

pigs. There were times, it was
said, when to her eves all

things appeared as spirits —
not only men. but pigs, cats,

frogs, worms, fish, butterflies,

persimmon trees. nnricot

trees, pokers, lars, foundation

, stones, straw shoes, the snikes

of a date tree, swallows,
clouds, wind, fire, rice, lotus,

gourds, basins, cauldrons,
snoons. the flame of a lamo

—

all these thines seemed to her

to he neighbors who could he
looked at and called, who
could mutually sneak, hate,

enw or be angrv. Consenuent-
iv she called them all nim
(suffix added to a name to ex-

press respect).

3

From the time that

Uk-l came back, little by
little, this cave of ghosts be-

gan to smell more human.
For Uk-i's sake. Nang-i, who
had hated going into the kit-

chen, now often cooked a

meal. On the corner of the

tiled eaves of this crumbling
house, that at night, had been
filled only with darkness and
starlight now hung the calm
pal** light of a paper lantern.

Uk-i was an illegitimate

suddenly, a little while before,
he had turned up at this
house. Thus, to Nang-i, shar-
ing the same mother, he was
a half-brother, When Nang-
i had been about five or six

—

at that time she had not yet
caught the disease that turned
her deaf — she had loved to
follow him about calling, "Ulc-
i. Uk-i!" But shortly after
Uk-i had gone away to the
temple. Nang-i had taken to
her bed for the three years
of mild illness .that had end-
ed with the loss of her hear-
ing. No one knew exactly to
what degree she was deaf.
Once or twice she turned to
her mother, and asked indis-
tinctly,

“U ... Uk-l . . . where
gone?"

"He's gone to the temple
to study.”
"Where . . . temple?”
“Chirim-sa. the big temple.”
But this was not the truth.

Mo-wha herself had no idea
of what temnle he had gone
to, but not liking to say that
she did not know, she had
just said the first thing that

|

came into her head.
When Mo-wha, returning

from market, first saw Uk-
i. a light of fear flashed on
to her bluish face, and she
twisted her shoulders in a
flurry as if about to run away,
until suddenly. from the
length of her thin, tall body
her two long arms shot out.
and she ran to Uk-i and
gathered him to her breast
like some great bird em-
bracing its young.

"Who's this’ Who is this’
Ai-i-go! My son! My son!”
Mo-wha suddenly let out a

cry and wept.
“My son, My son! Have you

|come? Have you really
come?"

Without caring for anything I

else, Mo-wha, let the tears
wash her whole face.

"Mother! Mother!" Uk-i also
pressed his cheek on her
shoulder and wept long.
Taking after his mother, with

(Continued on Page 6)
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Uk-i had gone to seekout
other Christians in the area.

Mo-wha and Nang-i expected
him home, but the sun set,

and as the night went on, still

he did not come. Mother and
(laughter were miserably hud
died in a corner of the room
awaiting his return. After a

while, ivlo-wha asked Nang-i,

Isn't that book of Juses-

devil somewhere?”
Nang-i shook her head. She

suddenly felt sorry that she

had not kept Uk-i's book, the

New Testament. Mother called

Uk-i's New Testament the

"Jesus-Devil Book.” It seem-
ed as if Mo-hwa was convin-

ced that Uk-i was clearly pos-

sessed by some evil spirit, in a

similar way, Uk-i thought that

Mo-wha and Nang-i were cer-

tainly possessed by demons.
He believed that not only Mo-
wha, but Nang-i also, was pos-

sessed by her mother's evil

spirit, and that was what
made her deaf and dumb. In

his time, hadn't Jesus cured
lots of deaf and dumb peo-

ple possessed with spirits? —
this was how Uk-i thought.

He made in his heart a strong
resolve. that he himself,

through devoted prayers to

God, would heal his mother
and his sister.

"When Jesus saw that

the people came running
together, he rebuked the

foul spirit, saying unto
him, 'Tnou dumb and deaf
spirit, 1 charge thee, come
out of him, and enter no
more into him.'

"And the spirit cried and
rent him sore, and came
out of him ,and he was as

one dead; insomuch that

many said, 'He is dead.
1

"But Jesus took him by
the hand, and lifted him up
and he arose. And when he
was come into the house,
his disciples asked him pri-

vately, ’Why could not we
cast him out?' And he said
unto them, This kind can
come forth by nothing, but
by prayer.'" (St. Mark. 9.

25-29)

By Kim Dong-ni

Translated by Hong Myong-hee
Roger Tennant

that* lmalaiTby tov’intpra'yCT >>« hud
,

Bone. Mo-wha aud-

io God, could cast out the de<!>y »»«, “P " bcd »nd

evil spirits that possessed his * deeP S18h Then she shook

mother and his sister. At the Nang-i to wake her up, and

same time, he wrote letters *n a v<»ce that was dismal to

to Pastor Hyun and Elder hear said,

Lee, by whom he had been "When did Uk-l say that

taught in Pyongyang. - he would come back?"
"Dear Pastor, When Nang-i made no re-

By God's grace, I have ply. she said angrily,

safely found my mother. But "I told you to leave Uk-i's

because, in this part, our
Lord's gospel has not yet
been preached, many people

Uk-l believed

: possessed with evil spirits and
and worship idols. We ought
to build a church here as

quickly as possible so that

the Lord's gospel can be
preached in this area. I am
very ashamed to say that my
mother is possessed by a
spirit of sorcery, and my sis-

ter is possessed by a deaf and
dumb spirit. According to

the words of the Lord in St.

Mark's Gospel. Chapter nine,
verse twenty-nine, I am pray-
ing fervently for these spirits

to be cast out, but there is

no church here, and with no
place in which to pray, it is

very difficult. Please pray to

God for a church to be set

up in this part as soon as

possible."
Pastor Hyun was an Ameri-

can missionary by whose help
Uk-i had up to then been fea,

clothed, and taught, 'Tier
serving as assistant to a monk
at the temple until the age
of fifteen, he had set oil alone
in the summer of that year,

saying that he wanted to have
a look at Seoul. From then
he wandered around here and
there, until in the autumn of

his sixteenth year, he had
reached Pyongyang, where in

the winter of that year,

through an introduction from
Elder Lee, he had received
help from Pastor Hyun.
When, at Pyongyang, Uk-i

said that he wanted to go
and see his mother, Pastor
Hyun called him in. and said,

"Within three years from
now, I shall be returning to

my own country. At that
time, if you want to, you can
go with me to America."

"Pastor, thank you very

i
much! I do want to follow
you to America."

Cy'

face as white and smooth as

a sheet of paper, Nang-i sat

all day in a corner of the

room without one word or a

single smile, just watching
Uk-i's every movement, but
when night came, and the

pale white paper lantern was
hung on the eaves, from some
corner of the yard where a

swarm of blood-thirsty mos-
quitoes buzzed like mad,
Nang-i would throw herself

at Uk-i and put her ice-cold

hands and lips on his neck
or breast.

Each time that Nang-i's

cold hands and lips fell upon
his throat or his chest. Uk-i
shuddered with the shock, but
when, with legs and arms
trembling as if she were
swooning, she again came to

him, he would confusedly
take her hand and lead her
under the eaves where hung
the pale paper lantern. From
the time that Nang-i's atti-

tude became so strange, the
colour of Uk-i's face daily

grew paler. Once' more, he
mysteriously left the house.
On the second night after

Every night, with a. more
anxious expression

the days passed, Mo-wha
lit a perilla oil lamp in the
kitchen, and putting Uk-i's
food ready on top of the
range, pffered up prayers;

The Site-god is our god,
the Seven stars are with
us,/The Kitchen-god is on
our side too,/I beg, I beg,
I beg mercy of you, the
Cod of the dead./Stars in

the sky, pearls in the sea,/

Gold-like, silver-like my
child, Crown-jade- like my
Room-star,/Praying to the
Mountain-god for life,/

Praying to the Spirit of
birth for length of li/e,/

Praying to the Seven stars

for blessing,/Praying to the
Spirit of virtue for good-
ness,/Ring out the gong for
the Kitchen-god, and turn
somersaults to the Site-

god,/Stars in the sky. pearls
in the sea,/The spirit of
birth, and the Kitchen-god,
they cannot refuse to

come./Jesus devil, you, the
starving fire-devil of the
Western hundred thousand
miles,/Look, It's burning,
burning fiercely, the fire-

devil is burning fiercely./

When it’s all burnt out,/

From my Room-star who
has been sitting as good as
gold and silver,/Here comes
the Spirit of birth, and
here comes the Kitchen-god.

All by herself. Mo-hwa rub-

bed her hands, bowed, stood

up and danced, and flying

about as if mod, ran through
tl»e whole gamut of gestures.

Nang-i, after long watching of

her mother's caperings with
her eye at the paper window
between the living room and
the kitchen, suddenly felt a

chill in her body, and her

found herself collapsed
the floor, quite naked.

Uk-i, after leaving
house for the second ti:

appeared again, with a smile
on his face, in front of moth-
er and daughter.
Mo-wha waS just trying <

some new shoes she was g
ing to wear for the next i

tual. As soon as she saw U
i coming, stretching out h
long arms from her tall body,
she embraced the top half/ of

him like a great bird brood-
ing over its egg, and started

to cry. This time, without any
words, for a long time she
simply enfolded his neck and
cried. Her ever-bluish face
was for once, coloured with
red. and with her natural
gestures, she did not seem £

all like a person possessed.
"Mother, I'll go into the

room and rest for a bit," said I

Uk-i. loosening her embrace. '

For a- time after he had
gone into the room, Mo-wha,
for some reason, sat alone on
the verandah with her head
bent, and a very desolate ex-

pression on her face. Then as

if some thought had come to

her, she got up, went into

the room, and started look-

ing through Nang-i's collec-

tion of pictures.

It was on the same night.

Around midnight, when in

his sleep, Uk-i reached for

the little Bible that he al-

ways kept in his breast, he
felt that the place was empty.
At the same time he heard

the murmuring sound of an

incantation. He got up and
looked around but the Bible

from his breast was not to

be found. And his mother
who should have been lying

between him and Nang-i was
not to be seen. His body
trembled violently with some
kind of ominous and fearful

premonition. Just at that mo-
ment he heard the mumbling
noise Hike the sound of an

incantation) a little more
clearly, as of devils mutter-

ing from underground. The
next moment, almost uncon-

sciously. he put his eyes to

the hole in the kitchen wall;

"O starving fire-devil

from the hundred-thousand
miles of the West!/With fire

in one hand, sword in the

other,/Going this way you
meet the Mountain-god, that

way the Dragon-king./Go
round by the Seven Stars,

there is the Lord of the

Seven Stars,/Go hidden in

the clouds, flee in the waves
of the winds,/Here is the

Lord of the Clouds, there
is the Lord of the Wind./
Arriue at the Dragon-pal-
ace. and the twelve gates

are locked against you;/
Knock on the first gate, and
out come the four Kings of

Heaven,/Glaring with eyes
like bouils, holding up pil-

lar, stone, iron hammer and
club./Knock on the second
gate, out jump two dogs of

fire,/The male dog snatches
the fire-petals, the bitch the

fire-seed./Knock on the
third gate, out rush two
water-dogs,/The male dog
barks 'gong, gong,' and the

flame is out,/The bitch
barks ‘gong, gong,' and the
seed is dead ..."

Mo-wha was dressed up In

white, complete with Kweja,
and with every possible ges-

a crimson fire from which
the last flame had just flick-

ered out, a whiff of blua

smoke arose from the stout

cover of the New Testament,
of which one corner was al-

ready turning to pale ash. Mo-
wha. with a strange mocking
smile around her lips, as if

she were challenging an en-

emy. picked up the salt from
the dish on the table, and
sprinkled it on the blackened
ashes lrom which even the

smoke had now disappeared.
ts.nl- the Jesus devil

to pick up the bowl of water

from the table, but before he

could reach it, he saw a carv-

ing knife flashing In the hand

of Mo-wha who brandishing

it danced on calmly between
Uk-i and the bowl of water.

"Get away, you devil.'/

Ah, I recognize you you are

the mixed breed of devils.

the starving devil of the

West./Here is the sacred

place. Biru peak, highest of

all peaks./With the cleft

split sheer in the rock, with

the fifty fathoms' clear



similar way, Uk-i thought that

Mo-wha and Nang-i were cer-

tainly possessed by demons.
He believed that not only Mo-
wha, but Nang-i also, was pos-

sessed by her mother's evil

spirit, and that was what
made her deaf and dumb. In

his time, hadn't Jesus cured
lots of deaf and dumb peo-
ple possessed with spirits? —
this was how Uk-i thought.

He made in his heart a strong
resolve. that he himself,

through devoted prayers to

God, would heal his mother
and his sister.

"When Jesus saw that

the people came running
together, he rebuked, the

foul spirit, saying unto
him, 'l'hou dumb and deaf
spirit, I charge thee, come
out of him, and enter no
more into him.’

"And the spirit cried and
rent him sore, and came
out of him ,and he was as

one dead; insomuch that

many said, 'He is dead.'

"But Jesus took him by
the hand, and lifted him up
and he arose. And when he
was come into the house,
his disciples asked him pri-

vately, 'Why could not we
cast him out?' And he said

unto them, ‘This kind can
come forth by nothing, but

by prayer.' " (St. Murk, 9.

25-29

)

In this way. Uk-i believed
that he also, by fervent prayer
to God, could cast out the

evil spirits that possessed his

mother and his sister. At the

same time, he wrote letters

to Pastor Hyun and Elder
Lee, by whom he had been
taught in Pyongyang.
"Dear Pastor.
By God's grace, I have

safely found my mother. But
because, in this part, our
Lord's gospel has not yet

been preached, many people
are possessed with evil spirits

and worship idols. We ought
to build a church here as

quickly as possible so that

the Lord's gospel can be

preached in this area. I am
very ashamed to say that my
mother is possessed by a

spirit of sorcery, and my sis-

ter is possessed by a deaf and
dumb spirit. According to

the words of the Lord in St.

Mark's Gospel, Chapter nine,

verse twenty-nine. I am pray-

ing fervently for these spirits

to be cast out, but there is

no church here, and with no
place in which to pray, it is

very difficult. Please pray to

God for a church to be set

up in this part as soon as
' possible."

Pastor Hyun was an Ameri-
can missionary by whose help
Uk-i had up to then been feu.

clothed, and taught, \fter
serving as assistant to a monk
at the temple until the age
of fifteen, he had set ofl alone
in the summer of that year,

saying that he wanted to have
a look at Seoul. From then
he wandered around here and
there, until in the autumn of

his sixteenth year, he had
reached Pyongyang, where in

the winter of that year,

through an introduction from
Elder Lee. he had received
help from Pastor Hyun.

When, at Pyongyang, Uk-i

said that he wanted to go
and see his mother, Pastor

llyun called him in, and said,

"Within three years from
now, 1 shall be returning to

my own country. At that

time, if you want to, you can
go with me to America."

"Pastor, thank you very
much! I do want to follow

you to America."
"In that case, quickly find

your mother, and come back."
But for Uk-i. this mother's

house that he had been seek-
ing was too much of a dif-

ferent world from that of

Pastor Hyun or Elder Lee. In

place of that bright and cheer-
ful sound of hymn-singing,
and organ music, and read-
ing of live scriptures, and af-

ter gathering together in

prayer, the happy laughing
faces over a table of shining
food, what Uk-1 had found
was this decayed house, with
its tumbledown wall, tiles

green with fungus, and worms
and frogs squirming in the
tangle of weeds; and inside

the house, these two women,
each possessed with an evil

spirit, one of sorcery, and
the other deaf and dumb;
when he saw all this, he al-

most felt that he had been en-
chanted and thrown into a
frightening cave of ghosts.

From the time that he re-

turned to the house after go-

ing around and meeting the

Christians in the area, the

most striking change was in

the attitude of Nang-i. With
her long thin body, and her

I two great flashing eyes in a

face as white and smooth as

a sheet of paper, Nang-i sat

all day in a corner of the
room without one word or a

single smile, just watching
Uk-i's every movement, but
when night came, and the

pale white paper lantern was
hung on the eaves, from some
corner of the yard where a

swarm of blood-thirsty mos-
quitoes buzzed like mad,
Nang-i would throw herself

at Uk-i and put her ice-cold

hands and lips on his neck
or breast.

Each time that Nang-i's

cold hands and lips fell upon
his throat or his chest. Uk-i

shuddered with the shock, but
when, with legs and arms
trembling as if she were
swooning, she again came to

him, he would confusedly
take her hand and lead her
under the eaves where hung
the pale paper lantern. From
the time that Nang-i's atti-

tude became so strange, the

colour of Uk-i's face daily

grew paler. Once more, he
mysteriously left the house.
On the second night after

he had gone, Mo-wha sud-
denly sat up in bed and gave
a deep sigh. Then she shook
Nang-i to wake her up. and
in a voice that was dismal to

hear said,

"When did Uk-l say that

he would come back?"
When Nang-i made no re-

ply, she said angrily,

"I told you to leave Uk-i’s

evening meal laid out. Why
isn't it there?"

Every’ night, with a more
and more anxious expression

as the days passed. Mo-wha
lit a perilla oil lamp in the

kitchen, and putting Uk-i's

food ready on top of the

range, offered up prayers;

The Site-god is our god,
the Seven stars are toith,

us,/The Kitchen-god is on
our side too, /I beg, I beg,

I beg mercy of you, the

God of the dead. /Stars in

the sky, pearls in the sea,/

Gold-like, silver-like my
child, Crown-jade-like my
Room-star,/Praying to the

Mountain-pod for life,/

Praying to the Spirit of

birth for length of life,/

Praying to the Seven stars

for blessing,/Praying to the
Spirit of virtue for good-
ness,/Ring out the gong for
the Kitchen-god, and turn
somersaults to the Site-

god,/Stars in the sky, pearls
in the sea,/The spirit of
birth, and the Kitchen-god,
they cannot refuse to

come./Jesus devil, you, the
starving /ire-devil of the
Western hundred thousand
miles,/Look, It's burning,
burning fiercely, the fire-

devil is burning fiercely./

When it's all burnt out,/

From my Room-star who
has been sitting as good as
gold and silver,/Here comes
the Spirit of birth, and
here comes the Kitchen-god.

All by herself, Mo-hwa, rub-

bed her hands, bowed, stood
up and danced, and flying

about as If mad, ran through
the whole gamut of gestures.

Nang-i, after long watching of

her mother's coperings with

her eye at the paper window
between the living room and
the kitchen, suddenly felt a

chill in her body, and her
jaw began to tremble. She
jumped up as if mad and
threw off her jacket, and then

hdr skirt. And so, mother in

the kitchen and daughter in

the room, as If to one rhythm
and one tune, would dance in

unison. After one such night,

as dawn broke and Nang-1
came to her senses, she

found herself collapsed on

the floor, quite naked.
Uk-i, after leaving the

house for the second time,

appeared again, with a smile
on his face, in front of moth-
er and daughter.
Mo-wha waS just trying on

some new shoes she was go-

ing to wear for the next ri-

tual. As soon as she saw Uk-
i coining, stretching out her
long arms from her tall body,
she embraced the top half/ of

him like a great bird brood-
ing over its egg, and started

to cry. Tills time, without any
words, for a long time she
simply enfolded his neck and
cried. Her ever-bluish face

was for once, coloured with

red. and with her natural
gestures, she did not seem at i

all like a person possessed.
i

"Mother, I'll go into the

room and rest for a bit,” said

Uk-i, loosening her embrace. I

For a time after he had
gone into the room, Mo-wha,
for some reason, sat alone on
the verandah with her head
bent, and a very desolate ex-

pression on her face, Then as

if some thought had come to

her, she got up, went into

the room, and started look-

ing through Nang-i's collec-

tion of pictures.
It was on the same night.

Around midnight, when in

his sleep, Uk-i reached for

the little Bible that he al-

ways kept in his breast, he
felt that the place was empty.
At the same time he heard
the murmuring sound of an

incantation. He got up and
looked around but the Bible

from his breast was not to

be found. And his mother
who should have been lying

between him and Nang-i was
not to be seen. His body
trembled violently with some
kind of ominous and fearful

premonition. Just at that mo-
ment he heard the mumbling
noise (like the sound of an
incantation) a little more
clearly, as of devils mutter-
ing from underground. The
next moment, almost uncon-
sciously. lie put his eyes to

the hole in the kitchen wall:

"O starving fire-devil

from the hundred-thousand
miles of the West!/With fire

in one hand, sword in the

other./Going this way you
meet the Mountain-god, that

way the Dragon-king,/Go
round by the Seven Stars,

there is the Lord of the
Seven Stars,/Go hidden in

the clouds, flee in the waves
of ihe winds,/Here is the

Lord of the Clouds, there
is the Lord of the Wind./
Arrive at the Dragon-pal-
ace, and the twelve gates

ure locked against you;/
Knock on the first gate, and
out come the four Kings of

Heaven,/Glaring uiith eyes

like bowls, holding up pil-

lar, stone, iron hammer and
club./Knock on the second
gate, out jump two dogs of

fire,/The male dog snatches
the fire-petals, the bitch the

fire-seed./Knock on the
third gate, out rush two
water-dogs,/The male dog
barks 'gong, gong,' and the

flame is ont./The bitch

barlcs ‘gong, gong,’ and the

seed is dead ..."

Mo-wha was dressed up in

white, complete with Kweja,
and with every possible ges-

ture and flattering gramace,

she now and again rubbed
her hands and bowed as she

floated round in a dance. On
the range, the perilla oil light

was burning on a clean sauc-

er, and on the small table

below It were laid just a bowl
of water and some white salt

on a plate. And beside it, oa

Synopsis of Part One
Mo-wha, a sorceress or Mudang, lives in a de-

crepit old house in a small village with her daugh-
ter Nang-1, who is deaf. She makes her living per-

forming various rites and Incantations for people

who are sick or In trouble.

As the story begins, Uk-1, an Illegitimate son

of Mo-wha, has just returned after a long ab-

sence. He had originally gone to study at a Bud-
dhist temple, but It turns out that he disliked the

temple so much that he ran away. He was then
taken In by some Christian missionaries, who con-

verted him. Now he carries a Bible with him at all

tlmes.^1
^ eXpiain his religion to his mother

and half sister, but Nang-1 is unable to understand
and Mo-wha becomes hostile, concluding that her

son is possessed by evil spirits. At the end of the

first part she performs an exorcism ritual to res-

tore him to sanity.

a crimson fire from which
the last flame had just flick-

ered out, a whiff of blu<i

smoke arose from the stout

cover of the New Testament,

of which one corner was al-

ready turning to pale ash. Mo-
wha. with a strange mocking
smile around her lips, as if

she were challenging an en-

emy, picked up the salt from
the dish on the table, and
sprinkled it on the blackened

ashes from which even the

smoke had now disappeared.

Look, the Jesus devil

from the hundred-thousand
miles of the West is turning

back./Going to the Guardi-
an-shrine to get its fare,/

And to Kwanmyo to put on
its shoes,/Bells on its ears,

setting its pace to the

tune,/It goes well over the

hills and across the creeks./

Gone now, and when shall

toe see it again?/With sore

feet, it cannot come,/Would
it come again in the spring

month of March? /Too hun-

gry it cannot come . . . /

Mo-wha's voice now pro-

duced an air like the vapour
from some devil's brew which
seemed to penetrate the cells

of Uk-i's skin. The coquetry

of those two jewel-like eyes

along with flutter of her

hands that matched the flap-

ping of the Kweja, so

squeezed his heart that he
could no longer bear to look

at her. Letting out a long

sigh like a man suffering

from a nightmare, he jump-
ed up, and the next moment,
without even realizing what
he was doing, he ran out of

the room, flung open the door

of the kitchen, and was about

pick up the bowl of water

mi the table, but before lie

aid reach it, he saw a carv-

> knife flashing in the hand
Mo-wha who brandishing

danced on calmly between
;-i and the bowl of water:

"Get away, you devil!/

h, I recognize you, you are

ie mixed breed of devils,

le starving devil of the

rest./Here is the sacred

lace, Biru peak, highest of

11 peaks,/With the cleft

jlit sheer in the rock, with

ie fifty fathoms' clear

ater./With the curtain of

nitree thorns,/It's not the

lace for you to come./See,

\e blade in my right hand,

ie fire in my left,/Get off.

ou, mixed devil of the

restem plain.”

As she said this, Mo-wha
is clearly aiming the knife

strike Uk-i's face. Swiftly,

c-i, feeling Mo-wha's knife

his left ear, turned round
der her arm, and lifting up
e bowl of water from the

ble, dashed it in her face.
J

this turmoil, the light on

e saucer tilted and caught
|

e paper window on the •

tchen wall. Uk-1 Jumped up

. to the range to stop the

e that was spreading from

e window into the room,

it Mo-wha, burning with

iger at the water being

rown over her, jumped up

ter Uk-i. brandishing the

life. Just os Uk-i had flat-

ned himself over the fire

at was going into the room.

felt a sharp sensation in

s back and when he tried to

rn his body over, covered

(Continued on Page 5)
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with blood, it was already held
in the breast of Mo-wha,
clenching her white teeth In
a wide smile.

Uk-i was wounded in three
places on his body — head,
nape, and back. But his sick-

ness was not just a matter
of these three stab wounds.
As the days passed his ribs

began to show through his
emaciated flesh and his eyes
sunk deeper Mo-wha, put-

ting all her remaining
strength into nursing Uk-i,

did not care whether it was
day or night, and was ready
to run to do anything he
wanted. Often she sat him up
to hold him to her breast.

Of course, she tried medi-
cine. and ritual, and the reci-

tal of spells. But Uk-l's sick-

ness did not improve, From
the time that Mo-wha con-
centrated on nursin'- Uk-i,

she seemed to lose her en-
thusiasm for rituals. Even
when someone came to ask
her to perform an exorcism,
she usually refused, on the
pretext that her child was
sick.

And so, in ones or twos,
people begun to say that the
effect of Mo-wha's rites and
exorcisms was not as wonder-
ful as before.

At about this time, also, in

the district, a small church
building was put up and. a

missionary arrived. In this

way, lifte fire in a wind, it

spread through all the area.
From the church in the town,
mission teams were sent out
to every village, and so even
in Mo-wha’s village the
“gospel" was preached.
"Dear fathers, and mothers,

brothers, and sisters, we must
give thanks to God for bring-

ing us together. God, he
made us. He loved us dearly.
And all of us are sinners. In

our hearts there is nothing
but evil and wickedness. But
for us Jesus was nailed to

the cross, and so through
faith in Jesus Christ we re-

ceive salvation. We will sjng
hymns with joyful hearts. We
will offer prayers to God.”
Having a look at the Ameri-
can missionary, with his blue
eyes and his nose that stuck
out like the blade of a knife,
was said to be more exciting
than having a look at a mon-
key.
"And it doesn't cost a

penny! Let's go!"
The village people came in

flocks. Mrs. Yang, the wife
of the assistant that came
with the missionary, who was
the grand-son-in-law of the
cousin of old Mr. Bang of the
village, visited every house,
saying:
"To believe in a witch or

a blind fortune-teller is a sin
against the one only true,

and most, holy God. our
Heavenly Father. What power
lias a witch got? Look here!
Don't witches bow down and
pray even to a rotten old

tree, or a stone Buddha that
can neither hear nor see?
What power has a blind for-
tune-teller got? When he him-
self can’t see what's in front
of him, and has to feel his

way with a stick, how can
he save those with clear
sight? We men were made by
the one and only God the
Father. And God the Father
has said. 'Put no other Gods
before me.'

"

From here, there followed
endlessly the story of God
the Father's only son Jesus
Christ healing those possess-
ed by all kinds of devils,

lepers, cripples, the dumb and
the deaf, and the story of his
being nailed to the cross, com-
ing alive again on the third
day, and ascending into
heaven.
Mo-wha would laugh scorn-

fully and say, "Those poor
little devils!”
But as though she were

carrying their abuse and their
curses in her bones she rang
out her cymbals and struck
her going, as she shrieked:

"Here! you dethl. get
away,/You are the demon
that went begging in the
year of Gochuk in the time
of the Tang dynasty./How's
it that you don't recognize
Mo-wha?/ If you do not go
atony, and stay on here,/
Within the fifty fathoms'
clear water,/Um tree cur-
tain, iron cauldron, and
white horse skin. I'll shut
your offspring generation
after generation, starve
them,/And never let them
out to see the sunliyht
again./Go you, devil at
once./With fire on your
trail, and bells on your
ears./'jinplejnnple. jinple-

and gold rings, in daily in-

creasing numbers, were hung
up over the platform. Money
oiTerings poured in. Compar-
ed with this, they said, Mo-
wha's rites were just nothing.
Mo-wha laughed mockingly

and said, “The Western
bastards have brought along
a gang of conjurers."
The power, by means of

rites and exorcisms, to expel
the evil spirits that had got
into men had, even until now,
been a special privilege grant-
ed by the Divine Spirits only
to her. And her "Divine
Spirit" could be the old trees
or the stone Buddhas or the
hills and the water that to-

day the Jesus people hated
and abused.
"To trust in witches or for-

tune-tellers is a sin against
the one and only most holy
God the Father." When the
"Jesus Devils" blew their
trumpets and beat the drums
and slandered her, Mo-wha,
all alone, sounded her cym-
bals and beat her gong:

"Fire on your tails and bells
on your ears, jingle-jangle,
jingle-jangle, off you go de-
vils, go to t/ig Western hund-
red thousand miles.”

This was how she would re-

spond.

G

Uk-i's illness continued
through the autumn, and from
the beginning of the winter
it became visibly worse. Of-
ten with a voice that trembl-
ed as if her heart were melt-
ing, Mo-wha would say,
"My darling little thing,

how can you be like this?
After coming such a long long
way to see your mother, what
a state to be in."

As she held his hand and
wept. Uk-i would quietly say,

"Mother, don't worry too
much. When I die I know I

will go to our Father."
When he was asked if there

was anything lie wanted, he
quietly turned his head away.
But when his mother was out,
and he was alone with Nang-i,
he would sometimes take her
hand and say.

"If only I had n Bible...
In the spring of the next

year, three days before Uk-
i departed from the world,
Pastor Hyun, whom he had so
longed for and waited to see,
turned up from Pyongyang.
When Pastor Hyun, led by

Mr. Bang's cousin's grandson-
in-law. Assistant Yang, enter-
ed the yard, the desolate
scene and the sickening smell
of earth made him screw up
his face.

"Is Uk-i living in a place
like this?" he asked Mr. Yang.
As soon as Uk-i saw Mr.

Yang, coming in, his eyes lit

up, and he cried out twice,
"Pastor! pastor!"
Without words, Pastor

Hyun held Uk-i’s wasted
hands. At once his whole face
was flushed with red, and
numberless wrinkles showed
up on his forehead, and round
his eyes. As if to repress

>
the

rush of rising emotion, he
remained for a while with
his eyes closed.

Mr. Yang, as If to break
the tension of the silence,
opened his mouth:

"It is through the merits
of tins young man that a
church has been established
so quickly at Kyongju."
He went on to explain that,

Uk-i having appealed to
Pastor Hyun at Pyongyang,
Pastor Hyun, in response to
Uk-i's letter, had sent a strong
request to the Assembly of
Elders at Taegu. Meanwhile,
the Christians in Kyongju. in-
spired by Uk-i. had come
together and made contact
with the Taegu Assembly, and
the result had been to set
forward the construction of a

as black as ink, and the
strange light in her eyes grew
stronger every day.

To the West, hundred
thousand miles,/The devils
are turning back,/Fire on
their tajls, bells on their
ears,/Jingle-jangle, jingle-
jangle,/Here you go, you
devils. Off you go'./lf you
do not go,/I’ll shut your
offspring generation after
generation/Into the fifty

fathoms’ clear water, Um
tree curtain, iron cauldron
and white ’ horse skin./Off
you go, dirty deyils!"

Every day she chanted the
same stuff and beat her bells
and gongs,
If a neighbor visited her

with a few cups of wine, and
said. “Mo-wha, how are you
getting over the sorrow of
losing your son?," she would
simply say,
"My son was stolen away

by the Jesus Devil," and give
a sigh.

“When will poor Mo-wha
take another rite?" Some peo-
ple expressed their pity in
this way. judging Mo-wha to

be completely deranged.
It was at about this time

that' the rumor came that
Mo-wha's last ceremony was
going to take place.

The daughter-in-law of a
wealthy family in the town
had thrown herself into a
pool called Yaiki-so, and it

was said that Mo-wha had
accepted two suits of silk, and
had specially agreed to hold
a rite. It was also rumored

*

that Mo-wha intended, at the
same rite, to open the lips
of her daughter Nang-i.

"Ha, we will see if the
Jesus Spirit is true, or the
Divine Spirits are true" —
this is what Mo-wha was re-
ported to have said.
People crossed the hills and

the rivers and gathered
together with wondering awe
and expectation.

On the northwest side of
the sandy shore where the
ceremony opened, the bluisn-
black water of the pool, deep
with secrets and grievances,
quietly flowed round the

bend. (It was said that the
water here was deep enough
to swallow a whole reel of
silk, and there was a legend
that every year one person
was destined to fall in and
die there.)

On the sandy shore, many
sellers of, toffee and of rice
cakes, wine shops and eating
places set up under tents or
encircled by mats, babbled
away, while at the center of
it all, under the big canvas,
the rite itself was under way.
Beneath the canvas, lanterns
decorated with coloured tas-
sels of blue, red, green, white
and yellow hung here and
there like flowers, and under
the lights were laid out the
tables of offerings: the table
for the Guardian Spirit of
the place, with a whole rice-
cake in its earthen steamer,
wine in a big earthen Jar,

full to brim, and a whole cook-
ed pig; the table for Chae-
suk, with piles of rice grains,
coils of thread, skewers of
dried persimmons, and soya-
bean curd: the table for the
Mlruk Buddha on which were
fruits of three colours, white
steamed rice cake with side-
dishes of vegetables, meat-
less soup, salted fish, and
fried honey biscuits; the
Mountain Spirit’s table with
twelve kinds of mountain
vegetables: the Dragon-king's
table with twelve kinds of
sea-food: the tabel for the
"back-street spirits" with one
plateful of every kind of
food: the table for Mo-wha
herself, with just a bowl of
water, and apart from these,
several tables, big and small,
with offerings for other spi-

come upon her!"
Straight away, other women

added.
"That's right, she is pos-

sessed by Mrs. Kim. Just look
at that face so sadly serene
and calm; did Mo-wha her-

|

self ever look as beautiful I

as that? Undoubtedly, she's l

clothed with Mrs. Kim!"
These whispers went on,

while in another place talk I

spread that tonight lfang-1
might really recover her
speech, and in another,
rumors that, whoever the 1

father might be, Nang-i was
pregnant . . . Anyway, these
women all shared a vague be-
lief that by tonight's ritual,

all these rumors would be
cleared up.
Mo-wha recited for some

time the story of Mrs. Kim's
life from the first day of her
birth to her death by dsow-
ning, and then fluttered up
and down in a dance to the

j

sticks, flutes and fiddles of '

the minstrels. Her voice
sounded more mournful than

!

ever before, and her body 1

floated as if, without flesh
or bone, it had changed into

the very rhythm itself . .

.

The watching women, as if

drunk, as if unconscious,
matched their heaving breath
to the fluttering edegs of Mo-
wha's kweja. The hem of her
kweja seemed to flutter to

the rhythm of her breathing.
Having received upon her-
self the rancorous soul of
Mrs. Kim, Mo-wha’s breath-
ing, soaked in grievance,
seemed to have swallowed up
the slowly moving stars of
heaven, just as did the waters
of Yaiki-so. that carrying its

secrets, flowed quietly round
the bend.

It was about midnight.
They said that the soul had
not yet been caught. Many
a time, the acolytes and minor
witches had thrown into the
water a rice bowl attached to

the cord of invitation-for-the-
dead, but as the bowl had
come back without a thread
of the dead woman's hair in-
side it, it seemed to indicate,
they said, that Mrs Kim was
not reponding to the invita-

tion.

One of the minor witches,
with a worried look, put her
mouth close to Mo-wha’s ear,
and said,

"We haven't even ' caught
her soul — what shall we
do?”

Without the slightest sign
of haste, but rather as if to
say, "this is as it should be."
Mo-wha held the tabula of
the dead and entered the edge
of the water.

The acolyte who was hold-
ing the cord-of-invitation
kept scooping up the water .

with the bowl here and there
according to where the tabula
pointed.

“Arise/ Arise!/Thirty-
three year old Mrs. Kim of
Wolsong, wife of the great
master,/When you were
bom with a loud cry,/Pray-
ers were offered to the
Seven Stars."

Mo-wha, stirring the water
with the tabula, called the
soul of the dead with a voice
that choked with genuine
emotion:

"Bom like a flower open-
ing,/Brought w like jade,/
Both parents still living,

Jfer little child still lying,/

When she jumps into the
water/Even i the Dragon-
king turns away his face./
Her spread skirt /loots on
the water —/Should she be
on the lotus plate?/The
rich bundle of her hair —

/

Should it scatter to become
water spirits?"

Following the tabula, Mo-
Wha gradually went deeper
and deeper into the water. As
her clothes soaked in the
water, one flaj? of her skirt
wound round her body, while
the oilier bobbed on the sur-
face. The black water swallow-
ed her waist, her breast, and
still rose higher.
As her voice grew weak

and distant, her chant began
to wander:

"Let me go! let me go!/
Let’s share the sadness of
parting with dew-clear
wine./Call me, call me, my
sister, please call me'./When
spring comes, and the
peaches blossom on this
bank,/My daughter Nang-i,
dressed all in white,/Please
ask after me /To the first
branch, ask how I am,/To
the second, ask ..."

At this point, Mo-wha’s
body, along with the chant,
was completely swallowed up
by the water. At first the
hem of her kweja showed,
but the next moment it was
gone, and only the tabula
turned in circles on the sur-



ner to pertorm on exorcism,

she usually refused, on the
pretext that her child was
sick.

And so, in ones or twos,

people begun to say that the

effect of Mo-wha's rites and
exorcisms was not as wonder-
ful as before.
At about this time, also, in

the district, a small church
building was put up and, a

missionary arrived. In this

way. lifte Are in a wind, it

spread through all the area.

From the church in the town,

mission teams were sent out

to every village, and so even
in Mo-wha's village the

“gospel" was preached.

tune-tellers is a sin against
the one and only most holy
God the Father." When the
"Jesus Devils" blew their

trumpets and beat the drums
and slandered her, Mo-wha,
all alone, sounded her cym-
bals and beat her gong:

"Fire on your tails and bells

on your ears, jingle-jangle,

jingle-jangle, off you go de-
vils, go to the Western hund-
red thousand miles."

This was how she would re-

Uk-i's illness continued
through the autumn, and from
the beginning of the winter
it became visibly worse. Of-
ten with a voice that trembl-
ed as if her heart were melt-
ing, Mo-wha would say,

"My darling little thing,

how can you be like this?
After coming such a long long
way to see your mother, what
a state to be in."

As she held his hand and
wept. Uk-i would quietly say,

"Mother, don't worry too
much. When I die I know 1

will go to our Father."
When lie was asked if there

was anything he wanted, he
quietly turned his head away.
But when his mother was out,

and lie was alone with Nang-i,
he would sometimes take her
hand and say.

"Dear fathers, and mothers,
brothers, and sisters, we must
give thanks to God for bring-

ing us together. God, he
made us. He loved us dearly.

And all of us are sinners. In

our hearts there is nothing
but evil and wickedness. But
for us Jesus was nailed to

the cross, and so through
faith in Jesus Christ we re-

ceive salvation. We will sing

hymns with joyful hearts We
will offer prayers to God.”
Having a look at the Ameri-
can missionary, with his blue

eyes and his nose that stuck

out like the blade of a knife,

was said to be more exciting

than having a look at a mon-
key.
"And it doesn't cost a

penny! Let's go!"

The village people came in

flocks. Mrs. Yang, the wife

of the assistant that came
with the missionary, who was
the grand-son-in-law of the

cousin of old Mr. Bang of the

village, visited every house,

saying:
"To believe in a witch or

a blind fortune-teller is a sin

against the one only true,

and most, holy God, our
Heavenly Father. What power
has a witch got? Look here!

Don't witches bow down and
pray even to a rotten old

tree, or a stone Buddha that

can neither hear nor see?

What power has a blind for-

tune-teller got? When he him-
self can't see what's in front

of him, and has to feel his
^ ^

way with a stick, how can pasto*J. Hyun. whom he had

s

h
Jht?We

“> »!"»> '

the one and only God the

Father. And God the Father
has said, 'Put no other Gods
before me.'

"

From here, there followed
endlessly the story of God
the Father's only son Jesus
Christ healing those possess-

ed by all kinds of devils,

lepers, cripples, the dumb and
the deaf, and the story of his

being nailed to the cross, com-
ing alive again on the third

day. and ascending into

heaven.
Mo-wha would laugh scorn-

fully and
little devils

said, "Mo-wha, how are you
getting over the sorrow of

losing your son?," she would
simply say,
"My son was stolen away

by the Jesus Devil," and give

a sigh.

“When will poor Mo-wha
take another rite?" Some peo-
ple expressed their pity in

this way, judging Mo-wha to

be completely deranged.
It was at about this time

that' the rumor came that
Mo-wha's last ceremony was
going to take place.

The daughter-in-law of a

wealthy family in the town
had thrown herself into a
pool called Yaiki-so, and it

was said that Mo-whn had
accepted two suits of silk, and
had specially agreed to hold

a rite. It was also rumored

'

that Mo-wha intended, at the
same rite, to open the lips

of her daughter Nang-i.
"Ha, we will see if the

Jesus Spirit is true, or the
Divine Spirits are true" —
this is what Mo-wha was re-

ported to have said.

People crossed the hills and
the rivers and gathered
together with wondering awe
and expectation.

On the northwest side of
the sandy shore where the
ceremony opened, the bluish-

black water of the pool, deep
with secrets and grievances,
quietly flowed round the

"If only I had a Bible..."
In the spring of the next

year, three days before Uk-
departed from the world,

turned up from Pyongyang.
When Pastor Hyun. led by

Mr. Bang’s cousin’s grandson-
in-law, Assistant Yang, enter-
ed the yard, the desolate
scene and the sickening smell
of earth made him screw up
his face.

"Is Uk-i living in a place
like this?” he asked Mr. Yang.
As soon as Uk-i saw Mr.

Yang- coming in, his eyes lit

up, and he cried out twice,
"Pastor! pastor!"
Without words, Pastor

Hyun held Uk-i’s wasted
"Those poor hands. At once his whole face

was flushed with red, and
But as though she were numberless wrinkles showed

carrying their abuse and their up on his forehead, and round
curses in her bones she rang his eyes. As if to repress^ the
out her cymbals and struck rush of rising emotion, he
her going, she shrieked:

"Here! you devil, get

away,/You are the demon
that went begging in the
year of Gochuk in the time

of the Tang dynasty./How's
it that you don't recognize
Mo-wha?/ If you do not go
away, and stay on here,/
Within the fifty fathoms'
clear water,/Um tree cur-

tain, iron cauldron, and
white horse skin. I'll shut
your offspring generation
after generation, starve
them,/And never let them
out to see the sunlight
again,/Go you, devil at
once./With fire on your
trail, and bells on your
ears, /'jingle-jangle, jingle-

jangle'/Go off to the West,
like thunder, go to the
hundred thousand miles of
the West."

But not only did the "Jesus
Devils" certainly not retreat,
they steadily grew in num-
ber. Furthermore, in ones and
twos, those who in the old
days would have come
wha to ask for rites or ex-
orcism began to be caught by
the Jesus spirit. In the midst
of nil this, from Seoul, there
came down also a revivalist
pastor. It was said that he
had the power of healing sick-
ness by prayer, and all the
people of the district started
gathering. If he put his hand
on the sick person's head,
saying "This sinner, through
her sins is in terrible suffer-
ing," and offered prayers,
then women's menstrual
troubles, leucorrhaea. and so
on were usually able to re-
ceive "the washing away of
sin." and apart from this,
blind could see. the lame
walk, the deaf hear, the dumb
speak, and even the paralys-
ed and epileptic—according

'

while withremained for
his eyes closed.

Mr. Yang, as if to break
the tension of the silence,
opened his mouth:

"It is through the merits
of this young man that a
church has been established
so quickly at Kyongju."
He went, on to explain that,

Uk-i having appealed to
Pastor Hyun at Pyongyang,
Pastor Hyun, in response to

Uk-i's letter, had sent a strong
request to the Assembly of

Elders at Taegu. Meanwhile,
the Christians in Kyongju, in-

spired by Uk-i, had come
together and made contact
with the Taegu Assembly, and
the result had been to set
forward the construction of a
church with unusual speed.

Pastor Hyun, promising to
come again with a doctor, was
about to get up, when Uk-i

"Pastor, please get me a
Bible."

"Well, In the meantime,
Mo- have this one."

From his brief-case. Pastor
Hyun took out his own Bible
and gave it to him. Uk-1, tak-
ing the Bible, pressed it to
his heart and closed his eyes
and from his closed eyes hung
drops of dew.

In the yard of Mo-wha’s
house, as before, the weeds
were tangled and amongst
them crouched ancient frogs
and worms. All this time, Mo-
wha had hardly been out for
a rite: every day, alone among
the weeds in this old tumble-
down tiled house, she did no-
thing but sound her cymbals
and gongs. People said that
she was completely deranged.
In tiie kitchen she had hung

the degree of their faith — up bright rags of five colours,
all were said to be able to and flags made from Nang-i's
receive the "washing away of pictures. Eventually, forget-
•in." Women's sliver rings, ting to eat, her lips turned

bend. (It was said that the
water here was deep enough
to swallow a whole reel of

silk, and there was a legend
that every year one person
was destined to fall in and
die there.)

On the sandy shore, many
sellers of, toffee and of rice
cakes, wine shops and eating
places set up under tents or
encircled by mats, babbled
away, while at the center of
it all, under the big canvas,
the rite itself was under way.
Beneath the canvas, lanterns
decorated with coloured tas-
sels of blue, red, green, white
and yellow hung here and
there like flowers, and under
the lights were laid out the
tables of offerings: the table
for the Guardian Spirit of
the place, with a whole rice-

cake in its earthen steamer,
wine in a big earthen jar,

full to brim, and a whole cook-
ed pig; the table for Chae-
suk, with piles of rice grains,

coils of thread, skewers of
dried persimmons, and soya-
bean curd: the table for the
Miruk Buddha on which were
fruits of three colours, white
steamed rice cake with side-
dishes of vegetables, meat-
less soup, salted fish, and
fried honey biscuits: the
Mountain Spirit's table with
twelve kinds of mountain
vegetables; the Dragon-king's
table with twelve kinds of
sea-food: the tabel for the
"back-street spirits" with one
plateful of every kind of

food; the table for Mo-wha
herself, with just a bowl of
water, and apart from these,
several tables, big and small,
with offerings for other spi-
rits.

On this night, Mo-wha's
face had a purity and calm
not seen at ordinary times.
For a woman who had, as if

but yesterday, lost a son, and,
suffered every kind of abuse
and persecution from the
newly-arrived Christians, it

was almost incredibly calm
and serene, recalling her face
in the old days when she
had been accustomed to go
and pray in the hills on moon-
lit nights. She did not, as
before, behave flirtatiously in
front of people, or make a
fuss about the arrangements.
Even when she had looked
round at the splendor of the
offering tables, she did not
once show any sign of grati-
fication, but rather pouted her
lips as if sneering.

"The dirty bitches — Blink-
ing that it's enough just to
make a good job of the tables
..." she even let such sarcas-
tic remarks escape from her
lips. Thus, people in the
crowd began to whisper that
tonight she was being pos-
sessed by a new spirit. From
among them, one woman
suddenly said,

“Ah, the spirit and look
of the dead Mrs. Kira has

the very rhythm itself . .

.

The watching women, as if

drunk, as if unconscious,
matched their heaving breath
to the fluttering edegs of Mo-
wha's kweja. The hem of her
kweja seemed to flutter to

the rhythm of her breathing.
Having received upon her-
self the rancorous soul of
Mrs. Kim, Mo-wha's breath-
ing. soaked in grievance,
seemed to have swallowed up
the slowly moving stars of

heaven, just as did the waters
of Yaiki-so, that carrying its

secrets, flowed quietly round
the bend.

It was about midnight.
They said that the soul had
not yet been caught. Many
a time, the acolytes and minor
witches had thrown into the
water a rice bowl attached to

the cord of invltation-for-the-

dead, but as the bowl had
come back without a thread
of the dead woman's hair in-

side it, it seemed to indicate,

they said, that Mrs. Kim was
not reponding to the invita-

tion.

One of the minor witches,
with a worried look, put her
mouth close to Mo-wha's ear,

and said,

"We haven't even caught
her soul — what shall we
do?"

Without the slightest sign

of haste, but rather as if to

say, “this is as it should be."
Mo-wha held the tabula of

the dead and entered the edge
of the water.

The acolyte who was hold-
ing the cord-of-invitation
kept scooping up the water
with the bowl here and there
according to where the tabula
pointed.

"Arise! Arise!/Thirty-

three year old Mrs. Kim of

Wolsong, wife of the great
master,/When you were
born with a loud cry,/Pray-
ers were offered to the

Seven Stars."

Mo-wha, stirring the water
with the tabula, called the
soul of the dead witli a voice

that choked with genuine
emotion:

"Bom like a flower open-
ing,/Brought up like jade./
Both parents still living,

Her little child still lying,/

When she jumps into the
water/Even the Dragon-
king turns away his face./

Her spread skirt floats on
the water —/Should she be
on the lotus piale?/The
rich bundle of her hair —

/

Should it scatter to become
water spirits?"

Following the tabula, Mo-
wha gradually went deeper
and deeper into the water. As
her clothes soaked in the
Water, one fla^ of her skirt

wound round her body, while
the otiier bobbed on the sur-

face. The black water swallow-
ed her waist, her breast, and
still rose higher.

As her voice grew weak
and distant, her chant began
to wander:

"Let me go! let me go!/
Let’s share the sadness of
parting with dew-clear
wine./Call vie, call me. my
sister, please call me!/When
spring comes, and the
peaches blossom on this
bank,/My daughter Nang-i,
dressed all in white,/Please
ask after v\e:/To the first

branch, ask how I am,/To
the second, ask ...”

At this {Joint, Mo-wha's
body, along with the chant,
was completely swallowed up
by the water. At first the
hem of her kweja showed,
but the next moment it was
gone, and only the tabula
turned in circles on the sur-

face of the water and then

floated away down the stream.
About ten days had pass-

ed. When the slightly-built

man who was known to keep
a roadside sea-food shop by
the Eastern coast arrived with
his donkey. Nang-i, still not
recovered from her illness,

lay in bed with sunken eyes.
• The man was about to feed
her with some rice gruel.

"Da. . .daddy,"

On seeing her father, Nang-
i called out like this. Whether
or not Mo-wha's last cere-
mony (as prophesied by the
rumors) had worked a miracle,
the sound of her voice was
more clear and audible than
ever before.
Another ten days passed.
"Get on here."
The man pointed at the

donkey.

Silently Nang-l climbed on
to the donkey as her father
directed.

After they had departed, no
one ever came to that house,
and at night, amongst the
tangle of weeds, only the
mosquitos swarmed and buz-
zed together.

(Concluded)
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Books of The Times

The Education of a Shaman
By ROGER JELLINEK

A SEPARATE REALITY. Further Conversations
with Don Juan. By Carlos Castaneda. 317
pages. Simon and Schuster. $6.95.

When Carlos Castaneda’s first book,

“The Teachings of Don Juan,” came out

from the University of California Press

in 1968, the few reviews it received Were

enthusiastic about its literary quality but

somewhat wary of its subject. The book

has since become an underground best sel-

ler in its Ballantine paperback edition. Its

vivid evocations of the hallucinogenic vi-

sions that Castaneda experienced in his

apprenticeship to a Yaqui Indian shaman in

northwestern Mexico appealed particularly

to the hippie drug and guru culture.

But Castaneda’s deliberate withholding

of his personal interpretation (except for a

dutifully appended “structural analysis”

that is almost a parody of academic pro-

cedure) seemed to many reviewers to make
the book unnecessarily enigmatic and even
irresponsible; and it undoubtedly permitted

faddish drug users and other romantics to

find a pleasing and uncritical confirmation

of their sentimental fantasies. In the intro-

duction to his new book Castaneda explains

that “the system I recorded was incom-
prehensible to me, thus the pretense to

anything other than reporting about it

would be misleading and impertinent ... I,

as the perceiver, recorded what I perceived,

and at the moment of recording I en-

deavored to suspend judgment.”

‘Nonordinary Reality’

Castaneda wrote the first book as an
academic observer (he was a Ph.D. candi-

date in anthropology at U.C.L.A.). A com-
pulsive note taker, he tried to write down
exactly what he heard and saw as Don
Juan introduced him to the discipline of

knowledge of what Castaneda calls “non-
ordinary reality.” He did not feel irrevoca-

bly committed to Don Juan, and when the
experiment came to a terrifying crisis and
temporary breakdown, a shaken Castaneda
withdrew from the apprenticeship. But he
continued to visit Don Juan, and three

years later in 1968 he was once again
mysteriously and forcefully persuaded that

he still had a vocation as a shaman. It is

this new cycle that Castaneda describes in

this book.

Don Juan, who was always certain that

Castarfeda would return to his vocation,

sets himself to teach him how to become
a “man of knowledge.” His disciple learns

the distinction between looking and seeing,

a kind of total perception of “a separate

reality.” He will use this power of seeing

to gain knowledge of another cosmos. This

will at first require the mediation of drugs,

but gradually it will be a matter of will.

Don Juan warns Castaneda that each
glimpse of this knowledge makes him
highly vulnerable to forces that can kill

him, if he does not obey his instructions
and learn how to control them. Until he
can, Don Juan urges Castaneda to take the
“warrior’s way,” clear himself of conflicts,

avoid indulgence of his partial knowledge,
temper his will, objectify his life and live
it strategically, aware that death is his
partner, and yet be indifferent to it.

It ^unds grimly ascetic. But Don Juan

assures Castaneda that, “There’s no empti-

ness in the life of a man of knowledge, I

tell you. Everything is filled to the brim.”

A man of knowledge plays. He “lives by
acting ... he chooses a path with heart

and follows it; and then he looks and re-

joices and laughs; and then he sees and
knows . nothing is more important than

anything else.” A man of knowledge is free.

He “has no honor, no dignity, no family,

no name, no country, but only life to be
lived.” Don Juan, in his 70’s, has been a

man of knowledge at least 50 years.

Elicits Consistencies

Castaneda takes up the challenge of the

warrior’s way, and once again describes

a sequence of amazing visions, bewildering

encounters with other shamans and fearful

confrontations with powers that he can

barely comprehend. Though his vocation

is obviously favored by the powers that be

—to the continued astonishment of Don
Juan, whose own path was far more dif-

ficult—Castaneda often despairs as he

struggles against “the encumbering weight

of my reason.” The cycle comes to an end
as he reaches an impasse, but Don Juan
only tells him, “You are going to change
directions, and you’ll break your chains.”

One can’t exaggerate the significance of

what Castaneda has done. He is describing

a shamanistic tradition, a prelogical cultural

form that is no-one-knows how old. It has

been described often—Mircea Eliade’s 1964

survey of shamanism around the world has

a bibliography of some 50 pages. But it

seems that no other outsider, and certainly

not a “Westerner,” has ever participated

in its mysteries from within; nor has any-

one described them so well. An alien adven-

turer stumbling on a Christian communion
rite might be forgiven if he did not pay
attention to the niceties of transsubstantia-

tion and drank the wine in one gulp, as-

suming that his ecstatic inebriation was the

point. But Castaneda understood his oppor-
tunity; he did not try to validate what he
found by imposing his own rational cate-

gories, but instead tried to elicit the inter-

nal consistencies, the grammar of Don
Juan’s language.

“A Separate Reality” is extraordinary in

every sense of the word, and much more
than a sequel. While it has the same intel-

ligent modesty, graceful modulation and
narrative skill as the first book, Castaneda
here abandons his frustrating reticence. As
he comes closer to Don Juan in his struggle

through his mystical obstacle course, their

relationship takes on another dimension.

The book ceases to be simply phenome-
nological reportage. The anthropologist’s

rescue of an alien language from oblivion

becomes a moving persona! quest, an auto-

biography. At the end Castaneda decides

that he can take notes no longer.

“I sat in a state of alertness I have never
experienced before. It was a state of

thoughtlessness, perhaps comparable to not
caring about anything. The world seemed
to be, during that time, in a strange bal-

ance; there was nothing I could add to it

and nothing I could subtract from it.’’ An-
thropology’s loss has become literature’s

prize.
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Tree, Ro,ck Spirits of Various Origins

Death Before Sixty Means

Unsatisfied Spirits to Settle
Following is the second in a

series of articles written by
George M. Patton, who works
with the Presbyterian Medical
Center in Chonju, Cholla Pukto.
— Ed.

By GEORGE M. PATTON

It is not unusual to see, In

some Korean villages, a large

tree with an altar at its foot.

On at least

some of these
altars sacrifi-

ces are offer-

ed to seme de-

mon c>r anoth-
er. Which de-

mon is, or was
in the past,

worship-
ed there is not the same from
village to village. Most frequent
ly the demon is either the local

area god (su-ho-shin =:

or a tree demon (mok-shin =
(-T-dl ). In some villages a large

rock is the object of worship,
rather than a tree.

I think that we need to pause
here and (as Nixon says) make
one (or so) thing(s) clear. When
I use words like “worship,”
“god,” “soul,” “spirit,” “de-

mon,” “witch” and the like; I

am using an English word that
I think is something like the

Korean word.

Really, the Korean and Eng-
lish words do not match. This
can be illustrated by the follow-

ing statements, which are all

true. Koreans have three souls.

Koreans have two souls only.

Koreans have only one soul.

Koreans do not have a soul.

As the Korean language has
no word that means soul, the

last statement is true. If you
substitute a Korean word or
words for soul, one of the other

statements will be true; vary-
ing with the monk or mudang
you ask, and with the words
you use. This is also true of

many of the other terms I will

be using.

When I say a tree or rock is

worshiped, this statement may
be untrue ... it not only varies

with the village but also with
what you mean by worship.

According to Bishop, in her
book: (Korea and Her Neighl
bors), the souls of all who die

before 60 years of age cannot
go to heaven or hell, and so
take up residence in a tree. I

understand that this spirit is

called a mok-sal ) and is

always a bad demon.

Developed in Trees

Maybe, the difference in the

mok-sal and the tnok-shin is

that the first is always a spirit

of a man and is always evil,

and the second may be a spirit

that developed in the tree as

it grew old and is neither good
nor evil . . . but may be evil if

not sacreficed to, or good if

sacrifice is given.

Sometimes one of the above
two spirits acts as a protector

to a certain tree. Needless to

say, he- who cuts so much as a

limb from one of these trees

is in trouble. Osgood (in his

book: The Koreans and Their
Culture) says that it is believ-

ed by some that cutting a tree
over 300 years old will bring
death to the cutter. It is not un-
usual, even today, for some old

woman in a village to complain
when a man of the village cuts

a dead limb from an old tree
of the village.

There are a few special tree
demons that should be mention-
ed: (1) the “ko-tae-mok” (old
big tree) is the body of a moun-
tain god ( 4H1). (2) A ka-jang-
kui ( ) is a hungry demon
that develops when a tree forks
(or splits) (I am not sure
which). (3) The chol-ryun-tae-
gam ( -Srh) # ), which is a
god that lives in the jujube
tree.

As you can see, the tree may
be a god (body of a god), or
the home of a god, or some-
thing a god sticks .to. Some be-
lieve that the demon can leave
the tree, and others say that
it cannot leave the tree.

Trouble Caused

If one thinks that the spirit

may come out of the tree and
cause trouble, he may try to

keep the demon in the tree. If

the demon is evil, then he will

surely hate “keep-away-rope”
(-fHr ), therefore, if this left-

twisted rope is put around the

tree the demon will stay inside.

The tree demon, being a
“wood demon” hates fire (as
fire will burn him up) so, if

red earth ( :%>--E.) is spred
around the tree, he will not
come out for fear of burning
up. Red earth symbolizes fire

(a yang element) and the de-

mons are um (of um-yang). As
you um-yang experts know,
yang will neutralize um (and

vice versa), and no good um-

demon wants to'be neutralized.

Of course, this does not mean
that when you see a tree with
keep-away-rope around it, that

that tree contains an evil de-

mon. This rope and red earth

are used to protect a holy tree

from dirty humans and dirty

spirits. These things only keep-

evil from passing, and the evil

can be inside or outside the
rope. Usually it is outside.

As I have already said, the

souls of those who die young
(before 60) take up residence
in trees (sometimes), and tins

is especially true of those who
die of disease, by the roadside,

or of a woman w h o died in

childbirth. All of the above
deaths are the results of punish-
ment by demons given to a per-

son who “sinned” against a de-

mon (or heaven) in this life or
in a previous life.

Also, when one was killed by
a tiger (Clark’s book) and de-

voured in whole or in part, the

family of the dead one selected

a tree to be a home for his

spirit and a mudang was railed

to “enshrine” him
cording to Bishop,
(tiger-killed) was given as a

sacrifice, cakes, wine, and dog.

meat. Other spirits of the dead,
in trees, were given cakes,
wine, and pork.

Special Treatment

This special treatment, given
to the souls of those Killed by
tigers, was, no doubt, to pre-

vent the spirit from becoming
a chang-kui. The chang-kui

0<H1 ) is the demon-soul of

one eaten by a tiger.

The cat-spirit, of the tiger,

captures a soul and the soul

has to run with or before the
tiger and help him find more
victims to kill and eat.

Some say that the next vic-

tim of the tiger, replaces the

soul (chang-kui) who was help-

ing the tiger, and the first soul

goes to ' heaven, and the new
chang-kui runs with the tiger

to find a victim to take h i s

place. Others say the tiger may
have many chang-kui. The
chang-kui is also known in Chi-

na and called ho-chang (Korean
spelling). The “ho” is a demon
that sticks to tigers. I do not
know if the tiger has only to

kill a person to capture h i s

spirit or also to eat him. It

may be that only those eaten
by the tiger become chang-kui
and those who are killed, but
not eaten, become young-son
(3 hi ).

To protect yourself from
tigers, say, “tu oh,” and they
will stay away. A cu-oh ( -f- °1

)

is a creature that destroys
tigers, and the sound of its
name frightens tigers away.

Cat Not Allowed

In China, it is said, a cat is

r.ot allowed to come into the

room where a corpse is, for

fear that the cat may jump
over the corpse and impart to

the corpse a cat-spirit, thus
making the body into a ch-aing-

shih (a kind of vampire-like-
demon).
As most of you know, in Ko-

rean superstition, if a cat gets
under the floor of a house and
under the room where a corpse
is kept, the body will sit up.
These two beliefs are surely
related.

In old Korea, one of the tribes

buried their dead till the flesh

left the bones, the bones were
then dug up and put in a hol-

low tree. This may have some
relationship with the idea of

spirits living in trees.

It is said that if a village,

in the old days, was having
trouble from one of the evil

mok-sal that Uved in a tree

near the village, that the tree

was bound with left-twisted

rope (to keep him inside) and
offerings of counterfeit money
were put into the hollow places.

If there is sickness in the
village caused by this spirit,

then parts of the clothing of

the sick, along with the left-

twisted rope, may be put on
the tree.
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Lives in Fetish on Roof Beam

Various Ceremonies

Placate House Spirit
Following is the fourth and

last in a series of articles writ-
ten by Geo ge M. Patton, who
works with the Presbyterian
Medical Center in Chonju, Chol-
la Pukto.—Ed.

By GEORGE M. PATTON

About seventy years ago,
something like this might have
taken place. A bride traveling
from her father’s house to her
new home, might stop her ka-
ma, get out and leave a color-
ed rag, taken from her wedd-
ing outfit and ....

hang it on a
tree b y the

side of the
road.

This would
‘ not be just any
tree, but one
near a pile of

stones. Near
the tree and
pile of stones, may be small
shrine. These road-side thing
were all parts of a so nang-
dang H ), a shrine for lo-

cal demons.
The reason for this action by

the bride, may be to keep the
song-ju of her father’s homo
irom following her. Not for

fear of this demon, but because
if the demon leaves her father’s

house, then bad luck will come
to that house.
The scn-ju is not a bad de-

mon. He can cause both gGod
an dbad, but is wanted at the
house so that he will keep the
ready evil demons out.

In the English books, the
song-ju is sometimes refered to

oy other names, such as: rid-

epole god, spirit of the rid-

gepole, spirit of the house, good
and wise king, lord of the
castle, or grandfather and
grandmother of the ridgepole.

In the Korean language, he
may be called: -^^r,
2-, -34, -3 4 4, -Si, ^
idi, or dJ idl .

The song-ju is the chief de-

mon of the house. He is as-
sociated with the building, spe-
cifically the ridgepole, and not
with the area, (land around the
house or house lot) as this is

controlled by the toju (^ ^-)

or site god. This denion has a
fetish which is attached to the
ridgepole, usually in the living

room of the home.
This fetish may be attached

in one ceremony, after the
framework of the building is

workers eat the food th?t the
earth god has' left.

Some, on the day that they
move into the new home, may
kill a rooster, and spread its

blood on the house in order to

get rid of the evil demons (4
11 ).

On that day or later, a mu-
dang may be employed to bring
the song-ju into the house and
enshrine him there. Again, this

is done on a lucky day (a day
selected, by some method, that

is said to be lucky for such an
event).

Spirit! Transferee!

If the fetish has not been at-

tached to the ridgepole earlier,

it is attached during this cere-

mony. The mudang calls the

song-ju and with the aid of a

special wand, the song-ju-tae

(-3 "t* d] ) (said by some to be
used only on this occasion), the

spirit is transfered to the fetish

and enshrined there.

One will note that a wand,
stick, pole, tree limb or tree is

often used in calling a spirit.

This becomes more interesting

when we read about the sha-

mans in the countries north of

here.

The northern shamans use a

spirit tree to “climb to heav-

en,” and the sou's of th:se

shamans go to heaven or to

hell and talk with the spirits

there. The mudang of Korea
appears not to go in too much
for this sort of travel, but calls

the spirit to her.

These poles and wands of the

mudang seem to have a simi-

lar function to the tress of

the shamans in other countries.

That is, the spirit comes down
on the pole, and the pole is a

means of travel for spirit or

soul.

I understand that a pole call-

ed the song-ju-tae is also used
in the byol-shin-koot. The type

of wood that is used is impor-
tant, but varies with the use of

the wand or pole.

There are many demons in

the house, but of them the

song-ju is chief and rules over

the rest of them. Some say that

the threshold is the neck of the

song-ju, and to step on it would
make him unhappy. Others hold

to the idea that it is the neck
of the birth god ( dMi), and it

seems that the people of my
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is selected for this ceremony),
and later the song-ju may be
enshrined in a second cere-
mony.

Rice, in Envelope

This demon and his fetish
still exist in Korea today. Usu-
ally it is some rice in an “en-
velope”; note the two following
liscriptions:

(1) (G. H. Jones) “Sheets of

lrdinary paper and a bag of
"e containing as many spoon-
•'s of rice- as the owner is

:s old. . .
.”

\2) (C. A. Clark) “She (the
.udang) makes a rude sort
paper envelope, puts some

:e and money in it, soaks it

. wine, and, after appropriate
ceremonies, pastes it to the
side of the ridgepole where it

hangs all puffy with the en-
closed air. Dry rice is thrown
at it and if it sticks, it is con-
sidered a favorable sign.”

Not all ceremonies for the
ridgepole are also for the song-
ju. The kon-chuk-ue-ryoe (^1^-
21 31 ) is for the earth god (je-

shin).

It goes something like this:

After the construction workers
have put up the ridgepole, (no
doubt, on a luck day), a cere-
mony is held using such things
wine, rice-bread, dried po -

lack, white' paper, five-color
thread and old money.
The thread and money are

used to chase away the evil de-
mons (jap-kui). The earth god
breathes into itself the spirit
of the food and listens to the
kind words said to (and about)
him. After the ceremony the

opinion

Each year some new white
paper may be added to the
fetish of this demon, maybe re-

placing the old paper.
If the peace of the household

is disturbed, a ceremony may
be held to calm the household
god. This ceremony is the an-

taek-koot ( ^ x ) at which
the an-taek-kyong may be read
by a mudang as a part of her
koot (ceremony). In most (If

not all) ceremonies by a mu-
dang, a prayer (kyong) is read.
You may see part of two of

these prayers to the song-ju in

the fol'owing books: THE KO-
REANS AND THEIR CUL-
TURE, by Osgood, has a short
one used by a woman of the
house, it is simple and to the
point. In KOREA, ITS LAND,
PEOPLE AND CULTURE OF
ALL AGES, Chang Chugun
quotes part of a mudang’s pray-
er to the same demon, it is not
short but seems to cover the
subject well, even if it gets a
bit tiresome.

Uncleanness Entering

If some evil spirit or some
other uncleanness enters the
house the song-ju may become
offended and leave. If this hap- Sho^
pens, then he must be called whai
back; to do this a ceremony
called the song-jmba-je (

7-1 ) is held. I understand that
this ceremony is similar (or
the same) as the original en-
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shrining-in-the-fetish ceremony, days for this ceremony aA ceremony called song-ju-
choe ( -3 -f-Jil ) which is a sacri-
fice to the song-ju may be held
in October (lunar calendar) to
please the song-ju. The best

are mu-
o-il or o il. It seems to me that
those are the same days that
the ko-sa ceremony is held, and
I would not be suprised if the
two ceremonies are the same.
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\Fortune-TeIIers

On Rise
Fortune - tellers, witches

and phrenologists are in-
creasing by four percent
every year, according to sta-
tistics compiled by the Mini-
stry of Health and Social
Affairs.

The ministry yesterday
said the number of supersti-
tious persons in the nation
is 28,010, about a five percent
increase over 1969 and 30
percent increase over 1962.
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Another Two Main CImsifixations

4Family Spirit
9 ofBumper Crop

Reminiscent of Thanksgiving
Following is the third in a

series of articles written by
George M. Patton, who works
with the Presbyterian Medical

Center in Chonju, Cholla Pukto.

—Ed.

By GEORGE M. PATTON

In the first two articles I

have ta’ked about demons of

human origin, and have by no
means exhausted the informa-
tion on that subject, but toda

let us look at

some other

kinds of de-

mons.
There is a

male mudang
near Chonju,
by the name of

Pae, who clas-

sifies demons
in two groups: (1) the “t.ae-

song” (great holy) that origi-

nate from dead bodies, and (2)

the “yong-shin” ( -4 ) which
do not. I think Pae would call

the choi-sok ( dl 4 ) a kind of

yong-shin. (I know that the

“new” spelling would have it

“joe” rather than “choe,” but

I just could not spell it that

way.)

Some dictionaries say that

|

the choi-sok is a harvest god,

but I am not too sure that it

|

would not be better to refer to

it as fertility god; you will see

why.
Let us look at what Clark

has to say: (1) Choe-sok is the

Sakra of India. (2) In old times,

a choe-sok jar (an earthware
jar full of dry rice) was dedi-

cated to Sakra’s spirit, set on
a shelf (in the Korean home),
and v/orshiped periodically. (?»)

It was a good omen if the rice

swelled and overflowed the jar.

(Souring of the rice was a bad
omen.) (4) This worship was
not connected with Buddhism.

Sakra is a name for Indra,
a Brahmanistic god, adopted
by Buddhism as a protecting
spirit, which picked up the
name pronounced in Korean as
“chci-sok” as it came through

!
China.

The mudangs evidently got
the name from the Buddhists.

I understand that the sixth
act ( t\ z\ ) of a mudang’s
“thanksgiving” ceremony ( jf)
is called choi-sok, and that dur-

i

ing this act the mudang wears
a white Buddhist costume. This
act of the koot ( jjf ) is to cele-

|

brate the harvest god (especial-

j

3y the harvest of grain). The
mudangs have a fan, used in

this ceremony, no doubt, called

I

the sam-bul-choi-sok (three
Buddha choi-sok). The picture
on this fan looks like three In-

dian Buddhist monks holding
water lilys and bowls of grain
(rice?).

Equipment Supplied

If you go to the stores that
supply equipment for the mu-

|

dang (in Seoul, on Chong-no
across the street from the

!
YMCA) and ask for pictures
for your shrine, you will find
that there are ten that are
printed (so they cost less than
the hand-painted ones), and
one of them is the sam-bul-
choi-sok.

We may conclude that thi

is a popular god of the mudang
of today. This picture is c

more detail than the fan’s pii

ture, as some fans picture onl
. three monks sitting side b
side and lack the other item:

Now let us look at what
Bishop has to say (page 420 of

KOREA AND HER NEIGH-
BORS) on this subject. But first

let me point out that her in-

• formation on this page seems

a bit confused (mixing up the

“luck master,” “kitchen king,”

“seven stars,” and “Site mast-

er.”) and I hope the confusion

does not lap-over into the choi-

sok.
She says that the choi-sok is

the greatest of the family de-

mons (demons connected with

the family, rather than the
house or building site) and is

the grandfather of the san-chin-

choi-sok (same as sam-bul-

choi-sok?), the nativity demon.
“His fetish, unless it becomes
rotten or is accidently destroy-

ed, descends from father to

son.”
This statement, by Bishop

seems to refer to something
like that list of ancestors-to-

be-respected that a father gives

to his oldest son, but I really

don’t know what Bishop has in

mind.
Bishop continues, “He is the

demon of nativity, giver of

posterity, and is a triple de-

mon.” “He is believed to con-

trol all children up to the age
of four.”

Longing for Children

Now, 1 e t us look at Clark
(RELIGIONS OF OLD KOREA)
who says; The “Sam-shin” or

Three Spirits. This is the

Trinity formerly worshiped by
women who longed for children.

The Koreans say that these

gods “look over the shoulders

of little children” until they
are ten years of age. . .

It is evident that Bishop and
Clark are talking about the

same demons, and suggest that

the sam-shin and san-chin-choi-

sok are the same. Also that
choi-sok is connected with the
production of children as well
as rice; and maybe some slight

connection with ancestor wor-
ship.

Again let us pause and note
that there are two kinds of san-
shin in Korea. If the “san” is

a mountain, then san-shin is

the mountain god. If the san
is the Chinese character for
“product,” then the san-shin is

the Korean birth god.
In this article “san-shin” is

the birth god and I will call the
other “mountain god.”
The san-shin (or san-shin-hal-

mo-ne: birth god grandmother)
has to do with the mother and
child, there being no god of
this type having to do with the
husband. It protects the mother
and baby and sees to it that
the baby is beautiful and that
the mother recovers. It is

espcially honored during the
time of childbirth.

From the ceiling of the room
where the birth takes place is

hung, in the place of honor
), a mass of strips of

white paper, which is a “fetish”
for the san-shin. Offerings are
made of three bowls of rice
and three bowls of soup. I

think that this offering is good
evidence that the san-shm and
the sam-shin are one and the
same.

Ceremonial Defilement

Bishop says, “He (san-chin=
san-shin?) avenges ceremonial
sight by an expectant mother
defilement ( -f4 ) such as the
of a mourner or a dead object,

and outside the house where
there has been a -recent birch,

a notice warning visitors not
to enter is often put up on his
behalf.”

Osgood says that, in the area
of Korea he studied, three
small piles of red clay were
placed outside the door or gate
of the house. This was to keep
visitors away for three days.

It is my understanding that

most people use keep-away-rope
(left'twisted straw rope) to

keep people away. This may be
for three days or three weeks.
If red peppers are hung on the
rope, this means that the baby
is a boy. If charcoal pieces or
pine bows are hung on it the
meaning is that a girl was born
or that one of the farm animals
is giving birth. All visitors

should stay away, especially
those that were born unde-r the
same animal-sign as the baby.

Some recommend that for
seven weeks after the birth of

th baby, that the mother offer

rice and seaweed soup to the
sam-shin and prey for long life

for her baby and that her milk
should be rich. I understand
that for the sam-shin offerings
are made on straw spread out
on the floor, rather than' on a
mat or table. I do not know
the reason for the straw.

If the family is rich, a mu-
dang may be called to do a
koot for the sam-shin and ask
for the things that the mother
wants for her baby (see above),

Som-e consider the threshold

of the home to be the neck of

th san-shin and so one should
not step on it or sit on it. It

is said that if you sit, step, or
sleep with your neck on the
threshold you will loose your
fortune, die early, or your rice

field will be damaged.

Number of Names

There are a number of

names for this god: sam-shin-
-choi-wang, sam-shin-choi-sok,

sam-shin-song-choi, sam-shin,
sam-shin-ryong, sam-shin-hal-
mo-ne, san-shin, and san-shin-

hyongj (maybe even more).

G. H. Jones tells us that the

sam-shin determines the sex of

the child and the pain (or lack
of it) during childbirth. He also

said that visitors are kept away
in order to honor the sam-shin.
This god is represented by a
fetish consisting of a gourd and
a small bag of rice.

Bishop says that the san-
chin -choi-sok has several
fetishes, and that when he re-

cieves homage at the Triennial
Festival, the mudang puts on
the dress of an official.

Clark says that the sam-shin
usually live in a paper bag or
gourd containing rice and some
strips ot paper with writing on
them, placed there by the mu-
dangs.

During the time (three days
or three weeks) that the mother
and child are kept away from
visitors, no sunlight should
touch mother or child.

I am not sure we can deter-

mine the sex of this god as it

is refered to in places as “he”
and as “hal-mc-ne” (grand-
mother) in other places. In

pictures the sam-bul-choi-sok
appear to me to be males.

There is or was a pratice of

giving bread to people w h o

passed the home (passers-by)
on the seventh day after the
birth of a child; this practice
is called in-bu-shim ( Tl

Jr'tD.

One reference says that the
presence of the birth god is

indicated by white paper or

several pieces of straw cord.

I don’t know if the mo-shin
(god of mothers) has any rela-

tionship to the above or not.

Museum Interest
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Religion vs. Science~
(V, O if73

Shamans Still Seen in Cities
By ELISA JON

The war between religion

and science left the Church
of Europe and America badly
battered but still alive. Here
in Korea, the contestants and
their battle lines are differ-

ent and the outcome is still in

doubt.
With the proclamatoin last

month of a new national po-

licy based on “scientific”

thinking so as to eliminate
waste, inefficiency and boost
national productivity, the in-

fluence of traditional superna-
tural beliefs is sure to be re-

duced, though not eliminated.

After all, there are only an
estimated 4.3 million Chris-

tians in the Republic, compar-
ed to the claims of other “ie-

ligious” leaders that they have
the loyalties of 14.6 million
Koreans, according to the new-
est survey of Korea published
by the Dong-A Ilbo.

But this doesn’t include the

untold millions who belong to

no particular “church” but
still retain beliefs of one sort
or another in the supernatur-
al.

Whether belief is centered
on a diety represented by a

stone figure or the “spirits”

who are responsible for differ-

ent parts of the real world,

natural and social, the impact
of scientific thinking will like-

ly be quite limited on these

Koreans.

Even in the heart of Seoul,

there are individuals, mostly
middle-aged women, who make
their living by receiving fees

for exorcism. Highly secretive

about their rites and private

lives, these women are highly
trained in the centuries old

arts and lore of “drawing out”
the evils that lurk in the hu-
man soul.

Elsewhere they are called

shamans. Here they are call-

ed “mudang.” Though there is

some difference of opinion be-

tween scholars as to whether
a shaman and a mudang are
the same social phenomena,
for the same kind of person.

No accurate statistics are
available on the number of
mudang in Korea presently,
nor on the number of persons
Who pay for their services in

the course of a year. Mudang
collectively belong to no or-

ganizations, own no places of
assembly for themselves only
or schools or publications to

propagate their “beliefs.” Yet
they and their followers are

Korea Herald Photo

RITUAL DANCE — A shaman practises a dance to the

accompaniment of flutists to exorcise evil spirits in a

shaman temple in the outskirts of Seoul.

very much alive.

For the same reason that
astrology and other occult sys-

tems have come to be so po-

pular in America, the penetra-

tion of science into the Korean
mentality is not likely to very
deep or so strong as to usurp
the place occupied by mudang.
For science cannot really an-

swer the questions or find
solutioins to the problems that

most people are really preoc-

cupied with. . .who and when
shall I marry, how can I be,

come successful, what should

I do when faced with a loved

one’s death, sickness, etc., in

short, all the human questions

that unavoidably arise as life

rolls on.

As folklorist Yim Suk-jae
put it recently, Korean folk re-

ligion “is a method of utlizing

divine power in order to con-
trol the events of everyday
life.” Because of this mean-
ing, the coexistence of Bud-
dhism and Christianity with
folk religion w a s easily ac-

complished.
The mudang is that person

whose job is to exorcise the
evil that has taken over a sick
child’s body, a wretched vil-

lage’s economy or a young
man’s hopes. Becoming a mu-

dang is no simple matter.
In the Cholla provinces, if

a woman marries a man whose
mother is a mudang, she may
receive '“mudangship” from
her mother-in-law as a kind of

inheritance. The same applies

to a man whose mother-in-law
is a mudang.

In the central part of the

Republic, a serious illness

often precedes the transition

from a “normal” state of com-
munity membership to the

strange, awe-inspiring role of

a mudang. In cases where a
lengthy bedridden idleness or

a dream-wracked period of

wandering in t h e wilderness

(much like Jesus’ 40 days in

the desert) occurs, there is rea-

son to consult a professional

mudang.

If the ill person describes a

period of ecstasy, hallucina-

tions. strange or bewildering
dreams, a rite or “kut” is held

by the mudang to placate the

powerful spirit that has taken

over his or her body.
Afterward, realizing that he

or she can contact the spirit

world through a similarly ex-

cited state of consciousness,

the potential mudang is ready
to learn the techniques of ex-

orcism from a true mudang.

63 1945 Confer-
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been ascertained. Tliere is an unwillingness to speak to

foreigners on this topic, ancl inquirers may have been

purposely misled, but enough has been gained to make it

likely that further inquiry will l»e productive of very

valuable results .

1 The superstitions already mentioned,

however trivial in themselves, point to that which underlies

all religion, the belief in something outside ourselves

which is higher or more powerful than ourselves.

It is indeed asserted by many of the so-called educated

class that the only cult in Korea is ancestor-worship, aud

they profess to ridicule the rags, cairns, shrines, and the

other paraphernalia of daemon-worship, as the superstition

of women and coolies, and it is probable that, in Seoul at

least, few men of the upper class are believers, or patronise

the rites otherwise than as unmeaning customs which it

would be impolitic to discontinue ; but it is safe to say that

from the Palace to the hovel all women, and a majority of

men, go through the forms which, influencing Buddhism,

and possibly being modified by it, have existed in Korea

for more than fifteen centuries.

Without claiming any degree of scientific accuracy for

the term Shamanism, as applied to this cult in Korea, it is

more convenient to use it, the word diemou having come

to bear a popular meaning which prohibits its use where

good spirits as well as bad are indicated. So far as I

know, Shamanism exists only in Asia, and flourishes

1
I desire again to express my indebtedness to the Rev. G. Hebcr Jones,

of Chemulpo, for tlio loan of, and the liberty to use, his very careful aud

painstaking notes on the subject of Korean dremonism, nnd also to a paper

on The Exorcism of Spirits in Korea, by Dr Landis of Chemulpo. Apart

from the researches of these two Korean scholars, the results of my own

inquiry and observation would scarcely have been worth publishing.
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specially among the tribes north of the Amur, the

Samoyedes, Ostiaks, etc., as well as among hill tribes on

the south-western frontier of China. The term Shaman

may be applied to all persons, male or female, whose pro-

fession it is to have direct dealings with deemons, and to

possess the power of securing their good-will and averting

their malignant influences by various magical rites, charms,

and incantations, to cure diseases by exorcisms, to predict

future events, and to interpret dreams.

Korean Shamanism or Da-monism differs from that of

northern Asia in its mildness, possibly the result of early

Buddhist influence. It is the cult of da-mons not necessarily

evil, but usually the enemies of man, and addicted to

revenge and caprice. Though the Shamans are neither an

order, nor linked by a common organisation, they are

practically recognised as a priesthood, in so far as it is

through their offices that the da-mons are approached and

propitiated on behalf of the people. It is supposed that the

Shaman or wizard was one of the figures in the dawn of

Korean history, nnd that Da-monism in its early stage was

marked by human sacrifices. Shamans in the train of

royalty, and as a part of the social organisation of the

Peninsula, figure in very early Korean story, and they

appear to have been the chief, if not the only, “religious”

instructors.

One class among the Shamans is incorporated into one

of those guilds which are the Trades Unions of Korea, and

the Government has imposed registration on another class .

1

1 What is ti-uo in Korea to-day may be untrue to-morrow. One month

there was a police raid in Seoul npou the mu-tttinj or sorceri’s-ses, another

the sisterhood was flourishing
;
and so the pendulum swings

VOL. II Q
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There are now two principal classes of Shamans, the Pan-su

and the mu-tang. The Pan-su are blind sorcerers, and

those parents are fortunate who have a blind sou, for he is

certain to be able to make a good living and support them

in their old age. The Pan-su were formerly persons of

much distinction in the kingdom, but their social position

has been lowered during the present dynasty
,
though in

the present reign their influence in the Palace, and specially

with the late Queen, has wrought much evil. The chief

officials of the Pan-su Guild in Seoul hold the official titles

of Cham-pun 1 and Scung-ji from the Government, which

gives prestige to the whole body. In order to guard their

professional interests, the Pan-su have local guilds, and in

the various sections “club-houses” built out of their own

funds. The central office of the Pan-su guild in Seoul was

built and maintained by Government, and the two chief

officials of the guild hold, or held, juasi-offioial rank.

It appears that admission into the fraternity is only

"runted to an applicant on his giving proof of proficiency

in the knowledge of a cumbrous body of orally-transmitted

Shaman tradition, wisdom and custom, much of it believed

by the people to be 4000 years old, and embracing scraps

of superstition from the darkest arcana of Buddhism, as

well as fragments of Confucianism. The neophyte has to

learn of “the existence, nature, and power of dcemons,

their relations with man, the efficacy of exorcism through

a magic ritual, and the genuine and certain character of

the results of divination.” He must meditate on " the

1 Cham-pan is a title of officials of a certain rank in Government

Departments in Seoul, and might be rendered Secretary oi Department.

Seung-ji probably has the same meaning.
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customs, habits, aud weaknesses of every class in Korean
society, in order to deal knowingly with his clients. A
slight acquaintance with Confucianism must enable him
to give a flavour of learning to his speech, and he must
be well drilled in the methods of exorcisms, incantations,

magic spells, divination, and the manufacture of charms

and amulets.”

The services of sorcerers or geomancers are invariably

called for in connection with the choice of sites for houses

and graves, in certain contracts, and on the occasion of

unusual calamities, sickness, births, marriages, and the

purchase of land. The chief functions of the Shaman are,

the influencing of demons by ritual and magical rites,

propitiating them by offerings, exorcisms, and the procuring

of oracles. In their methods, dancing, gesticulations, a

real or feigned ecstasy, and a drum play an important part.

The fees of the Shaman are high, aud it is believeef that,

at the lowest computation, Da-monism costs Korea two

million live hundred thousand dollars annually ! Iu order

to obtain favours or avert calamities, it is necessary to

employ the Shumans as mediators, and it is their fees, and

not the cost of the offerings, which press so heavily on the

pSOplli.

Among the reasons which render the Shaman a necessity

are these. In Korean belief, earth, air, and sea are

peopled by da-mous. They haunt every umbrageous tree,

shady ravine, crystal spring, and mountain crest. On
green hill-dopes, in peaceful agricultural valleys, in grassy

dells, on wooded uplands, by lake and stream, by road and

river, iu north, south, east, and west, they abound, making

malignant sport out of human destinies. They are on
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every roof, ceiling, fireplace, hang and beam. They fill ti c

chimney, the shed, the living room, the kitchen—they are on

every shelf and jar. In thousands they waylay the traveller

as he leaves his home, beside him, behind him, dancing in

front of him, whirring over his head, crying out upon

him from earth, air, and water. They are numbered by

thousands of billions, and it has been well said that their

ubiquity is an unholy travesty of the Divine Omnipresence. 1

This belief, and it seems to be the only one he has, keeps

the Korean in a perpetual state of nervous apprehension, it

surrounds him with indefinite terrors, and it may truly be

said of him that he "passes the time of his sojourning

here in fear.” Every Korean home is subject to divmons,

here, there, and everywhere. They touch the Korean at

every point in life, making his well-being depend on a

continual series of acts of propitiation, and they avenge

every omission with merciless severity, keeping him under

this yoke of bondage from birth to death.

The phrase " diemon-worship ” as applied to Korean

Shamanism is somewhat misleading. These legions of

spirits which in Korean belief people the world, are of two

classes, the first alone answering to our conception of

diemons. These are the self- existent spirits, unseen

enemies of man, whose designs are always malignnut or

malicious, and spirits of departed persons, who, having

died in poverty and manifold distresses, ate unclothed,

hungry, and shivering vagrants, bringing untold calamities

on those who neglect to supply their wants. It is true,

however, that about SO per cent of the legions of spirits

are malignant. The second class consists also of self-

1 Rev. G. H. Jones.
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existent spirits, whose natures are partly kindly, and of

departed spirits of prosperous and good people, but even

these are easily offended and act with extraordinary

capriciousness. These, however, by due intercessions and

offerings, may be induced to assist man in obtaining his

desires, and may aid him to escape from the afflictive

power of the evil diemons. The comfort and prosperity

of every individual depend on his ability to win and keep

the favour of the latter class.

Koreans attribute every ill by which they are afflicted

to dsemoniacal influence. Bad luck in any transaction,

official malevolence, illness, whether sudden or prolonged,

pecuniary misfortune, and loss of power or position, are

due to the malignity of danuons. It is over such evils

that the Pan-su is supposed to have power, and to be able

to terminate them by magical rites, he being possessed

by a powerful diemon, whose strength he is able to

wield.

As an example of the modus operundi, exorcism in

sickness which is believed to be the work of an unclean

clteuion may be taken. The Pan-su arrives at the house,

and boldly undertakes the expulsion of the foul spirit, the

process being divided into four stages. 1

1. By a few throws from the tortoise divining box,

the sorcerer discovers the dicmon's nature and character,

after which he seeks for an auspicious hour and makes

arrangements for the next stage.

2. Gaining control of the diemon follows. The Pan-su

equips himself with a wand of oak or pine a foot and half

1 Tim detailed account is from notes kindly lent to me by the Rev.

G. H. Jones.
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long, and a bystander is asked to hold this in an upright

position on an ironing stone. Magic formulas are recited

till the rod begins to shake and even dance on the stone,

this activity being believed to be the result of the dromon

having entered the wand. At this stage a talk takes place

to test the accuracy of the divination of the diemon's name

and nature, and of the cause of the affliction. The Pent -si'

manages the questions so dexterously that a simple yes is

indicated by motion in the wand, while no is expressed by

quiesceuee. At this stage the dromon is given the choice

of quietly disappearing; after which, if he is obstinate, the

Pan-su proceeds to dislodge him.

3. The third stage involves the aid of certain familiars

of the Pan-su. A special wand, made of an eastern branch

of a peach tree, which has much repute in expelling

dromons, is taken, and is held on a table in a vertical

position by an assistant. The Pan-su recites a farther part

of his magic ritual, its power being shown by acute move-

ments in the wand in spite of attempts to keep it steady.

A parley takes place with the Chang-gun, the spirit who

has been summoned to find out his objects. He promises

to catch the Chang-hin, the malignant dromon, and after

preparations and offerings have been made he is asked to

search for him. The man who holds the wand is violently

dragged by a supernatural power out of the house to the

place where the Chang-lcun is. Then the Chang-gun is

supposed to seize him, and the wand -holder is dragged

back to the house.

4. A bottle with a wide mouth is put on the floor, and

alongside it a piece of paper inscribed with the name of

the unclean dromon, which has been obtained by divination
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and parley. The paper being touched with the magic

wand jumps into the bottle, which is hastily corked and

buried on the hill-side or at the cross-roads.

This singular form of exorcism has a long and un-

intelligible ritual, in the cases of those who can aflbrd to

pay for it occupying some days, and at greater or lesser

length is repeated daily by the Shamans throughout

Korea. It is usually succeeded by a form known as the

Ritual of Pacification, which takes a whole night. This is

for the purpose of restoring order among the household

dromons, who have been much upset by the previous

proceedings, cleaning the house, and committing it and its

inmates to the protection of the most powerful members

of the Korean dromoniacal hierarchy.

The instruments of exorcism used by the Pan-su are

offerings to be made at various stages of the process,

a drum, cymbals, a bell, a divination box, and a wand or

wands.

The Shamans claim to have derived many of their very

numerous spells and formulas from Buddhists, who on their

side assert that dromon -worship was practised in Korea

lon<r before the introduction of Buddhism, and a relic of

this worship is pointed out in the custom which prevails

in the Korean magistracies of offering to guardian spirits

on stone altars on the hills, pigs, or occasionally sheep, before

sowing time and after harvest, as well as in case of drought,

or other general calamity. This sacrifice is offered by the

local magistrate in the king's name, and though identical

in form with that offered to Hananim (the Lord of Heaven)

is altogether distinct from it. Most of the formula; recited

by the Shamans have the reputation of being unsafe for
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ordinary people to use, but in consideration of the possi-

bility of a great emergency, one is provided, which is

pronounced absolutely safe. This consists of fifty-six

characters which must be recited forwards, backwards, and

sideways, and is called “The twenty-eight stars formula.” 1

Divination is the second function of the Pan-su, and

consists in a forecast of the future by means of rituals,

known only to himself, associated with the use of certain

paraphernalia. This is used also for finding out the result

of a venture, or the cause of nu existing trouble, and for

casting a man's horoscope, i.e.
" The four columns of a

man's future," these being the hour, day, mouth, and year

of his birth, or rather their four combinations. This

horoscope is the crowning function of divination. In

these “ four columns ” the secret of a man’s life is hidden,

and their relations must govern him in all his actions.

When a horoscope contains an arrow, which denotes ill-

luck, the Pan-su corrects the misfortune by formula- used

with a bow of peach, with which during the recital he shoots

arrows made of a certain reed into a '* non-prohibited
”

quarter. One of the great duties of divination is to cast

the horoscope of a bride and bridegroom for an auspicious

day for the wedding, for an unlucky one would introduce

daemons to the ruin of the new household.

The great strongholds of divination are the “ Frog-

Boxes” and dice-boxes, manufactured for this purpose.

The frog-box is made like a tortoise, having movable lips,

and contains three cash, over which the Pan-su repeats a

1 “The twenty-eight constellations, or stellar mansions, referred to in

the Shu King, one of the Chinese classical books, showing the close con-

nection between Chinese ami Korean superstition."—W. C. II.
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very ancient invocation, which has been translated thus

:

“ Will all you people grant to reveal the symbols.” The

coins are thrown three times, and the three falls present

him with the combinations of characters, out of which he

manufactures his oracle. The second implement of divina-

tion is a bamboo or brass tube closed at both ends, but

with a small hole in one to allow of the exit of small

bamboo Splinters of which it Contains eight. The same

thing is to be seen on innumerable altars in China. Each

splinter has from one to eight notches on it, and stands

for a symbol of certain signs on that divining table 3000

years old, called the Ho-pai, which is implicitly believed

in by the Chinese. Two of these splinters give two sets

of characters, eight being connected with each symbol.

When the Pan-su has obtained these he is ready to evolve

his oracle.

Great reliance is placed on the charms which the Paihsu

make and sell. Probably there are few adults or children

who do not wear these as amulets. They are generally

made in the form of insects, or consist of Chinese characters.

They are written on specially-prepared yellow paper in

red ink, and are regarded as being efficacious against

illness and other calamities. Amulets are made of the

wood of trees struck by lightning, which is supposed to

possess magical qualities.
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daemon. Korean women hearing of the Christian Trinity

have been known to say that San Chin enables them to

understand the mystery ! He is believed to have the control

of all children up to the age of four. He avenges ceremonial

defilement, such as the sight by an expectant mother of a

mourner or a dead object, and outside a house where there

has been a recent birth, a notice warning visitors not to

enter is often put up on his behalf. He imposes on plebeian

mothers a period of seclusion for twenty-one days after a

birth, but for noble mothers one hundred days, for which

period the rays of the sun are rigidly excluded from both

mother and child.

Pa-mnl, the daemon of riches, is the Japanese Daikoku

and the British Mammon. He is worshipped in the

granary, and thanks are offered to him as well as petitions.

His fetish is a paste jar set up on two decorated bags of

rice. A man in Chemulpo, now a Christian, had a very

famous fetish, which was originally a jar of beans, but

these were changed into clear water, and a mysterious

improvement in the fortunes of the family set in from that

date, the jar becoming an object of grateful worship. One
day it was found broken and the water lost, and from that

time his fortunes declined.

Kol-lip is the daemon who takes charge of the external

fortunes of the family, and is also the mercury of the

household demons. His fetish is enshrined over the gate-

house, and consists of a mass of rubbish, old straw shoes

for wearing on his travels, cash for spiritual funds, and a

fragment of grass cloth for travelling outfit. There is also

the daemon of the gate whose fetish hangs over the entrance.

Dr. Landis has classified the Korean damons as follows:
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Spirits high in rank

1. Spirits of the Heavens. w

2. Spirits of the Earth.

3. Spirits of the Mountains and Hills.

4. Spirits of the Dragons.

5. Guardian Spirits of the District.

6. Spirits of the Buddhist FaitlT (?)

Spirits of the House

7. Spirit of the ridge-pole. This is the chief of all the spirits

of the House.

8. Spirit of goods and furniture.

9. Spirit dtemon of the Yi family.

10. Spirit of the kitchen.

1 1 . Attendant spirits of No. 9.

1 2. Spirits which serve one’s ancestors.

13. The Guards and servants of No. 9.

14. The Spirits which aid jugglers.

15. Spirits of goods and chattels, like No. 8, but inferior in

rank. *

16. Spirits of smallpox.

17. Spirits which take the forms of animals.

18. Spirits which take possession of young girls and change

them into exorcists.

19. Spirits of the seven stars which form the Dipper.

20. Spirits of the house site.

Various kinds of Spirits

21. Spirits which make men brave.

22. Spirits which reside in trees. Any gnarled shrub or mal-

formed tree is supposed to be the residence of one of those spirit-.

Spirits which cause persons to meet either a violent death or to die

young. Any one who has died before reaching a cycle (i.e. (JO years)

is supposed to have died owing to the inlluencc of one of these

spirits. It is needless to say that they arc all evil.

23. Spirits which cause tigers to eat men.

24. Spirits which cause men to die on the road.

I

)
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25. Spirits which roam about the house causing all sorts of

calamities.

26. Spirits which cause a man to die away from home.

27. Spirits which cause men to die as substitutes for others.

28. Spirits which cause men to die by strangulation.

29. Spirits which cause men to die by drowning.

30. Spirits which cause women to die in childbirth.

31. Spirits which cause men to die by suicide.

32. Spirits which cause men to die by fire.

33. Spirits which cause men to die by being beaten.

34. Spirits which cause men to die by falls.

35. Spirits which cause men to die by pestilence.

36. Spirits which cause men to die by cholera.

The belief in the efficacy of the performances of the

mu-tang is enormous. In sickness the very poor half

starve themselves and pawn their clothing to pay for her

exorcisms. Her power has been riveted upon the country

for hundreds, if not thousands, of years. The order is said

to date back 4000 years, and to have been called in China,

where it was under official regulations, mu-ham. Five

hundred years ago the founder of the present dynasty

prohibited mu-tang from living within the walls of Seoul

—hence their houses and temples are found outside the

city walls.

Women are not mu-tang by birth, but of late years it

has become customary for the girl children of a sorceress

to go out with her and learn her arts, which is tending to

give the profession a hereditary aspect. It is now recruited

partly in this fashion, partly from among hysterical girls,

and partly for a livelihood; but outside of these sources, a

daemon may take possession of any woman, wife, maid, or

widow ich or poor, plebeian or patrician, and compel her
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to serve him. At the beginning of the possession she

becomes either slightly or seriously ill, and her illness may

last four weeks or three years, during which time she

dreams of a dragon, a rainbow, peach trees in blossom, or of

a man in armour who is suddenly metamorphosed into an

animal. Under the influence of these dreams she becomes

like an insane person, and when awake sees many curious

things, and before long speaks as an oracle of the spirits.

She then informs her family that messengers from

Heaven, Earth, and the Lightning have informed her that

if she is not allowed to practise exorcism, they or their

domestic animals will die. Should they insist on secluding

her, her illness shortly terminates fatally. If a daughter

of a noble family becomes possessed, they probably make

away with her, in the idea that if madness takes this turn,

the disgrace would be indelible.

But things usually go smoothly, and on being, allowed

to have her own way the first thing she does is to go into

a vacant room and fill it with flowers us an offering to the

daemons. Then she must obtain the clothing and pro-

fessional paraphernalia of a deceased mu-tang. The clothing

may be destroyed after the danuon has taken full possession

of his new recruit, but the drums and other instruments

must be retained. After the possessions of the deceased

mu-tang have been bestowed on the new one who claims

them, she proceeds to exorcise such bad spirits as may be

infesting the donor’s house, so as to enable his family to

live in peace, after which she writes his name on a tablet,

and placing it in a small room invokes blessings on him

for three yearn.

After this ceremonial has been observed, the mu-tang,
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fully possessed by a diemon, begins to exercise her very

important and lucrative profession. Her equipment con-

sists of a number of dresses, some of them very costly, a

drum shaped like an hour glass, four feet in length, copper

cymbals, a copper rod, with tinklers suspended from it by

copper chains, strips of silk and paper banners which float

round her as she dances, fans, umbrellas, wands, images of

men and animals, brass or copper gongs, and a pair of

telescope -shaped baskets for scratching, chiefly used in

cases of cholera, which disease is supposed to result from

rats climbing about in the human interior. The scratching

sound made by a peculiar use of these baskets, which

resembles the noise made by cats, is expected to scare and

drive away these rodents.

The preliminaries of exorcism are that the mu-tang

must subject herself to certuin restraints varying from a

month to three days, during which time she must abstain

from flesh and fish, and must partially fast. Before an

exorcism ashes are steeped in water and the sorceress

takes of this, and sprinkles it as she walks round the house,

afterwards taking pure water and going through the same

ceremony.

The almost fabulous sums squeezed by the mu-tang out

of the people of Seoul are given in a previous chapter.

It will be observed that in Korea sickness is always

associated with damoniacal possession, and that the ser-

vices of the Pan-su, or mu-tang, are always requisitioned.

European medicine and surgery are the most successful

assailants of this barbarous and degrading system which

holds the whole nation, in many respects highly civilised,

in bondage, and the influence of botli as practised in con-
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nection with “ Medical Missions ’’
is tending increasingly

in the direction of emancipation.

It would be impossible to say how far the mu-tang is

self-deceived. In some of her dances, especially in one in

which she exorcises “ The diemon of the Yi family,” one of

the most powerful and malignant of the diemon hierarchy,

she works herself into such a delirious frenzy that she

falls down foaming at the mouth, and death is occasionally

the result of the frantic excitement.

The " Diemon of the Yi Family ” is invoked in every

district once in three years by the mu-tang in a formula

which lias been translated thus—" 0 Master and Mistress

of our Kingdom, may you ever exist in peace. Once in

every tlree years we invoke you with music and dancing.

Oh make this house to be peaceful.” If this malignant

spirit arrives at a house he can only be appeased by the

death of a man, an ox, or a pig. Therefore when the mu-

tang becomes aware that he has come to a house or

neighbourhood, a pig is at once killed, boiled, and offered

up entire—the exorcist takes two knives and dances a

sword-dance, working herself into a “fine frenzy, alter

which a box is made and a Korean official hat and robes

are placed within it, as well as a dress suitable for a palace

lady. The box is then placed on the top of the family

clothes chest, and sacrifices are frequently offered there.

This diemon is regarded as the spirit of a rebellious Crown

Prince, the sole object of whose diemon existence is to

injure all with whom he can come into contact.

A man sometimes marries a mu-tang, but lie is invari-

ably “ a fellow of the baser sort,” who desires to live in

idleness ou the earnings of his wife. If, as is occasionally
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with politics, science, and foreign news, which has 2000

subscribers. Seoul has also a paper, the Kanjo Shimbo,

or Seoul News, in mixed Japanese and Korean script,

published on alternate days, and there are newspapers in

the Japanese language, both in Fusan and Chemulpo. All

these, and the admirable Korean Expository, are the growth

of the last tliree years.

The faculty of combination, by which in Korea as in

China the weak find some measure of protection against

the strong, is being turned to useful account. This Kyci,

or principle of association, which represents one ol the

most noteworthy features of Korea, develops into insur-

ance companies, mutual benefit associations, money-lending

syndicates, tontiues, marriage and burial clubs, great

trading guilds, and many others.

With its innumerable associations, only a tew ot which

1 have alluded to, Korean life is singularly complex : and

the Korean business world is far more fully organised than

ours, nearly all the traders in the country being members

of guilds, powerfully bound together, and having the

common feature of mutual helpfulness in time of need.

This habit of united action, and the measure of honesty

which is essential to the success of combined undertakings,

supply the framework on which various joint-stock com-

panies are being erected, among which one of the most

important is a tannery. Korean hides have hitherto been

sent to Japan to be manufactured, owing to caste and

superstitious prejudices against working in leather. The

establishment of this company, which brought over

Japanese instructors to teach the methods of manufacture,

has not only made an end of a foolish prejudice, in the
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capital at least, but is opening a very lucrative industry,

and others are following.

As may be expected in an Oriental country, the ad-
ministration of law in Korea is on the whole infamous.

It may be said that a body of law has yet to be created, as

well as the judges who shall administer it equably. A
mixed Committee of Eevisiou has been appointed, but the

Korean members show a marked tendency to drop ofi’, and
no legal reform, solely the work of foreigners, would cany
weight with the people. Mr. Greathouse, a capable

lawyer and legal adviser to the Law Department, has been

able to prevent some infamous transactions, but on the

whole the Seoul Law Court does little more than administer

injustice and receive bribes. Of the two Law Courts of

the capital, the Supreme Court, under the supervision of

the Minister and Vice-Minister of Justice, and in which

the foreign adviser sits with the judges to advise 'in

important cases, is the more hopeful; yet one of the

most disgraceful of late appointments has been in connec-

tion with this department. The outrageous decisions, the

gloss bribery, and the actual atrocities of the Seoul Court

are likely to bring about its abolition, and I will not

enlarge upon them.

One of the most striking changes introduced into the

Seoul of 1S97 is the improvement in the prison, which is

greatly owing to Mr. A. B. Stripling, formerly of the

Shanghai Police*, who, occupying a position as adviser to

the Police Department, is carrying out prison reforms,

originally suggested by the Japanese, in a humane and

enlightened manner. Torture has disappeared from the

great city prison, but there were dark rumours that some
VOL. II t
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than the previous twelve years of his residence in the

country, and the three months of my last visit brought

something new every week.

On October 12th. 1897, the King, with solemn cere-

monies at the altar of Heaven, assumed the title of

Emperor, and afterwards announced that in future Korea

would be known as Dai Han, Great Han.

As a foil to so much that is indicative of progress, T

conclude this chapter by mentioning, on the authority of

the Governor of Seoul, that in January 1897 there were in

the capital a thousand mu-tang, or sorceresses, earning on

an average tifteeu dollars a mouth each, representing an

annual expenditure by that single city of a hundred and

eighty thousand dollars on dealings with the spir its, exclu-

sive of the huge sums paid to the blind sorcerers for their

services, and to the geomancers, whose claims on the occa-

sion of the interment of any one of rank and wealth arc

simply monstrous.

CHAPTER XXXVII

LAST WORDS ON KOREA

Tiie patient reader has now learned with me something
of Korean history during the last time years, as well Z
of the reorganised methods of government, and the educa-
tion, trade, and finance of the country. He has also by
proxy travelled in the interior, and has lived among the
peasant farmers, seeing their industries, the huckstering
which passes for trade, something of their domestic life

and habits, and the superstitions by which they are en-
slaved, and has acquired some knowledge of the official
and patrician exactions under whicli they suffer. He has
seen the Koreans at home, with their limpness, laziness,
dependence, and poverty, and Koreans under Hussiau
lule raised into a thrifty and prosperous population. He
can to some extent judge for himself of the prospects of a
country which is incapable of standing alone, and which
could support double its present population, and of the value
of a territory which is possibly coveted by two Powers.
Having acted as his guide so far, I should like to conclude
with a few words on some of the subjects which have been
glanced at in the course of these volumes.
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political disturbances which have disgraced Korea for

many years have not been conflicts of principle at all,

but fights for the Government position which gives its

holder the disposal of offices and money. The suspicious-

ness which prevents high officials from working together

is also partly due to the desire of every Minister to get

more influence with the King than his colleagues, and

so secure more appointments for his relations and

friends. The author of the Korean Dictionary states

that the word for work in Korean is synonymous with

“ loss,’’ " evil,” “ misfortune,” and the man who leads an

idle life proves his right to a place among the gentry.

The strongest claim for office which an official puts

forward for a protigi is that he cannot make a living.

Such persons when appointed do little, and often nothing,

except draw their salaries and “ squeeze ” where they

can

!

I have repeated almost ad nauseam that the cultivator

of the soil is the ultimate sponge. The farmers work

harder than any other class, and could easily double the

production of the land, their methods, though somewhat

primitive, being fairly well adapted to the soil and climate.

But having no security for their gains, they arc content

to produce only what will feed and clothe their families,

and are afraid to build better houses or to dress respect-

ably. There are innumerable peasant farmers who have

gone ou reducing their acreage of culture year by year,

owing to the exactions and forced loans of magistrates

and yang-bans, and who now only raise what will enable

them to procure three meals a day. It is not wonderful

that classes whose manifest destiny is to be squeezed,
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should have sunk down to a dead level of indifference,

inertia, apathy, and listlessness.

In spite of reforms, the Korean nation still consists of

but two classes, the Bobbers and the Bobbed,—the official

class recruited from the yang-bans, the licensed vampires

of the country, and the lla-in, literally “low men,” a

residuum of fully four-fifths of the population, whose
raison d'etre is to supply the blood for the vampires to

suck.

Out of such unpromising materials the new nation has

to be constructed, by education, by protecting the produc-

ing classes, by punishing dishonest officials, and by the

imposition of a labour test in all Government offices, i.c.

by paying only for work actually done.

That reforms are not hopeless, if carried out under

firm and capable foreign supervision, is shown by what
has been accomplished in the Treasury Department in

one year. No Korean office was in n more chaotic and

corrupt condition, and the ramifications of its conniption

were spread all through the Provinces. Much was hoped

when Mr. M'Leavy Brown accepted the thankless position

of Financial Adviser, from his known force of character

and remarkable financial capacity, but no one would have

ventured to predict what has actually occurred.

Although his efforts at financial reform have been

thwarted at every turn, not alone by the rapacity of the

King’s male and female favourites, and the measureless

cunning and craft of corrupt officials, who incite the

Sovereign to actions concerning money which are subver-

sive of the fairest schemes of financial rectitude, but by

chicane, fraud, and corruption in every department; by
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By Yun Yeo-cliun

Various nonsensical super-
stitions are still prevailing
in Korean society in the 20th
century when other countries
are readying to travel to the
moon by the aid of their ad-
vanced science.

It is a generally known
fact that prejudices are usu-
ally powerful in all under-
developed nations over the
world. Koreans — to some
extent — can’t be an excep-
tion to the rule yet.

Almost all Koreans dislike

to eat boiled eggs or “inyok-
kug” (seaweed soup) before
they take examinations. The
foods have been a taboo for
applicants for all kinds of

examinations.
Similar miscellaneous su-

perstitions are prevalent
throughout the nation, par-
ticularly in rural areas. The
under-educated rural resi-

dents usually call in a sha-
man instead of a doctor when
their family members are
taken ill.

But it is very interesting
that in Korean entertainment
circles, which they say are
sophisticated groups, super-
stitions are observed strictly.

The entertainment circles
including filmdom and show
business firms are tightly
bound up with many taboos
and jinxes which seem
strange to foreigners, or for
that matter even to Koreans.
Once a scenario is adopted

by a film producer a colossal
shamanistic service is usual-
ly held at the producer’s of-

fice room “to invoke God’s
blessing for a successful pro-
duction of the film.”
They spread a rush-mat on

the floor of the office room
and place a table on the
mat. Many offerings and sac-
rifices decorate the table.

•>

Korea Times Photo
A sorceress, wearing her colorful dress, makes a bow

before the tables on which many offerings are piled, chant-
ing spells to drive away departed spirits from the house.
Similar superstitious scenes are easily available in Korean
rural areas still now.

At first, a gigantic rice-cake

pot with one or more pig

heads on it is placed in the

center of the "table. Beside
the pot is laid a camera on
which several dried pollack

are piled up. In front of the

pot is located the scenario.

Rice wine barrels are placed
around the table.

When the offering is finish-

ed, all staff members and
cast of the film make “big
obeisances” toward the ta-

ble in turn. “Big obeisance”
is a difficult Korean style

bow that forces the bower to

nearly lie on his knees and
elbows. Particularly, produ-
cer and director of the film

make the laborious bows over
and over again to show their
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Is this.”
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sincerity to the intagible
spirit.

The producer’s wife is ob-
liged to boil the rice-cake or
to carry it to the office room
by herself because the effica-
cy of the service is said to be
increased by doing so.

When the film is finished,
and it is sent to a theater to
be released, three more rice-
cake pots are brought into
the theater for another ser-
vice there.

One pot is placed inside
the projector room in hopes
of preventing any possible
failure of the projecting ma-
chines; another inside the
ticket booth in desire of at-
tracting more customers;
and the remaining one in
front of the screen in expec-
tion of blocking any incidents
while the film is being shown
in the theater.

Korean filmdom has many
other taboos. If one would
whistle or open up his um-
brella in the producer’s of-
fice, he will instantly receive
from the producer a blow in
the cheek. The film business-
men believe thvt such kinds
of actions invite misfortune
for them.
They also knit their brows

if and when they would see
a blind man on their way to
location. However they beam
with joy if they would come
across a bier.

As far as Korean and Jap-
anese filmdoms are concern-
ed dogs, monkeys and snakes
are also taboo. Those anim-
als are seldom selected as
themes of films. The tenden-
cy has apparently originated
from the Japanese language:
dog in Japanese language
means “nothing,” and mon-
key means “disappear.”

Meanwhile, theater own-
ers who frequently sponsor
singer’s show, never call in
pregnant woman singers. It

is a taboo too. In addition,
they don’t shave, don’t take
a bath, don’t have their hair
cut and don’t cut their nails
and toenails during the per-
formance period on the
grounds that those actions
bring misfortune.
Korean filmdom can hardly

throw off its habituated ta-
boos in the near future un-
less the film businessmen
would stop relying upon fate
instead of their own efforts.
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Shamanism In Korea
with mountains, -a mountain
god was worshipped as the
principle deity of many vil-

Shamanism, as defined by
the Encyclopaedia of Religion
and Ethics, is a primitive reli-

gion of polytheism or polyde-
monism with strong roots in
nature worship, and gerneral-
ly with a supreme god over
all. While the Shaman exer-
cises certain priestly func-
tions, his main powers are
connected with healing and
divination. These he exercises
by virtue of his intimate rela-

tion with the supernatural
world. Certain spirits aid him.
possess him. are at his com-
mand. He has direct inter-

course with spirits, and actual
access to the spirit world.
With the aid of these, he ob-
tains knowledge superior to
that of the ordinary man, and
can drive out hostile spirits
or powers. Generally during
the exercise of his powers
an altered mental state is in
evidence.
This was written from the

standpoint of Siberian Shama-

nism, Korean Shamanism,
with some exceptions, is simi-
lar to this.

The original basis of the
Shamanism in Korea far
antedates the coming into Ko-
rea of any of the great reli-

gions. It has been enriched
and modified by the spirit
worship of Taoism and many
things taken from Buddhism.

In Siberia. there are
various classifications of
Shamans; the (Family Sha-
mans who serve only for oc-
casions either in their own
households, or in the com-
munal rites of the villages,
and the Professional ones,
who do nothing else; then the
Black Shamans, who do their
work with the help of the
evil spirits, and the White,
who cultivate the good, then
the Great, the Middling and
the Little Shamans; the male
and the female Shamans.

In Korea, there seem to be
family Shamans, although of

less permanence of function
than those in Siberia, and
there are also large numbers
of professional ones. There
are no classes definitely call-
ed Black and White, although
there are individuals who
seek to prevail by cultivating
evil spirits as there are those
who prefer to cultivate good
spirits. The blind men seem
to do the latter.

There are three unquestion-
ed classes of Shamans in Ko-
rea. the Mudang, the Paksu
(who are men, but do the
same work as the Mudang'
and the Pansu, or Blind Divi-
ners. Then there are the non-
professional village occasional
Shamans, also the Chigwan of
Geomancers. and the Ilgwan,
or selectors of favourable
days. This last-class is doubt-
ful. There is a class of blind
women fortune-tellers also,
called Yubok. They do not
hold Kuts like the Mudangs.
King Namhae, the second

ruler of Silla, built a shrine
to the founding king of the
dynasty and had his sister,
Aro, perform religious ser-
vices there. She seems to have
become the family shaman.
The king’s style was Chajung,
which according to the expla-
nation of Kim Tae-mun in the
eighth century, was synony-
mous with shaman in the Sil-
la language of his time.
Contemporary shamans

believe that the founder
of their religion was a
women, some maintaining
that shamanism originated
from the two daughters of the
Chinese emperor Yao. some
that the founder was Koryo
Empress Awang, or . some
that she was Manmyung, the*
mother of General Kim Yu-
shin of Silla. These records
give a more probable basis to
the assertion that Korean
shamanism has always been
the province of females.
In Korea, which abounds

A mound of stones piled up
in front or to the rear of a
village was the Sonhwang
shrine in which was enshrin-
ed the Sonhwang spirits
whose mission it was to pro-
tect the village. The Song-
hwang shrine is similar to
the Obo of Mongolia. The
Songhwan deities were both
male and female. Still found
in villages are wooden pillars
on which a male or female
figure is carved. These are
called Chonha-Taejanggun
(Great General under heaven)
or Chiha-Taejanggun (Great
General on Earth) respective-
ly. and worshipped as protec-
tors of the village.

At present we have no way
of confirming the mode of
religious services the ancients
observed to glorify their
.gods, but it may be presum-
ed that their festivals in
family or communal shaman-
ism were similar in outline
to current practices.
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Religious Quarrel

Five Die to ‘Prove’

Immunity to Poison
A 46-year-old woman together with her three

daughters and a son died in Yangpyong-dong, sou-

thern Seoul, Wednesday night after drinking poison

to show her husband that “believers of their religion

are safe from even the poison.”

The dead family members were said to have
been at odds with their house-
holder about a religion prob-
lem since five years ago.
According to the police find-

ings, the five drank the poi-

son in protest against their
Methodist householder, who
had rebuked them for attend-
ing the ‘‘Christian Presbyteri-
an Innovation Church” which
he branded as a heretical re-

ligion.

Police said that the family
members had left a will for

the householder, which read:
‘‘We’ve just drunken poison to

protest against your claim that
we have been addicted to a
heresy. Now that we have
drunken the poison, you can’t
dare say that we are heretics.”
According to householder

Park Chang-sin, 51, the fami-
ly tragedy took place at about
9:40 p.m. Wednesday when he
returned home from his che-
mical shop in Yongdungpo-
dong.
As he came into the living

room, the family including his

wife Mrs. Kim Hong-son,
gathered around him, propos-
ing him to have a grace, Park
said.
After the six sat around the

dinner table, his second daugh-
ter Sang-suk, 23, uttered a
prayer, saying ‘‘God, we have
drunk poison to show our fa-

ther that our religion is not
a heresy and your believers
are safe from poison. Please
forgive our father’s sins.”
Just after the prayer, how-

ever, his first son, Sang-il, 17,

a first grader of Yongsan High
School, and his third daughter
Sang-ho, 20, freshwoman of
Konkuk University, sank to the
ground and died immediately.
Park stated before police in-

vestigators.
Three other family members,

including Park’s first daughter
Sang-hi, 25, died on their way
to Yongdungpo Municipal Hos-
pital. Only Park’s last son,
Sang-kuk, 8, who was sleeping
in another room over that
night, escaped the family
tragedy, police said.
The dead family members

were originally Methodists
until five years ago when the
family, except Park, converted
to the innovation church, being
led by second daughter, ac-
cording to Park.
Park told the police that

he had quarreled with his wife
frequently since late Septem-
ber when she once quit the
house with 400,000 won in hand.
She returned home ten days
after with the money gone,
Park said. I fc

Relics Stolen

From Dug-Up

Ancient Tombs
KYONGJU, Kyongsang-pukto
— About 300 out of 500 ancient
tombs in Wolsong-gun p®-

here have been excavate
the cultural relics in the
been stolen by the vir

The villagers in the
tively secluded v
have recently dug
tombs of Silla Dy
and sold the c’

excavated from
curio dealers.

The tomb exca
an average of

curio dealers a dr
as far as Pusr

Prof. Chin He
of Ehwa Won
museum and a,

cultural prope

was dispatched
the excavation

said that immec
banning excavai
ed.
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Modernization of Korea

I

body through her mouth.

I
She kept her mouth closed,

-

’ as a result became
pregnant giving birth later

1 to twin sons. Each of the
begot four daughters

who later acquired the sec-
rets of incantation.

According to the legends,
women gifted with the mu-
dang skill were found
throughout the country ex-
cept in Cheju Island.

According’ to Prof. Sang-
su Choi of t h e Kyunghee
University, male shamans

j

originated from Mongolians

]
who ruled the island for 40
years at the end of the Kor-

|

yo Dynasty.

There are two ways to be-
come a professional mudang

;

—one is by spiritual inspira-
;
tion; the other by heredity.

A recent survey h a s it

I

that there are some 23,000
!
mudangs in the nation,

i A survey on the motives
of professional mudangs
conducted some years ago

I
revealed that of 527 shamans
ivered in the survey, 202

indicated that they had
chosen the profession to

: make a living, 137 attributed
their position to heredity, 127
to some spiritual inspiration
and 30 to the unrestricted
freedom that a shaman en-
joys while the remaining 31

!
gave various other reasons
for becoming mudangs.'

|

The survey also showed
.

that spiritual inspiration
for becoming a shaman has
fallen out of the favor.

Although they are social-

ly despised, mudangs earn
much money. The incomes

ings of various foods, dan- tony” savs that King Injong
of mudangs vaTy> but one

cing and singing, so that of the Koryo Dynasty asked
can e

,
arn over 10 thousand

good spirits may bring pro- some 300 mudangs to
sperity, wealth and peace duct rites for rain.

;>I

MUDANG—By singing, three mudangs cite the merits
of a village spirit while villagers look on in the rites

to propitiate the spirit held recently in a village in

Mukho, Kangwondo.

1

B
won for one service.

_ _ According to Prof. > ;!Choi;3?Vf

to one's home. Through folk legends and
th ' re a r e several villages

The general program of f”m * ome of * h « " ords Sher
muda" gS ‘”e

the rite is as follows: An chanted by present shamans c -

altar is s e t up on which In their incantations, the Tn Cd '

offerings are piled to invoke or‘8 in of the mudang can
the god; the mudang’s be explained,

chants, expressing due ap- A legend has it that an
predation for the god's eminent Buddhist priest.

In Seoul, some 70 mudang
households reside in Yong-
chondong, Sodaemungu.

At the top of Mt.- Tokmul
Kaesong, there' 'is . Mug;*'

moo* ov.-mowing wjtn word Mygyok can Jbe, identi- .

cr even though no rain fied with mudang.-
fallen. , _ _

"

. ,The name of Mugyokdo,
ecoming curious, he an island o f f Kunsan in

sung to the god and the al- had
removed When the Becoming

I
j

a o\er, ie eas is climbed up d niuunwiir iu • unotia

involved SdinJ th^Se- ?*H ated • fr

_.i island! off -Kunsan .

mountain to atiolla Pukdo, also.-origir

!
"* 1'~ ‘ ' ' the :

fact that

. -o observed »,. ...0
an alter with offerings of
food and by chanting incan-
tations to pacify the soul,
the related living persons
might meet with misfortunes
during their lifetime.

If one has a special hope
to be, realized such as the
bearing of a son or success
in business, he holds a rite

to expel, the god of plague
and to ask the favor of the

.
good spirits.

The wife of Kojong, Queen
Min, who was. barren tor a
long time after marriage,
delivered a son one year
after she held such a rite.

After that she ordered a
shrine built on Namsan for
the spirits placated by the
mudang who conducted the
rite.

Such rites are usually
performed at the beginning,
of every year with the offer-

tators^’
includ)ng the spec' water and was greeted by mudangs’“resided “together

a giant woman, who told the jn this island.
Historical records on mu- P r *es t that she is the hea-

dangs are found in the Sam-
,

venly queen. She asked
guksagi, or Historical Re- 11 1 m

.

to niarry her. Their
cords of Three Kingdoms niarriage yielded eight
written by Pu-sik K i m of daughters to whom t h e

the Koryo Dynasty. parents taught the secrets
. ... , of incantation.
According to one of the

records, King Yuri, second The eight daughters even- spring. TnT no** educated
king of the Koguryo Dynas- tually became professional person wants to be mudang,”
ty, asked a mudang to shamans and scattered to he added,
perform a rite when he be- the eight provinces to estab-

n 1 B.C. lish themselves as the But l.~ emphasized t h e
founders of shamanism there, nation can attract foreisn

Another leeen<i involves
a princess and two cranes.

Prof. Choi predicted that
mudangs will disappear at
a speedy rate in this mo-
dern society.

"With the money earned
through the job, most mu-
dangs educate the

came ill i

The word “mudang ap-
pears in the name of Cha-
chaung, the second king of
the Silla Dynasty. Cha-
chaung is an old dialect
word meaning mudang.

the primitive rites perform-

ed by mudangs which are
The princess named Kong- un jque in the northeastern

sim one day dreamed of a Asian countries. The dan-
couple of blue and green c jn g an d the costumes of

The another historical cranes which flew towards mudangs teach much to mo
book entitled “Koryo His- ber and finally entered her ^em people.

?
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i
rat

Rat people are charm-

ing and attractive ti

the opposite sex.

They are hard-

working and
thrifty. In love

they are generous.

They are easily agitated and angered easily but are able to

maintain perfect control. They are ambitious and usually

successful and are not too generous with money. Rat
people are honest and open but like to gossip.

Best marriage partner ox. dragon, snake, monkey
Next best: rat, tiger, dog, pig

Conflict: Horse

Ox people are calm
and quiet,

however, are

rather eccentric

and dogmatic on

occasions. They In-

spire confidence in others ^
and people trust them.

They anger easily with fierce tempers and when angered,

are apt to be foolhardy. (Avoid an angry ox person.) They
are eloquent speakers, mentally alert and dexterous to the

point of genius. They are stubborn but quite skillful with

their hands. They are not passionate, which often causes

difficulties with their mates and they are generally not very

close to their families.

Best marriage partner rat. chicken, snake

Next best ox. dragon, rabbit, pig, monkey
Conflict: sheep

OX

tiger

rabbit

Dragon people

are ene'getic,

healthy excitable.^

stubbor
,
and

short-te npered.

They art honest,

brave, sensitive and

they if ipire trus

eccentric people i

dragon

! snake

Tiger people ar

ageous and powerful.

They are fearless,

headstrong and

command respect.

They are sensitive,

thoughtful, sympathetic, but are also short-tempered and

resent authority. They have great feeling for their beloved

and are said to ward off the three disasters - thieves, fire,

and ghosts.

Best marriage partner pig, dog. horse

Next best rat. ox, rabbit, tiger, sheep, chicken

Conflict snake, monkey

horse

Rabbit people are wis

articulate, talented,

ambitious, conserva-

tive, virtuous and h

excellent taste and

are reserved and, in

general, are most f<

tunate. They are admired and trusted. They are clever in

business, keep their promises and are usually quite lucky,

They are tender to those they love, but strangely enough,

are usually a little distant from their families. They are

extremely moody and prone to cry for no good reason,

They are conceited but often for good reason. They usually

have a very tranquil life.

Best marriage partner pig, dog, sheep

Next best rat, rabbit, dragon

Conflict chicken

sheep
iy i i by i

and zee ous, but al

life. Sheep people

and are always exercising good taste

Best marriage partner ox, pig, tiger

Next best dragon, snake, sheep

Conflic- horse, dog

vj monkey
confidence. They are the most

n the oriental zodiac. They are thrifty

i extremely capable. Other people love

them tut they worry needlessly about affection. They
either marry early or remain single.

Best manage partner rat, chicken, monkey
Next btst tiger, horse, sheep, pig, snake

Conflic! dog

People tend to

distrust snake

people lor they a

intense und do n

communicate with

others vary well. They

are wise deep and are often

vain, st fish and stingy, but still help the less fortunate.

Money never worries them as they will always have enough

for the • needs. Snake people prefer their own judgement
rather nan seek other's advice. They are passionate and

usually iood looking, but in marriage, they are not usually

complexly faithful.

Best mrriage partner ox, rat, chicken

Next be.t rabbit, dragon, sheep

Conflic' tiger, pig

Horse people t

ful, skil ful. and per-

ceptive. They are

popular talkative

confide t and good

looking They are

defense ass against

membe « of the

opposit sex and

i
chicken

ex and the saying "Love is Blind" certainly

the horse people. They are hot tempered and

often Use the respect of others. They are quick on the up-

taking. Intelligent and have great ability. They manage
money a/ell, They love their freedom and tend to leave the

nest at an early age

Best marriage partner, sheep, tiger, dog
Next best dragon, snake, monkey, chicken, pig

Conflic: rat

Sheep psople have a

good disposition and

make iceal marri-

age partners. Sheep

people ever have an’

money problems and

are ver> righteous. They
are mild in manner and e,

They are fashionable, artistic

shy, pessimistic and puzzled about

and gentle and compassionate

Monkey people a

clever, flexible,

skillful, original

and highly inven-

tive and can solve a

intricate problems

with ease. Monkey
people are also Inconsitent. cantankerous, troublesome and

cunning. They have ni respect for other people but love

their compliments. Thty are ingenius, masterly, particularly

when money is involve!. No problem is too great for them

and they are usually uccessful in almost any work, They
are easy to learn but neir enthusiasm for things tends to

be short- lived.

Best marriage partner at. dragon

Next best: rabbit, sheas, dog

Conflict snake, pig. tipar

Chicken people

and egoistic, not

shy and can be

dauntless, but they

are very capable and a

talented. They a

voted to their work.

They are quite eccentr

:

and feel that they are always right, which is often the c

Chicken people's emo’lons swing high and low. They can

be selfish and out-spo'en and are self-opinionated. Chicken

people are full of proje:ts which are never completed.

Best marriage partner ax, dragon, snake

Next best tiger, horse sheep, monkey, pig

Conflict rat, chicken, log, rabbit

Dog people have

a deep sense

of loyalty,

are honest ant

keep secrets w

People trust them

and they become

good leaders. They he^e e

fight to the end t

great wealth but

emotionally and have sharp tongues. They e

Ing, obstinate and somowhat erractic.

Best marriage partner, norse, rabbit, tiger

Next best rat, snake, nonkey, dog, pig

Conflict dragon, sheef

Pig people are

honest and
,

polite. They
have tremen-

dous fortitude

and they apply a

their strength to the

alloted task. They are extremely loyal and make lasting

friendships. They are very knowledgeable and use their

skills. They hate quarrelling even though they are quick

tempered. They spend money like water and tend to be

lazy. They are affectionate and kind to their mates.

Best marriage partner: rabbit, sheep

Next best rat, ox. tiger, dragon, horse, chicken, dog

Conflict monkey, pig snake

'dog

P'g





oriental
lunar
calendar
The oriental lunar calendar is divid-

ed into 12 months of either 29 or

30 days (the lunar month is 29

days, 12 hours, 44.05 minutes).

Every 30 months the calendar is

further adjusted by the addition of

an extra month. Years are designat-

ed by 12 animal categories which

repeat in a 12 year cycle. The
lunar calendar is still used to set the

dates for traditional festivals parti-

cularly in Chinese communities

around the world.

1900 rat

1901 ox
1902 tiger

1903 rabbit

1904 dragon
1905 snake
1906 horse

1907 sheep

1908 monkey
1909 chicken

1910 dog
1911 pig

1912 rat

1913 ox
1914 tiger

191 5 rabbit

1916 dragon
1917 snake

1918 horse

1919 sheep
1920 monkey
1921 chicken
1922 dog
1923 pig

1924 rat

1925 ox
1926 tiger

1927 rabbit

1928 dragon
1929 snake
1930 horse

1931 sheep
1932 monkey
1933 chicken

1934 dog
1935 pig

1936 rat

1937 ox
1938 tiger

1939 rabbit

1940 dragon

1941 snake

1942 horse

1943 sheep
1944 monkey
1945 chicken

1946 dog
1947 pig

1948 rat

1949 ox
1950 tiger

1951 rabbit

1952 dragon
1953 snake
1954 horse

1955 sheep
1956 monkey
1957 chicken
1958 dog
1959 pig

1960 rat

1961 ox
1962 tiger

1963 rabbit

1964 dragon
1965 snake
1966 horse

1967 sheep
1968 monkey
1969 chicken

1970 dog
1971 pig

1972 rat

1973 ox
1974 tiger

1975 rabbit

1976 dragon
1977 snake

1978 horse

1979 sheep

1980 monkey



Dow Chemical Pacific Ltd.

New Henry House, 6th floor

10 Ice House Street, Hong Kong.

Telephone: H-254481

Dow Chemical Pacific Ltd.

1011 Prince's Building, Hong Kong.

Telephone: H-221057

Dow Chemical Pacific Ltd.

Silom Building, 3rd floor

197/1 Silom Road, Saladaeng

Bangkok, Thailand

Telephone: 870017, 863456-9

Dow Chemical Pacific Ltd.

Straits Trading Building, 5th floor

Leboh Pasar Besar

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Telephone: 26452

Dow Chemical Pacific Ltd.

Room 239, Stamford House

39 Stamford Road, Singapore 6

Telephone: 31476, 22817

Dow Chemical Pacific Ltd.

10th floor, Sikatuna Building

6762 Ayala Avenue, Makati,

Rizal, Philippines

Telephone: Manila: 88-47-11

Local : 267, 272 & 274

Dow Chemical N.V.

14 Golf Links

New Delhi-3, India

Telephone: 61-84-89

Dow Chemical International Inc.

1007 Chia Hsin Building

96 Chung Shan Road North

2nd Section, Taipei,

Taiwan, Republic of China.

Tel: 555211 (Ext. 414 & 415)

557416
517986

Dow Chemical International Inc.

Room 1201 & 1202 Sam Won Building

112-5 Sokong Dong
Chung-ku, Seoul, Korea.

Telephone: 28-1893 & 28-7551

Dow Chemical Pacific Ltd.

c/o Connell Bros. Co., Ltd.

Djalan Surabaja Timur 3

Dajakarta, Indonesia

Telephone: 51639 & 50048

Dow Chemical International Ltd.

Sumitomo Tamuracho Building

15-1, 1-chome, Nishi-Shimbashi

Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

Telephone: 503-3361

Dow Chemical International Ltd.

Shindai Building

25, 1-chome, Dojimahama-dori

Kita-ku, Osaka, Japan.

Telephone: OSAKA 345-1921

Dow Chemical (Australia) Ltd.

M.L.C. Building, 3rd floor

Miller Street, Victoria Cross

North Sydney, N.S.W. 2060
Australia

Telephone: 929-8433

Dow Chemical (Australia) Ltd.

B.P. Building, 1-29 Albert Road
Melbourne, Victoria 3004
Australia

Telephone: 263683

Dow Chemical (Australia) Ltd.

Alexandra, 201 Wickham Terrace

Brisbane, Queensland 4000
Australia

Telephone: 21-6922

Associate Companies

Korea Pacific Chemical Corp.

Room 1702, KAL Building

118, 2-Ka, Namdaemoon-Ro
Choong-ku, Seoul, Korea

Telephone: 230936 - SEOUL

Polychem Ltd.

7 Jamshedji Tata Road
Churchgate Reclamation

Bombay-20 BR, India

Telephone: 29-16-65

29-17-78

Asahi-Dow Limited

Hibiya Mitsui Building

1-12, 1-chome. Yuraku-cho

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Telephone: 507-2730

Ivon Watkins-Dow Ltd.

89 Paritutu Road
New Plymouth, New Zealand

Telephone: 88-049
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By Jon Carter Covell

This illustrates a type of kite lantern which was
suspended from above by wires over the stage where
the sharnan-type altar stood on a high platform. It

was decked with many colorful cakes and offerings of

food, plus flowei-s which seemed to be largely of paper.
Yellow, green, purple and other strong colors predom-
inated and formed a colorful background against which
the rnudang danced while her drummer clothed in

white kept time and seemed in sort of ecstatic state.

I was afraid he would “slip over the edge” but someone
was fanning him from behind and he maintained his

near-trance state without “going into th« beyond.”

A number of books have
mentioned that the Tano-Day
Festival at Kangnung is the

biggest Shaman gathering of

the year in Korea nowadays; a

trip to see it seemed im-
perative. This festival is held

on the wide sandbar of a

river bed and visitors must
descend a great number of

improvised • steps of straw
ramps down the very steep

banks. At the bottom many
hundreds of tents or tempor-
ary stalls have been set up.

Those coming from a distance

live there (eat and sleep,

families of them) for five days.

Largely they are local mer-
chants, however, plus those

who follow such carnivals.

From morning until 11 p.m.
the merchants there display

their wares and hawk their

goods, which include every-

thing but the kitchen sink.

During this same festival week
a Korean circus company
moved into town and set up
its big brown tents near the

bridge. Their posters featured

elephants, clowns and the

normal assortment, and there

seemed to be a sideshow, A-
merican-style alongside. Hav-
ing crossed the peninsula by
bus to see rnudang, the circus

seemed too Western to this

columnist to engage her in-

terest, but not so the east

coast residents!

The crowd, which was huge,

seemed to consist largely of

rural folk from the surround-
ing territory, as one could tell

from their deeply sunburned
faces that they had worked
much in the outdoors as farm-
ers. Perhaps a few fishermen
had come in the four miles
from the coat to Kangnung,
too. This crowd was more
elderly then any other I had
noticed in Korea, and very
old women seemed in the ma-
jority. They were so old (What
is this age, eighty?) that they
were letting their hair return
to its natural white, and their

faces were deeply lined from
many decades of toil.

In the huge tent where the

rnudang were performing al-

most around the clock in turns,

the elderly women sat on the

sandy sides or tried to crowd
their way to the front rows to

see the rnudang and the drum-
mer better. One could see that

“they believed.” A great num-
ber of older men were there,

too, plus fewer middle-aged
and almost no college youth
types, although Kangnung has
two institution of higher

learning. I had been told that

plain clothesmen were hoping
for youth leaders to leave their

underground haunts to attend

this festival, but apparently
they didn’t.

Adding to the carnival at-

mosphere were a number of

kiddie rides, including the

most miniature ferris wheel
I’ve ever seen. One carnival

attraction was unique to Ko-
rea! A series of figures had
been painted on canvas, cut

out and strung up. All had ex-

traordinarily large mouths.
The dealer of this concession
was selling basketfuls of balls,

which looked somewhat like

tennis balls, to the players for

a small fee. There were no

pi'izes, as in America, just the

thrill of landing balls inside

those huge ' mouths, or other-

wise hitting the figures in ef-

figy. Four of these painted
figures had red stars on their

army caps and shoulder
lapels; obviously they were
Chinese Communist soldiers.

There were two other figures

in civilian apparel, the biggest
one of all being in the very
center. Finally I decided this

must be Kim Il-sung, and a
smaller one at the far end,
looking somewhat similar,

must be the son who is being
groomed as his successor.
There was quite a crowd
around this ball game, unique
to Korea.

When we climbed in a taxi
from the cross country bus

(
terminal, I said “Dong-a Ho- )

tel” very clearly (This is NOT
a recommendation for them, f
When I pointed out that the *

toilet leaked all over the bath- *

room floor every -time it was J

flushed, they shrugged their !

shoulders.) However, as so
often happens with foreigners,
the taxi driver decided the
only two Caucasian in town
MUST WANT the ritzy hotel
by the Oceanside. To have
come to Kangnung to watch
rnudang dance never occurred
to him, so we had a useless
ride of eight miles, to a hotel
with a similar name out by
the East Sea.

My knowledge of the back-
ground of this shaman festival
I owe to a medical mission-
ary who has been the only
foreigner living in this town
of 100,000 much of the nine-
teen years that she has been
there. This is what I gained
from her:

About half a millennium ago,
the Mountain Spirit sent his

tiger messenger down from
the mountains to the home of
the Che family which was the

yangban ruler of Kangnung.
The daughter had taken a

bath but was washing her hair
outside in the yard at night
when the tiger seized her and
brought her back to the lonely

mountain king. She has a

shrine in the mountains
of Tagwang. Once a year the

authorities bring her spirit

tablet down; they cut a special

tree in the mountains, and
erect it behind the Che family
home until two days before the

festival.

The opening day they hold

a big kut and parade through
the streets with the tree, with

much ringing of bells and
cymbals. Then each day of

the festival this group of mu-
dang, and folk dancers or

farmer-type dancers perform.
Because we spent so much
time taking pictures of the

rnudang in the big tent, we
missed their Monday afternoon

performance at 3:30 p.m. The
Dai Han News had been mak-
ing a film for the Ministry of

Culture and Information. See-

ing us, they asked the group

to do a repeat performance so

we could take pictures. After

all, it was the big day and we
were the only “foreign visit-

ors” in that huge crowd. I <

will try to describe that dance
in a subsequent column.



Ka Ri Bong, a
Marion E.

A RI BONG (Another Peak Village) is a

town of about seventy homes, a little

over three miles from Yungtungpo

railway station and eight miles from Seoul.

Though apparently a long distance from the

river Han the water backed up into the valley

during the great flood last summer and

covered the fields for a week, destroying all

hope of harvest and carrying away a dozen

houses. There was not a Christian in the

place and it was only by accident that we

heard of the need there. Elder No of Yang

Pyung Ni, is a poor merchant who makes a

bare living by travelling from town to town,

selling goods from the little cage he carries on

his back. In his travels he visited Ka Ri Bong

and came to us to report seven families starv-

ing, and begging that we go out to help them.

We found things even worse than he painted

them. Of the thirty-six people reported as

starving only three had eaten in two days.

One old man, too weak to stand, crawled out

on to the porch to see us and fell over from

faintness. He had cried for days because he

was so hungry.

There was no millet to be bought in the vil-

lage so we asked a man to go with us to the

nearest market to carry the millet back. He

had had no food for two days but was eager

to fetch food for his children. He had to

walk in to Yungtungpo, and a six walk on an

empty stomach was more than we could bear

to think of, so we gave him a supper before he

went home. Clothing was sent out later and

rations of millet from time to time. The ration

is one bowl of millet gruel daily for each one

reported as starving. This ration we have

been able to give for a month.

We had no time to preach that first day and

there seemed no opportunity to go again, for

we were busy caring for other villages.

Neither had we sent any tracts, yet a week
later seven of these villagers appeared at the

church service at Yang Pyeng Ni saying

that five families of 'thirty-five persons had

decided to become Christians. Would the

foreign woman and some others come to teach

them the Jesus doctrine? They said they

were drawing up a petition, with all their seals

added, asking that the foreign woman would

please come. They promised to furnish a

Modern Miracle
Hartness

room for the services, one for the foreigner,

and to destroy the things they had been

worshipping if we would but come.

Last week we went with one church leader,

three elders, one colporteur, one Bible woman
and two deacons. We took our own food,

the Koreans taking millet, which was mostly

used in feeding those who had not eaten for a

day, -other families having been added to the

number of starving after our first survey
was made. Unfortunately these had not been
reported to us so help was later in reaching

them. It is hard to write in words all that

happened that day. They said that seventeen
families were ready to make a stand for Christ,

and that all who had articles of heathen
worship would destroy them at once.

I wish I had more than a mental picture of

that day of the defeat of the gods
;

it was
really a dramatic scene. The group in the

courtyard, the man and wife in the doorway.
One man had been sick for six months and at

that time set up spirit worship. He brought out

his former god in a large black box covered
with dust. Opened, it revealed a suit of clothes

for the spirit to wear, a broken kettle of beans,

a money gourd in which a few coppers had
been collected towards having a “koot” (the

sorceress’s performance). We told the man
to wear the clothes, I took the gourd, and then

the oldest elder put his foot down on the box,

utterly smashing it. The men stood with

bared beads while we sang a hymn and
prayed. One house had but some bits of

dirty rag stuck into the rafters of the porch to

represent its spirit and a placard over the

door. They say the placard lettered in red is

the seal of the evil spirit which controls the

house and never allows another spirit to enter.

About half the homes of the newly converted

had been destroyed in the flood and the im-

potent idols swept away. No new ones had

been set up.

At the far end of the village was a clean

well, the best in the village. The woman who
lived next to it had worshipped it for three

years. She kept it carefully covered and
would let no one wash there or drink of it.

Anyone who dared stand near the well was
severely berated. Every morning she dipped

out two bowls full of the water, put them on
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a stand in the one little room of her home,

and prayed to them. We sat in the little

room, saw her take out the bowls and throw

away the water. Later we saw the well

opened and the neighbors asked to use it.

That night the devil entered into her, the

Koreans say, and when we visited her the next

day she was the angriest woman 1 ever saw.

Rigid and tense, with jaws set, her face a flam-

ing red, she stood and said she was going on

with her spirit worship. We found she had

set up her water bowls in the kitchen and

would let no one touch the well. Her husband

however was determined that spirit worship

should cease in his house. They had a spirit

tree behind the house which has also been

worshipped for three years. This the man

consented to destroy but the woman became

so violent at the suggestion that, fearing for

the life of the man of the house, the church

leader said to him, “We do not command you

to cut down the tree. We only ask whether

it violates your conscience to have it there. If

so it should go. You must act only as you

feel led by your new relationship to Christ.”

Quietly the man rose and went out to get

his axe and saw. Did you ever see a spirit

tree cut down ? I wonder if such a thing has

happened before in cur territory. Picture the

little man steadily sawing away at its base,

the elders holding ropes to guide its fall so

that it would not crush the little house, the

fearful villagers, and the woman reviling us

in language which no one translated to me ex-

cept the phrase, “May you be torn to pieces !”

The tree fell, the men came down and washed

their hands at the well, urging the villagers to

use the water freely. They said they would

gladly do so, but asked that we come out once

a week to see that the old virago kept it open.

They said she had been a mild, sweet woman
till she took up the well worship and that she

must be possessed of an evil spirit. I think

she was beside herself with fear last the devil

take revenge on her, but when twenty-four

hours passed with no ill effects she became

quiet.

The wife in another home refused at first

to let her husband destroy the spirit box, but

after another long talk with him she, too,

made her decision and brought out the black

box containing the clothing and hat for the

spirit. The man said he had suffered for ten

years with pain in one leg and six months ago
had it amputated at Severance Hospital.

There he first heard of Christ and now made
his stand. Last of all we went over the hill to

the home of a sorceress. She had died two
days before and we were told that in her last

hours she called on the name of Jesus and
said she believed in him. Her son was
one of the converts. He asked us to take

away the implements ot sorcery. No one in

the village dared touch them for fear of the

spirit. She had made a poor enough living at

her horrid business and her home was one of

the poorest we entered. Her clothing and

fan had been buried with her but her sword

and cymbals were given to me. We told the

bey to eat the offerings of grain set out in

array in the cupboard. His hunger was strong

enough to overcome any fear of evil spirit

results.

Twenty families of over one hundred

members made a definite stand for Christ.

The majority of them are adults, not children.

The room give for the services was crowded

with women, the porch and courtyard with

men and boys, a quiet, earnest audience. On
Sunday we sent an elder there to conduct the

services and over one hundred people gathered

both morning and evening. Next Sunday they

will begin a children’s Sundry-school. After

the morning service they sent two over to the

Yang Pyeng Ni church with fifty-seven sen,

the first offering taken at their first Sunday

service !

Everyone in the party said it was the most

amazing thing he had seen in his life. One of

our leading evangelists said after hearing the

story, “It is greater than any revival ever held

in Korea.” Is it the answer to our special

prayers for a spiritual awakening this year?

It is manifestly the work of the Holy Spirit

and not of any man. The results must be

conserved. An elder has been sent to live in

the village and teach these babes in Christ

how to live a Christian life, to have family

prayers, to read their Bibles, to pray. Pray

that the way may be opened for his work to

continue there until they are established in

the faith and also that in other places, where

hearts have been opened through flood relief

work, the seed may be sown and a harvest

gathered for Christ.
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INTRODUCTION

"Shamanism: Centuries of Meeting Needs in Korea" is not only the

title of this paper, but it is a thesis statement as well.

This paper can be viewed as a companion to the unpublished paper

"Shamanism: A Leg of the Stool" which was written by this writer in

Seoul, Korea in May of 1983. The purpose of that work was twofold: to

provide some general information about the shamanism found in Korea; and to

look at Christianity's response to shamansim and then develop an effective

strategy of evangelism to reach the shaman for Christ.

Much of the research for that work will appear in this paper, however,

it is the attempt of this writer to present it in a much different manner.

The major emphasis of this work is to seek to find out the needs that have

been met in the past and are being met in the present in Korea through

shamanism. One premise of this author is that as Korea continues to

modernize these needs will continue to require attention. It is generally

understood that within cultures needs arise and are met with little or no

awareness on the part of those within the culture. These needs must be

exposed.

Cultural relativity and subjective understanding are hoped for in this

study. Richard Barrett in his book Culture and Conduct describes cultural

relativism as follows:





Cultural relativism is the belief that any particular set of
customs, values, and moral precepts are relative to a specific
cultural tradition, and that they can only be understood and
evaluated within that particular milieu .... What cultural
relativism means in practical terms, therefore, is that
anthropologists tend to adopt a very tolerant attitude toward
all manner of foreign customs and beliefs. They strive to avoid
any suggestion of ethnocentrism, which is the tendency to
evaluate other cultural practices from the vantage point of
one's own culture.

Barrett also provides a definition of subjective understanding as an

"attempt to understand cultures from the inside, to view them to a certain
1

extent from the natives' point of view."
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SHAMANISM: THE KOREAN WORLDVIEW

In the previous paper, "Shamanism: A Leg of the Stool" several

definitions of shamanism were set forth. For the purpose of this study one

simple definition need suffice. Edward R. Canda, a Fulbright scholar in

oriental philosophy speaks of shamanism in this way. "Shamanism is

primarily concerned with the bringing together in harmony and maximum

mutual fulfillment of the person, the society and the non-human

2

environment .

"

Actually what is needed is not a definition of shamanism as much as a

description of what happens in Korean society. Homer B. Hulbert attempts

to do this very thing in his book The Passing of Korea .

(In Korea) it is extremely difficult to tell where religion
leaves off and mere superstition begins. I think it will be
better to take the word in its broadest sense, and consider
religion to include every relation which men hold, or fancy they
hold, to superhuman, infrahuman or, more broadly still, extra-
human phenomena. And we must even supplement this by saying
that in the category of extra-human we include the spirits of
human beings that have died.

3

Simply put then, shamanism is a religion of fear. The whole world is full

to overflowing with spirits, demons, sprites and ghosts. Shamanism itself

is focused on the ways one can escape from the misfortunes and calamities
4

which fall upon man.

Historically shamanism has long held a place of prominence in the mind

and actions of most Koreans. It is almost impossible to trace a history of
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shamanism, however, most scholars feel that the shamanism found in Korea

originated in Siberia. There also seems to have been a great deal of

absorption from the Taoist books of China. Whatever brought about its

inception, shamanism has obviously been involved in Korea for a long time.

The myth that relates the founding of Korea has within it a shaman and a

great many shamanistic elements.

During the period of the Silla and Koryo Dynasties (a period that

lasted from 668-1392 AD) , Buddhism reigned supreme, directing the way of

life on the peninsula. Then it was during the Yi Dynasty (1392-1910) that

Confucianism was the guiding force. Before and even during the times

marked off by these periods shamanism existed, influencing the Korean

world.

Korean shamanism has been highly syncretistic throughout its long and

varied history. This may well be the reason that shamanism still has an

influence. Several guotes will point out shamanism's relationship with

other religions. It should be pointed out that not all scholars agree as

to which religion has had the greatest impact on shamanism. Lee Jung Young

in his book Korean Shamanistic Rituals says

:

Korean shamanism is the most thoroughgoing synthesis of Taoism
and Buddhism. These two higher forms of religion became so
intimately united with shamanism that it is almost impossible to
separate them. . . . The contemporary form of shamanism has been
deeply affected by these religions.

5

Ryu Tongshik speaks of the very close relationship that exists between

shamanism and Confucianism.

The decisive religious factors for the formation of the
personality of Koreans is Shamanism and Confucianism. Shamanism
is the popular faith which has always been in our history and
Confucianism is a religion well assimilated in our life and
thought that has ruled over the society of Korea and ethics of
the individual.

6

One further statement would seem to be helpful in pulling these two
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differing opinions together.

As a general thing, we may say that the all-round Korean will be

Confucianist when in society, a Buddhist when he philosophies

and a spirit-worshipper when he is in trouble. Now, if you want

to know what a man's religion is, you must watch him when he is

in trouble. It is for this reason that I conclude that the

underlying religion of the Korean, the foundation upon which all

else is mere superstructure, is his original spirit-worship. In

this term are included animism, shamanism, fetichism and nature-
worship generally.

7

It is this "foundation upon which all else is mere superstructure"

that gets at the heart of the world view. Dr. Hahm Pyong-Choon in the

article "Family and Life Cycle" has a great deal to say about the

shamanistic world view.

Many of the fundamental assumptions of western culture have no
counter parts in the world view of Korean shamanism. The
shamanistic world view, posits no god at-or as-the center of the
universe. Human existence is not thought to be assigned meaning
by a transcendent, abstract or omnipotent being who created the
universe and now guides its history. Life is not understood to
be unidirectional linear progression with a clear beginning and
end, nor is history considered a series of stages in the
'development' of human perfection.

8

Because the motivating force in the shamanistic world view is fear,

there must be some means to deal with it. As was said earlier, the

practice of shamanism seeks to provide ways of escape from misfortune.

It has been said that demons, sprites, gods, imps touch the Korean at

every point in his life from birth to death. Korean anthropologist Kim

Tae-Gon has classified the types of gods that infest the Korean world in

two ways: natural gods and human gods. Natural gods seem to come out of

nature worship and human gods come out of ancestor and hero worship. Kim

Tae-Gon puts the number of Korean gods at 273. (A break down and

description of these gods appears on pages 10-14 in "Shamanism: A Leg of

the Stool.")

Because the "average" person is constantly in danger of calamities, he

needs someone more powerful and influential with the gods and spirits to
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plead his case so as to make restitution for past offenses. Within the

world view of shamanism this need is provided for in the person of the

shaman. Generally in Korea the shaman is a woman and is called a mudang.

The quote which follows, although it refers to the shaman as a male, is an

accurate description of the role of a shaman in Korea.

The priest beseeches favor of gods (or spirits) , the shaman
believes himself able to command spirits, and is not seldom
spirit embodied. The functions of a shaman are summed up in
the securing of good for those who retain his services and
averting of evil form them. This includes the direction of
ceremonials, arrangement of dances and feasts, healing of the
sick, guarding from sorcery, securing rainfall and divining.

9

A fuller description of the role of a shaman and the way one becomes a

shaman are found on pages 14-25 in the companion work.
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SHAMANISM: THE NEEDS IT MEETS

For shamanism to have existed in Korea for centuries it must have

fulfilled some needs and provided some services. Some of this was alluded

to previously. Here in this section the main topic of this work will be

dealt with. All of what follows grows out of an understanding of the

Korean world view.

Shamanism provides the Korean people with an understanding of the

relationships between man, gods, the other world and the universe

.

Dr. Kim Tae-Gon after doing field work with one particular mudang for

quite along time developed the following comprehensive understanding of

shamanism. Dr. Kim's report (which appeared in "Shamanism in the Seoul

Area" Korea Journal 1978, pp. 45-47) is summarized below.

Man

1. Samsin , (the god that usually stays at the end of the inner
house) , created man by borrowing flesh from mother and bone from
the father.
2. The child cannot maintain good health unless Sams in takes
care of it.

3. After age seven, Chi 1song gods have to extend one's life
span.

4. A person's death could be interpreted to mean that since
one's assigned life span had expired, the king of Hell, Yarn,
has sent his messenger to take him underground.

Gods

1. God's shape (the shape of the god that this particular
mudang believes in) is the same as humans but god is invisible
to human eyes.
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2. Only shamans can see god.

3. God is almighty and can do anything he wishes.

4. The function of god is to feed human beings and to protect

children so they grow up in good health.

5. Since god is an inexpressibly great and sacred being man is

always fearful.
6. There is a hierarchy of gods.

7. Each god has his own responsibilities.

8. God is not only transcendental but almighty as well.

Other world

1. When a man dies he goes to another world, although the dead
body is buried under the ground.
2. This world is called Isung and the other world which is kind
of a utopia is called Chosung .

3. After death a man goes to the next world where he meets Yama
for the final judgement of the deeds he did while here on earth.

4. The other world is divided into two regions, one being
paradice Kungnak and the other being hell. Hell is a kind of

dungeon under the earth, where a number of snakes and serpents
are moving in the darkness.
5. The location of the other world is not clearly known.

6. In that world new life will start again and if someone has
lived a virtuous life he will resurrect as a human being in the
other world.
7. If a child dies before speaking it will be resurrected in
the other world because it never told a lie.

Universe

1. The cosmos is divided into three worlds which each have sun,
moon and stars.
2. These worlds are the celestial world, the world of this
earth and the world underneath this world.

Harmony is sought in all these areas. When one is out of this

essential harmony problems occur. Guidance may be provided by the gods

through punishment or punishment may be administered because of

disobedience. The relationship between man and the spirit world is an

uncomfortable relationship at best. "Such sayings as 'The mountain is

offended,' and 'The birth god is offended,' indicate the punishemnt to be
10

passed on by the gods." Man can never come to this realization on his

own. This information always comes through the shaman, who is in touch

with and speaks for the gods. "Shaman practice is aimed at solving human

problems through the communication between the deity and man. Shaman
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ritual service known as gut usually requires dancing of the shaman .

some ritual services are held for the family and other for the

11

community.

"

One final statement about the universe and the relationship of man and

gods to it seems helpful.

The Shamanist view of the universe divides it into the heaven,
the earth, and the nether world. The heaven is governed by the
sun god, the moon god, and the star god, as well as by the
heavenly god, while the earth is ruled by the earth god, the
mountain god, and the human gods and the nether world by the ten
royal gods and their messengers. Not only men but all things in
the universe are governed by gods, according to the Shamanist
view. 12

Shamanism provides the Korean people with a culturally athentic answer

to things that might otherwise go unanswered

.

There are a great many

things that happen in life that a Westerner might try to explain away or

say that it was just coincidence. This is not the case in Korea. Things

just do not happen. Both good things and bad things (rewards and

punishments) happen because the world of man is inhabited by spirits and

gods.

Two gods that should be mentioned it regard to this are the Tokeibi

and the San sin . The Tokeibi are spirits who take delight in tormenting

people. They cause the iron kettle cover which is large than the kettles

to fall down inside. They misplace articles so that they must be hunted

for, and make a general nuisances of themselves. Some, however, view these

spirits as being a far greater danger. "Tokeibi are usually malevolent and

powerful . . . most people have had experience of meeting them on a dark
13

night, seeing their light, or have had some experience with them.

The San sin or mountain spirits are generally viewed as a benevolent

grandfather

.

Mountains tower above farms and villages throughtout seven-
tenths of Korea. They rise up from the zone of human habitation
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to touch the heavens, where clouds commingle in their peaks.

Mountain hinterlands defy cultivation. They are difficult to

access and remain untamed by human effort. Mountains harbor

forces of greater than human strength and cunning. They bestow

wind and rain essential for agriculture. And they are

everpresently looming threats of disaster .... San sin are

evident to human senses through the vitality, power, and mystery
of the physical mountains. They also make themselves known
through visions and dreams. 14

These are just two examples from many of how shamanism helps to

provide answers for the "why" of the Korean world. Myths are legion on the

peninsula, each one seeking to answer another difficult question. "The

myth is part of the life of the Korean people. Any attempt to prove its

objectivity fails to realize the deeper meaning underlying its living
15

reality."

Although it is generally accepted that creeds and general written

formulas are missing in shamanism, culturally defined answers to the

mysteries of life have been provided down through the years through oral

tradition — myths — and the practice of the kut, the shamanistic

ceremony. This could be seen as a second function of shamanism.

Shamanism provides a status and role for women in a strongly male-

dominated Confucian society. In the article "Shamanistic Thought and

Traditional Korean Homes" Lee Jung-Young states some of the opportunities

women have had to express themselves through shamanism. The following is a

summary from several pages of material.

1. The traditional Korean homes have not only preserved a
shamanistic tradition but served as shamanistic sancturies. In
this respect, Korean shamanism is a religion of homes. Since
the homes are the domain of the women, it is also the religion
of women.
2. ... It is reasonable to believe that more than half of the
Korean population in our time still adheres to shamanistic
practices. Most of these are women.
3. In the home the women are responsible for the various
shamanistic rituals.
4. Women act as the symbolic representative of the entire
family (at shamanistic rituals)

.

5. Men often must be persuaded by women to be part of
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shamanistic ceremonies, for they are usually passive in relation

to shamanistic practice. 16

Up to this point it is about women in general that have been

discussed. It is necessary to turn a comer and speak of the woman as

shaman.

Legends are many with regard to the female shaman. One common legend

about the origin of the shaman says that a holy mother, who was married to

a nobel man, had eight daughters. The mother instructed these daughters in

the various skills and techniques pertaining to shamanism. Later these
17

girls spread throughout the country.

Kim Tae-Gon in the article "Components of Korean Shamanism" describes

the means by which many sorceresses "discover" their "calling". The

process is summarized below.

1. Origin—This experience originates more from gradual ailment
without a particular cause than from suggestions in a dream or
external impact.
2. Dietary habits—They cannot eat rice and incline to an
unbalanced diet, drinking water cup after cup and shunning fish
and meat, thereby showing symptoms of indigestion.
3. Physical conditions—They grow lean and weak, feeling
tingling pains in the limbs or falling into convulsions ....
4. Mental conditions—They become insecure and have more
dreams, in which they see sacred scenes of their contact with
gods. Such dreams become more frequent, and they grow less and
less conscious . . . growing worse, they go insane and wander
around

.

5. Process of symptoms—Physical ailment comes first and in
most cases it develops into mental disorder.
6. Period of illness—Eight years on the average.
7. Remedy—Their mental illness, they believe, can only be
cured completely when they become a shaman through a meduimist
exorcism. The ailment recurs when they quit their function as
shaman. 18

Although a woman who goes through this process and becomes a shaman is

greatly looked down upon in the society, this does not stop persons from

coming to her when in need. A woman in this manner gains a status in the

society inspite of the negative overtones.

These women do gain a very definite control over their husbands
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because it is believed that "the possessing spirits are often the ancestral

19

ghost of the shaman's husband." Also there are certain monetary rewards

that provide a certain status.

The final item to be mentioned under this third point may not exactly

fit. Dr. Lee Jong Young makes a strong case for the fact that sexual

repression is the primary cause for the development of shamanism in Korea.

Speaking of women. Dr. Lee says:

When they become shamans, they are fully integrated into an

acceptable role in society and belong to the group of shamans

whose behavior such as dancing and singing in public,

transvestment at rituals, and sexual permissiveness, are no
longer sanctioned by the ordinary moral norms of society.

Therefore, the formal initiation ceremony is an essential aspect
of the shamanistic process.

Lee goes on to say:

Shamanism in Korea is primarily a process to overcome sexual

repression. It deals with religion, psychotherpy, sociology,

anthropology, etc., but its fundamental character lies in the

process of repression, liberation and reintegration. 20

Shamanism provides an understanding of disease, especially mental

illness. The key thought that lies at the heart of shamanism is the idea

that supernatural beings have the ability to bring about disease.

Being possessed by a spirit or "spirit intrusion" is the main reason

given for disease. If a family member gets sick, they visit a shaman for

consulting, the cause of illness is usually interpreted in the following
21

idiomatic manner: "A disease has intruded into the person." Ancestor

spirits are commonly posited as the villians.

The reasons that a person might be "intruded upon" are many. A

person's luck as determined by the date and hour of birth might be bad.

Possibly the person had not lived up to the culturally defined roles such

as making frequent offerings to the family spirits to keep on their "good

side". Or maybe, in a moment of weakness the person was overcome by a
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malevolent spirit. The options range from a predestination, to not up

holding culturally predetermined roles, to a combination of "soul-weakness"

and bad luck.

With regard to mental illness, this for many (if diagnosed in a

traditional manner) is a result the possession of a god for the specific

purpose of becoming a shaman.

Shamanism provides an appropriate methodology for healing. The

shaman can be viewed as a folk-therapist who uses her various dances,

trances, songs and ceremonies as merely tools in her therapy, or as a

healed-folk healer, who has once been mentally, physically or emotionally

ill and who now drops back on past experience to heal others. The latter

is by shamanist standards the most acceptable.

Edward Canda goes along with the healed folk-healer approach when he

writes: "Having experienced deathly illnesses and been cured by accepting
22

the shamnic vocation, a shaman learns the art of curing others."

In recent years with the advances of medical knowledge that have taken

place on the peninsula much of the healing function of the shaman has been

reduced. However, the healing aspect of shamanism still serves a purpose

in the minds of the believer. "... The believers in shamanism, like

shamans, realize that illness can be cured by modem medicine. Indeed,

they rely upon it. But the shaman logic addresses and issue which is

normally cast aside as coincidence or bad luck by science: 'Why me?' in

23

short, science and shamanism ask two different questions."

Shamanism provides an important influence both while a person is dying

and following the death of that individual

.

Roy Shearer relates that one

of the roles of the shaman, if she fails to cure the sick person, is to

lead the deceased to his "proper place." This idea will be returned to

following as brief look at the funeral itself.
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Although what occurs at a Korean funeral is a mixture of Buddhist,

Taoist and Confucian beliefs, shamanism has its role to play as well. It

is involved with "the acquisition and control of powers directly from the

24

spirit world."

As an example of this the following has been included.

Once the person dies a chain reaction of varied responses occurs
among the survivors. The Loud wails of the women . . . inform
the village that someone has gone to his ancestors. A close
male relative climbs to the roof and waves a garment of the

deceased; he shouts his name, his highest rank, and news of his
death. Rice may then be scattered across the roof or placed
outside the door. The pronouncements are intended not only to
advise the village of the event, but to 'invite' the soul of the
deceased to depart the house. 25

A geomancer is contacted to locate the the best place for the grave

site. The geomancer not only find the spot but he relates the direction

in which the body should be placed and how deep the grave should be.

During the funeral procession great caution is taken to distract the

evil spirits. Once the body is placed in the ground, if everything has

been carried off in the proper manner, it will remain safe.

The Korean funeral ceremonies served a variety of functions:
The spirit world would be placated, ethical values reaffirmed,
and the social values reinforced .... Funeral folkways form a
strong residuum in Korean culture. 26

As mentioned previously, the shaman's role is not finished with the

death of the individual.

After the funeral, the spirit of the dead person may be called
up if the relatives wish to say anything to him which they were
unwilling to communicate while he was alive. Also, a messenger
spirit will be called by the mudang to lead the dead man's soul
directly to the realm of the blessed. A month after burial a
kootis held with a large sacrifice of food. Its object is to
secure influcence with the judge of Hades. 2

7

One other thing needs to be mentioned here. If the spirits die in a

particular tragic or violent way special attention must be given by the

shaman because these spirits are particularly dangerous.
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Shamanism provides a service to persons who need to know more than can

be known under normal circumstances

.

What is being refered to here is the

fortune-telling function. Ryu Tongshik makes a special point of saying

that "it is not for the future but for the present that people go to

28

fortune-tel lers .

"

What kind of questions are answered for the clients of the fortune-

teller? Thirty reasons, (and it would seem that there would be many

others) , were listed in the book The Passing of Korea . Fifteen were chosen

to show the wide range of reasons one might go to a fortuen-teller . To

find out:

1. whether he will receive a reward for good conduct.
2. what will happen during the day, month or year.
3. what will happen at the point of death.
4. what was the condition in a former state of existence.
5. whether he carries in his body teh seeds of great misfortune.
6. how to find a lost article or person.
7. whether a journey will be prosperous.
8. what is the condition of a distant friend or relative.
9. whether he will be wealthy.
10. in what direction should he move when he changes residence.
11. whether he can repair his house without suffering calamity.
12. whether his son or daughter will have a happy life.

13. when a son will be bom.
14. whether it will be safe to cut down a certain tree.
15. whether he nay move a grave with safety. 29

Shamanism provides a certain amount of entertainment

.

Shamanism has

provided entertainment by means of dances, songs, instrumental music and

drama prodcutions. Shearer reports that this is part of the shaman's work
30

today although it may not have been in the past.

It would seem that there is a great deal of entertainment that goes on

while various other more serious matters are being taken care of. Maybe in

regard to the real work of the shaman the entertainmant function is only

secondary, but it seems that the people place a high value on it.

15
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CONCLUSION

As has been shown, shamanism meets a great many needs in Korea. These

needs still exist in Korea inspite of the push for modernization and the

increase of the Christian population. Many educated Koreans believe that

shamanism is "on its last legs" and is ceasing to be a dominant force. If

this is true, (and this writer doubts that to be the case) what group or

religion or social movement will move in to meet the needs brought to light

in this study?
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SHAMANISM: THE NEEDS IT MEETS

For shamanism to have existed in Korea for centuries it must have

fulfilled some needs and provided some services. Some of this was alluded

to previously. Here in this section the main topic of this work will be

dealt with. All of what follows grows out of an understanding of the

Korean warld view.

Shamanism provides the Korean people with an understanding of the

relationships between man, gods, the other world and the universe

.

Dr. Kim Tae-Gon after doing field work with one particular rnudang for

/

quite along time developed the following comprehensive understanding of

shamanism. Dr. Kim's report (which appeared in "Shamanism in the Seoul

Area" Korea Journal 1978, pp. 45-47) is summarized below.

Man

1. Sams in , (the god that usually stays at the end of the inner
house) , created man by borrowing flesh from mother and bone from
the father.

2. The child cannot maintain good health unless Sams in takes
care of it.

3. After age seven, Chi 1song gods have to extend one's life
span.

4. A person's death could be interpreted to mean that since
one's assigned life span had expired, the king of Hell, Yama ,

has sent his messenger to take him underground.

Gods

1. God's shape (the shape of the god that this particular
rnudang believes in) is the same as humans but god is invisible
to human eyes.
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2. Only shamans can see god.

3. God is almighty and can do anything he wishes.

4. The function of god is to feed human beings and to protect

children so they grow up in good health.

5. Since god is an inexpressibly great and sacred being rnan is

always fearful.

6. There is a hierarchy of gods.

7. Each god has his own responsibilities.

8. God is not only transcendental but almighty as well.

Other world

1. When a man dies he goes to another world, although the dead

body is buried under the ground.
2. This world is called Isung and the other world which is kind

of a utopia is called Chosung .

3. After death a man goes to the next world where he meets Yama

for the final judgement of the deeds he did while here on earth.

4. The other world is divided into two regions, one being
paradice Kungnak and the other being hell. Hell is a kind of
dungeon under the earth, where a number of snakes aid serpents
are moving in the darkness.
5. The location of the other world is not clearly known.

6. In that world new life will start again and if someone has
lived a virtuous life he will resurrect as a human being in the
other world.
7. If a child dies before speaking it will be resurrected in

the other world because it never told a lie.

Universe

1. The cosmos is divided into three worlds which each have sun,

moon and stars.
2. These worlds are the celestial world, the world of this
earth and the world underneath this world.

Harmony is sought in all these areas. When one is out of this

essential harmony problems occur. Guidance may be provided by the gods

through punishment or punishment may be administered because of

disobedience. The relationship between man and the spirit world is an

uncomfortable relationship at best. "Such sayings as 'The mountain is

offended,' and "The birth god is offended,' indicate the punishemnt to be
10

passed on by the gods." Man can never come to this realization on his

own. This information always comes through the shaman, who is in touch

with and speaks for the gods. "Shaman practice is aimed at solving human

problems through the communication between the deity and man. Shaman

8





ritual service known as gut usually requires dancing of the shaman .

some ritual services are held for the family and other for the

11

community.

"

One final statement about the universe and the relationship of man and

gods to it seems helpful.

The Shamanist view of the universe divides it into the heaven,

the earth, and the nether world. The heaven is governed by the
sun god, the moon god, and the star god, as well as by the
heavenly god, while the earth is ruled by the earth god, the
mountain god, and the human gods and the nether world by the ten
royal gods and their messengers. Not only men but all things in

the universe are governed by gods, according to the Shamanist
view. 12

s 'jTH
,~)

Shamanism provides the Korean people with a culturally athentic answer

to things that might otherwise go unanswered

.

There are a great many

things that happen in life that a Westerner might try to explain away or

say that it was just coincidence. This is not the case in Korea. Things

just do not happen. Both good things and bad things (rewards and

punishments) happen because the world of man is inhabited by spirits and

gods.

Two gods that should be mentioned it regard to this are the Tokeibi

and the San sin . The Tokeibi are spirits who take delight in tormenting

people. They cause the iron kettle cover which is large than the kettles

to fall down inside. They misplace articles so that they must be hunted

for, and make a general nuisances of themselves. Some, however, view these

spirits as being a far greater danger. "Tokeibi are usually malevolent and

powerful . . . most people have had experience of meeting them on a dark
13

night, seeing their light, or have had some experience with them.

The San sin or mountain spirits are generally viewed as a benevolent

grandfather

.

Mountains tower above farms and villages throughtout seven-
tenths of Korea. They rise up from the zone of human habitation

9
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Shamanism provides a service to persons who need to knew more than can

be known under normal circumstances. What is being refered to here is the

fortune-tel ling function. Ryu Tongshik makes a special point of saying

that "it is not for the future but for the present that people go to

28

fortune-tel lers .

"

What kind of questions are answered for the clients of the fortune-

teller? Thirty reasons, (and it would seem that there would be many

others) , were listed in the book The Passing of Korea . Fifteen were chosen

to show the wide range of reasons one might go to a fortuen-teller . To

1. whether he will receive a reward for good conduct.
2. what will happen during the day, month or year.

3. what will happen at the point of death.
4. what was the condition in a former state of existence.
5. whether he carries in his body teh seeds of great misfortune.
6. how to find a lost article or person.
7. whether a journey will be prosperous.
8. what is the condition of a distant friend or relative.
9. whether he will be wealthy.
10. in what direction should he move when he changes residence.
11. whether he can repair his house without suffering calamity.
12. whether his son or daughter will have a happy life.

13. when a son will be bom.
14. whether it will be safe to cut down a certain tree.
15. whether he may move a grave with safety. 29

Shamanism provides a certain amount of entertainment. Shamanism has

provided entertainment by means of dances, songs, instrumental music and

dram prodcutions. Shearer reports that this is part of the shaman's work

today although it my not have been in the past.

It would seem that there is a great deal of entertainment that goes on

while various other more serious mtters are being taken care of. Maybe in

regard to the real work of the shaman the entertainmant function is only

secondary, but it seems that the people place a high value on it.

find out:

30
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